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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

The United States is proposing to purchase from the Russian Federation low enriched uranium (LEU)

derived from highly enriched uranium (HEU) resulting from the dismantlement of nuclear weapons in

the countries of the former Soviet Union. The purchase would be accomplished through a proposed

contract requiring the United States to purchase 15,250 metric tons (tonnes) of LEU (or 22,550 tonnes

of UF6) derived from blending 500 metric tones uranium (MTU) of HEU from nuclear warheads. The

LEU would be in the form of uranium hexafluoride (UF6) and would be converted from HEU in Russia.

The contract would further the goals of various arms control agreements between the two nations,

including the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons and would be entered into pursuant to

a government-to-government agreement to arrange for safe and prompt disposition for peaceful purposes

of HEU extracted from dismantling the former Soviet Union's nuclear arsenal. In addition, the two

countries must agree on the details and the procedure for transparency, which includes the process of

permitting the United States to gain confidence that the HEU is actually derived from dismantled nuclear

weapons, and that the HEU is blended to LEU.

The United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) is the entity proposing to undertake the contract for

purchase, sale, and delivery of the LEU from the Russian Federation. The U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) is negotiating the procedure for gaining confidence that the LEU is derived from HEU that is

derived from dismantled nuclear weapons (referred to as "transparency"), and would administer the

transparency measures for the contract.

An estimated 500 MTU of HEU converted to LEU would be purchased over a 20-year period beginning

in fiscal year 1994 (FY94) and ending in fiscal year 2013 (FY13). The assay of LEU produced in Russia

would be expected to be 3 to 5 percent uranium-235 (U-235). In total, an estimated 15,250 MTU of

LEU or 22,550 metric tons (tonnes) of UF 6 would be transported to the United States from Russia in

containerized cargo packages called SEAPAKs. Each SEAPAK would contain about 9 tonnes of UF6

loaded in four standard commercial steel model 30B cylinders. The LEU would be sold by the USEC

for ultimate use as commercial nuclear reactor fuel.

The proposed purchase would fulfill multiple needs and purposes, including:

* Promoting the safe and prompt disposition for peaceful purposes of HEU resulting from
dismantlement of nuclear warheads in Russia.

• Furthering the objectives of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
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• Affirming the commitment of the United States and the Russian Federation that nuclear materials
transferred for peaceful purposes under the agreement comply with all applicable non-proliferation,
material accountability and control, physical protection, and environmental requirements.

• Providing funds to the Russian Federation for the conversion of defense enterprises, enhancing
the safety of nuclear power plants, environmental clean-up of polluted areas and the construction
and operation of facilities in the Russian Federation for the conversion of HEU to LEU.

• Promoting economic reforms in the Russian Federation and the transition to a market-based
economy.

pROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action consists of six principal elements:

I. Signing of a contract for purchase, sale, and delivery of LEU.

2. Negotiation and agreement on detailed procedures for transparency to gain confidence that LEU
is derived from HEU that is derived from dismantled nuclear weapons.

3. Determination that the HEU extracted from nuclear weapons pursuant to the Agreement is
oxidized, fluorinated, and subsequently blended with natural uranium or LEU blendstock to yield
LEU end-product enriched to less than 5 percent U-235.

4. Shipment of the LEU from St. Petersburg, Russia, via the Gulf of Finland, Baltic Sea, North Sea,
and Atlantic Ocean to one or more of seven proposed ports of entry (Port of Hampton Roads,
Virginia; Port of Baltimore, Maryland; Port of Philadelphia and South New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and New Jersey; Port of New York and New Jersey, New York and New Jersey; Port of
Houston, Texas; Port of Charleston, South Carolina; and Port of Savannah, Georgia) by
commercial ocean freighter.

5. Transport of the LEU by commercial truck from the port of entry to the Portsmouth GDP.

6. Placement of the LEU in the GDP inventory where it would be made available to USEC utility
customers to be fabricated into fuel as orders are received.

ALTERNATIVES

The following alternatives to the proposed action are assessed in this environmental assessment (EA).

1. No Action. The no action alternative maintains the status quo by not purchasing the Russian
LEU.

2. Receipt at the Paducah GDP. Under this alternative, the UF 6 would be transported in part, or
in total, to the Paducah GDP at Paducah, Kentucky, instead of solely to the Portsmouth GDP.
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3, Receipt atFue! Fabricators,Domesticor Abr0.ad. The shipment of LEU from Russia or the U.S.
port of entry directly to a fuel fabricator would result in the USEC acting as a broker in the
shipment of LEU since no material would be shipped to or processed at the Portsmouth GDP.

4. Optional Tram.port Mode to the United States. Under this alternative, the UF6 would be
transported from Russia to the U.S. by means of military or commercial aircraft.

5..Transportation of __r_Q_r_ SeveralAlternative Ports of Ent_. Several low, medium, and high
population densk'y ports of entry are considered as alternatives.

6. Transport of LEU withinthe UnitedState.sby Rail. With respect to the rail alternative, each rail
car could hold four Model 30B cylinders of LEU in their SEAPAKs, the same as a commercial
truck. However, a number of rail cars could be accommodated in any one train. For purposes
of this analysis, it was reasonable to assume that for each shipment 32 Model 30B cylinders
would be transported in eight rail cars of the same train.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The six environments that could potentially be affected by the proposed action are marine (ocean), U.S.

ports of entry, truck or rail transportation corridors, the Portsmouth GDP, the electric power industry,

and the nuclear fuel cycle industry.

Ocean transport _.vouldbe from St. Petersburg, Russia, to one or more of seven proposed ports of entry

(Port of Hampton Roads, Virginia; Port of Baltimore, Maryland; Port of Philadelphia and South

New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New Jersey; Port of New York and New Jersey, New York and New

Jersey; Port of Houston, Texas; Port of Charleston, South Carolina; and Port of Savannah, Georgia).

From there the UF6 would be transported by commercial truck to the Portsmouth GDP. The plant has

been in operation as a uranium enrichment facility since the mid-1950s.

The effects of ocean and land transportation of RussianLEU are analyzed through use of a computer code

known as RADTRAN 4. LEU transportation health and safety issues are addressed and include a detailed

discussion of the transportation risk analysis methodology used in this EA. Radiological and chemical

exposures and health effects under both routine conditions and transportation accident scenarios are

analyzed. The calculated maximum annual radiation exposure to a member of the general public for

incident-free transportation is estimated as 0.002 millirem (mrem), which is 50,000 times less than the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) allowable annual dose of 100 mrem.

UF6has been transported safely around the world by air, water, and land for more than 30 years. In all

that time, there has never been an accident during transport involving the release of UF6 from an

accident-resistant package with overpack. In fact, there has not been a transportation accident in the last

30 years that has resulted in fatalities or injuries due to the chemical or radioactive nature of UF6. In the

last ten years (1984-1993), 16311 shipments of UF 6 (94,360 metric tons uranium) were safely shipped



within the United States. Approximately 650,000 metric tons of UF6 have been safely shipped to and

from the Portsmouth GDP since the beginning of its operation in the mid-1950s through March, 1993.

UF6 is regularly transported as a solid material in large steel cylinders by train, truck, and ship. These

cylinders typically can hold 2 1/2, 10, or 14 tons of UF6. Commercial trucks routinely transport UF6

between facilities in the United States and to various U.S. ports for shipment overseas. In addition, UF6

is routinely transported into the United States. No special permits or applications are required to

transport UF6 by train, truck, or ship. The U.S. Department of Transportation's (DOT's) regulations

treat UF6 of the type involved here (enriched to less than 20 percent U-235) as presenting a sufficiently

minimal hazard that an "unlimited" quantity of uranium can be shipped in specified packaging, referred

to as Type A packaging [DOT, 1990].

The shipment of enriched UF6 in Model 30B cylinders in overpacks has been incident-free with respect

to releases of radioactive material. As a result, no direct experience base exists for establishing the

consequences of transportation accidents. However, for purposes of assessing potential environmental

impacts of an overland transportation accident, a severe accident leading to the total release of the UF6

contained in four 30B cylinders in their overpacks, at 4.4 percent U-235, was analyzed. A severe

accident of this type is extremely unlikely to occur. Nevertheless, as part of the analysis, this extremely

low-probability severe accident is discussed in this EA. Individuals within 350 feet of such a release

could inhale potentially lethal doses of hydrogen fluoride if present for exposure to the entire plume of

released material. The probability of such a release occurring is estimated as 0.000000065 (6.5 x 10s),

or 6.5 chances out of one hundred million, for the entire 20 years of the proposed action, using Hampton

Roads as the port of entry for example purposes. The estimated maximum total latent cancer fatality

(LCF) ! risk resulting from both incident-free transportation and potential accidents for the entire 20-year

LEU purchase program ranges between 0.024 and 0.033, depending on the port of entry.

Incremental impacts on the environment surrounding the Portsmouth GDP resulting from a change in

plant operations due to the purchase of Russian LEU are assessed and predicted to be minimal.

Incremental impacts on the economic status of the communities surrounding the Portsmouth and Paducah

GDPs are briefly discussed in that the Russian LEU would involve sufficient enriched uranium that it

might become economically attractive to close one of the GDPs unless the anticipated increase in the

market demand for USEC-enriched uranium occurs. Economic consequences in terms of impacts on

nuclear fuel cycle markets and industries and the ports of entry are also discussed and estimated to be

minimal. A comparison of the environmental consequences of the proposed action and the alternatives

is presented.

1 A latent cancer fatality is defined as a fatal malignancy that may occur after some latent
period, usually 10 or more years, and has a probability of occurrence that increases with
dose.
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1.0 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

The United States is proposing to purchase from the Russian Federationlow enriched uranium (LEU)

derived from highly enriched uranium (HEU) resulting from the dismantlement of nuclear weapons in

the countries of the former Soviet Union. The purchase would be accomplished through a proposed

contract requiring the United States to purchase 15,250 metric tons (tomes) of LEU (or 22,550 tomes

of UF6) derived from blending 500 MTU of HEU from nuclear warheads. The LEU would be in the

form of uranium hexafluoride (UFt,) and would be converted from HEU in Russia. Under the proposed

contract, LEU would be purchased beginning in fiscal year 1994 (FY94) and would continue to be

purchased through fiscal year 2013 (FY13).

The contract would further the goals of various arms control agreements between the two nations,

including the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons, and would be entered into pursuant

to a government-to-government agreement to arrange for safe and prompt disposition for peaceful

purposes of HEU extracted from dismantling the former Soviet Union's nuclear arsenal. In addition, the

two countries must agree on the details and the procedure for transparency, which includes the process

of permitting the United States to gain confidence that the LEU is derived from HEU that is derived from

dismantled nuclear weapons.

The United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) is the entity proposing to undertake the contract for

purchase, sale, and delivery of the LEU from the Russian Federation. The U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) is negotiating the procedure for gaining confidence that the LEU is derived from HEU that is

derived from dismantled nuclear weapons (referred to as "transparency"), and would administer the

transparency measures for the proposed contract.

The LEU purchase agreement would fulfill multiple purposes and needs including:

* Promoting the safe and prompt disposition for peaceful purposes of HEU resulting from
dismantlement of nuclear warheads in Russia.

* Promoting the development and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes under arrangements
that further the objectives of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons of
July 1, 1968.

• Affirming the commitment of the United States and the Russian Federation to assure that nuclear
materials transferred for peaceful purposes under the Agreement comply with all applicable non-
proliferation, material accountability and control, physical protection, and environmental
requirements.

* Providing funds to the Russian Federation for the conversion of defense enterprises, enhancing
the safety of nuclear power plants, environmental clean-up of polluted areas, and the construction
and operation of facilities in the Russian Federation for the conversion of HEU to LEU.
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* Promoting economic reforms in the Russian Federation and tl'_etransition to a market-based
economy.

On October 24, 1992, President Bush signed the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (P.L. 102-486) which,

among other things, established the USEC. Under amendments to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,

effected by the enactment of P.L. 102-486, the USEC will function as a wholly-owned government

corporation authorized, among other duties, to purchase LEU derived from HEU from any state of the

former Soviet Union. Thus, a corollary purpose of the proposed action is to implement a part of the

national energy policy established by.Congress.

The analysis contained herein has been prepared in consideration of the National Environmental Policy

Act (NEPA), insofar as it addresses potential environmental impacts within the United States and in

consideration of Executive Order 12114, insofar as it addresses extraterritorial impacts.
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SECTION 2.0

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION

AND ALTERNATIVES



2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

The United States and the Russian Federation have agreed to reduce nuclear weapons stockpiles in

accordance with various arms control agreements between the two nations, including the Treaty on the

Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons. In addition, the United States and the Russian Federation have

also entered into a government-to-government agreement to arrange for safe and prompt disposition for

peaceful purposes of HEU extracted from dismantling the former Soviet Union's nuclear arsenal.

To advance the ultimate goals of these arms reductions agreements and pursuant to the government-to-

government agreement, the United States is now proposing to purchase from the Russian Federation LEU

derived from HEU resulting from the dismantlement of nuclear weapons in the countries of the former

Soviet Union. The purchase would be accomplished through a proposed contract requiring the United

States to purchase 15,250 metric tons (tonnes) of LEU (or 22,550 tomes of UF6) derived from blending

500 MTU of HEU from nuclear warheads. Payment for and delivery of the LEU would take place over

a 20-year term beginning in FY94.

In the course of ongoing negotiations between the United States and the Russian Federation, the two

governments have negotiated basic principles for the sale of such LEU, contingent upon a number of

conditions. One such condition is the right of both countries to complete their respective governmental

approval procedures for the proposed contract, which would include analysis of potential environmental

impacts. In addition, the two countries must agree on the details of and the procedure for transparency,

which refers to the process of permitting the United States to gain confidence that the LEU is derived

from HEU that is derived from dismantled nuclear weapons.

DOE originally undertook the lead for the negotiations on behalf of the United States. However, Title IX

of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 established the USEC and transferred many of the uranium enrichment

functions from DOE to USEC, effective July 1, 1993. (Pub. L. No. 102-486, 106 Stat. 2923.) The

Energy Policy Act authorizes USEC to negotiate the purchase of uranium from any nation of the former

Soviet Union under a government-to-government agreement. (42 U.S.C. 2297c-7.) Accordingly, USEC

is the entity proposing to undertake the contract for purchase, sale, and delivery of the LEU from the

Russian Federation. However, DOE would administer transparency measures for the contract.

Accordingly, DOE is negotiating the procedure for gaining confidence that the LEU derived from HEU

is derived from dismantled nuclear weapons.

The LEU proposed to be purchased would be in the form of UF6 with a concentration (referred to as the

assay) of uranium-235 (U-235) ranging from 3 to 5 weight percent. The LEU purchased by the USEC

would be derived from an estimated 500 metric tons of HEU metal with an average assay value of about

90 percent U-235. Dismantlement of nuclear warheads in Russia would provide the HEU used in the
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conversionandblendingprocess.The HEU wouldbeconvertedtoUF6 andblendedtoproducelow

enrichedUF6 intheRussianFederation,whichwouldthenbeshippedtotheUnitedStates.

TheassayofLEU producedintheRussianFederationwouldbelessthan5percentU-235andwouldbe

expectedtoaverageabout4.4percentU-235.ItisassumedthattheassayoftheRussianHEU would

beabout90percentU-235andthattheHEU, onceconvertedtoUF6,wouldbeblendedwith1.5percent

U-235assayUF6 toproduce4.4percentU-235LEU inUF6 formforshipment.Underthissetof

assumptions,10metrictonsofHEU, whenblendedandconverted,wouldproduce451metrictonsof

UF6at4.4percentU-235assay.The451metrictonsofUF6wouldcontainapproximately305metric

tonsuranium(MTU) and 146 metrictonsoffluorine.(MTU willbe usedinthisenvironmental

assessment(EA)toquantifyonlytheamountofuraniumcontainedinamaterialandmetrictonsortomes

(t)willbeusedwhenreferringtothetotalmassofmaterial.)

The Russian LEU would be shipped by commercial ocean freighter as UF6 to the United States.

Dependingon when the contract would be signed, the LEU would be expected to be received in the

United States accordingto the schedule shown in Table 2-1. It should be emphasized that only low

enriched UF6 would be received in the U.S.; the quantities of HEU are listed to provide comparative
values of material.

Table 2-1. LEU Receipt Schedule

Material FY94...FY98 FY99...FY13

HEU (MTU/yr) 10 30
,

LEU (MTU/yr) 305 915

UF6 (t/yr) 451 1,353

The receipt schedule indicates a total of 15,250 MTU of LEU or 22,550 tonnes of UF6 to be shipped over

a 20-year period. However, it is possible that one MTU of the proposed 500 MTU of HEU converted

to LEU would be separately shipped, as an initial demonstration project for this proposed action.

The LEU would be shipped as UF6 by commercial ocean freighter from St. Petersburg, Russia, via the

Gulf of Finland, the Baltic Sea, the North Sea, and the Atlantic Ocean to one or more of seven proposed

.ports of entry (Port of Hampton Roads, Virginia; Port of Baltimore, Maryland; Port of Philadelphia and

South New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New Jersey; Port of New York and New Jersey, New York and

New Jersey; Port of Houston, Texas; Port of Charleston, South Carolina; and Port of Savannah,

Georgia). The list of proposed ports was developed after a series of efforts were carried out to determine
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the likely routes shipping companies would use to transport cargo from St. Petersburg to the United

States. To develop a picture of how shipments would be transported between St. Petersburg and the

United States, shipping schedules of major shipping lines, as published in "Shipcards" by the Journal of

Commerce, were analyzed to determine the routes of vessels on regularly scheduled liner service. USEC

restricted the search to vessels on regular liner service since these vessels tend to be higher quality in both

vessel integrity and crew performance and, as a result, have a much lower casualty rate than vessels

operating in the tramp (unscheduled) market. Sixteen shipping companies that advertise service to

St. Petersburg, Russia, were also contacted by telephone to determine the ports in the United States at

which their vessels called. Contact was also made with the U.S. Maritime Administration to verify the

information obtained from the Journal of Commerce and the shipping companies. Finally, the Piers

Import/Export data base was queried to determine where shipments of radioactive materials, particularly

uranium hexafluoride, have been imported into the United States in the past several years. The

information obtained from this research indicated that cargo originating in St. Petersburg would most

likely be either initially or eventually shipped on vessels that make port calls at one or more of the seven

ports proposed as potential ports of entry. From the port of entry, the UF6 would be transported by

commercial truck to the USEC- leased gaseous diffusion plant (GDP) at Piketon, Ohio. There, it would

be placed in inventory and made available to the commercial nuclear power reactor fuel market.

Consistent with the Energy Policy Act of 1992, the USEC is now operating the Portsmouth GDP at

Piketon, Ohio, which DOE formerly operated and still owns.

All shipments to the United States would adhere to both United States and international regulations and

standards pertaining to the preparation, packaging, handling, safeguards, transport, and receipt of

radioactive materials. These would be implemented, as appropriate, according to requirements of the

U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the DOE

or the USEC, and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

2.1 PROPOSED ACTION

The principal components of the proposed action and their approximate sequence are as follows:

* Complete ..nego.tiationon contrac.t te.r/ynsand transparency PrOcedures, and sign contract for
purchase, sale_and delivery of LEU.

• Determination 9f HE.U Conversi0n. The first access to Russian HEU by the United States would
occur as a result of DOE implementing transparency inspections. The purpose of the monitoring
procedures is to gain confidence that the HEU metal has been derived from dismantled nuclear
weapons and that the LEU has been produced from blended HEU. DOE proposes to gain access
to the HEU metal feed to the Russian oxidation facility, HEU hexafluoride feed to the blending
facility, the LEU hexafluoride blend stock feed to the blending facility, and the LEU product
stream from the blending facility. DOE proposes to witness the taking of samples of the HEU
metal, the HEU hexafluoride and the LEU hexafluoride blend stock, and to have the option to ship
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some or all of the samples to the U,S. for analysis. DOE would have access to all facilities used
to carry out the terms of the agreement(see Section 4.0.).

• Sampling to Meet LEU Specifications. The first access to Russian LEU by the USEC would
occur at the producttransferfacility at the en:lchmentplant located near Yekaterinburg, Russia,
where the USEC would have the right to inspectthe LEU to ensurethat itwas properlypackaged
for shipmentto the United States. In addition, the USEC, or its designated representative, would
have the right to witness the takingof samplesto ensure that the LEU metU.S. quantity, isotopic,
and chemical specifications. If the USEC would elect not to send a witness to the Yekaterinburg
plant, the Russian operators of the plantwould take the samples for the USEC. These samples
would be shipped by air expressfrom the Russianplantin Yekaterinburgto the Portsmouth GDP
at Piketon, Ohio. The samples would containless than 450 grams of UF6and would be placed
in DOT Specification 1S Sample Cylinders. (See Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part
173.420.) For shipment, the Model 1S cylinders would be packaged in DOT Specification 17C
Drums. (See Title 49, Code of FederalRegulations, Part 178.115.) The UF_ samples in the 1S
Samp) Cylinders would containless than 15 grams of the isotope U-235. A shipping package
contaimng less than 15 grams of U-235 is exempt from regulations applyingspecifically to fissile
material. (See Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 173.453(a); Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations, Part 71.53(a); and InternationalAtomic Energy Agency Safety Series No, 6,
"Regulationsfor the Safe Transportof RadioactiveMaterial," 1985 Edition, As amended 1990,
Section 560(a).)

• LEU ShippingContainers. The conversion/blendingfacilities in Russia would load the LEU into
DOT Model 30B cylinders provided by the USEC (see Section 6.2 for a description of these
containers). DOT Model 30B cylinders have been approved for internationaland domestic
shipments of UF6. Each cylinder would hold about 2.28 tomes (2,280 kilograms) of UF6
consisting of approximately1.5 MTU and approximately0.8 tomes of fluorine. All cylinders
would be packaged in specificationnumber21PF-1B protective overpacks. (See Section 6.2 for
a descriptionof these overpacks). The overpackswould not be opened from the time they were
loaded with 30B cylinders filled with LEU in Russiauntil they were delivered to the Portsmouth
GDP in the United States. Tamper indicatingdevices would be attached at the Yekaterinburg
plantto the valve andplug of each 30B cylinder and the 21PF-IB overpacks to provide assurance
that overpacks and cylinders are not opened. The 21PF-1B overpacks containing the 30B
cylinders would be loaded into specially designed 8 feet by 8 feet by 20 feet shipping containers
called SEAPAKs for transportto the United States.

#

• Transferof LEU to the United States .at.St. Petersburg, Rus.sia. The United States would take
possession freight on board (FOB) of the LEU at St. Petersburg where the integrity of the
packages would be confirmed by U.S. representatives by visual inspection of the overpack and
attached tamper indication devices.

• Shipment of LEU to the U.S_. The LEU would be shipped to one or more of seven proposed ports
of entry (Port of Hampton Roads, Virginia; Port of Baltimore, Maryland; Port of Philadelphia and
South New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New Jersey; Port of New York and New Jersey, New York
and New Jersey; Port of Houston, Texas; Port of Charleston, South Carolina; and Port of
Savannah, Georgia), via an ocean freighter meeting required safety and design standards. Each
shipping container would accommodate four Model 30B cylinders with overpacks, or about
9 tonnes of UF6. Assuming one container of four cylinders per ship hold or defined deck area and
eight holds or defined deck areas per ship, 32 cylinders (approximately 72 tonnes) of UF6 would
be transported in each ocean shipment. The size of the shipments can vary somewhat, depending
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on ship design and spacing requirements, but this is representative of typical shipments. Based
on this shipment size, it is estimated that, during the first 5 years of shipment, seven shiploads per
year, or approximately one shipload every 2 months, would be required to transport the LEU; and
that for the last 15 years, 19 shiploads per year (about one shipload every 3 weeks) would be
required to transport the LEU. However, it is possible that one MTU of the proposed 500 MTU
of HEU converted to LEU would be separately shipped, as an initial demonstration project for this
proposed action.

* Transport of LEU from the port of entry to Piketon. Ohio. The LEU would be transported via
commercial truck from the port of entry to the Portsmouth GDP at Piketon, Ohio. The LEU may
be placed in a secure staging area in the vicinity of the wharf for a short period of time while
awaiting truck transportation to the Portsmouth GDP. Each truckload can accommodate four

Model 30B cylinders with overpacks, or 9 tonnes of UF6. Thus, there would be approximately
eight tcuckloads of LEU for each ocean-going shipment. During the first 5 years of shipping, 50
truckloads per year (roughly four per month) would be required. For the last 15 years, 149
truckloads per year would be required (roughly 12 per month).

• Receipt of LEU by Portsmouth QDP at Pikcton, Ohio. Upon arrival at the Portsmouth GDP,
LEU composition and specifications may be verified for purposes of U.S. accountability and
material acceptability. The LEU would be placed in the GDP inventory and made available to the
U.S. commercial nuclear fuel fabrication market. Normal GDP enrichment and private sector fuel
fabrication activities at different sites would continue to take place irrespective of the purchase of
LEU by the U.S. from Russia.

2.2 ALTERNATIVES

This section briefly describes alternatives to the proposed action including the no action alternative.

2.2.1 No Action

The no action alternative would result in the U.S. deciding not to sign the contract with the Russian

Federation to purchase LEU resulting from the dismantlement of nuclear weapons. It would mean that

the non-proliferation, economic, environmental cleanup, and weapons conversion objectives of the U.S.-

Russian Federation Agreement would not be met. It is probable that the Russians would seek other

opportunities to dispose of HEU, LEU, or both on the world market.

2.2.2 Receipt at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

The USEC also operates the Paducah GDP at Paducah, Kentucky. The Paducah GDP is currently

authorized to process enriched uranium up to an assay of two percent U-235. Modifications are nearly

complete at the plant that will permit the processing of enriched uranium with an assay of up to five

percent U-235; however, these modifications are not expected to be completed before the proposed action

would begin.
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When the cylinders containing the UF6 would arrive from Russia, the cylinders would be sampled to

assure that the material meets all specifications for the manufacture of commercial nuclear reactor fuel.

If the assay of the U-235 required adjustment to meet customer's requirements, the UF6 would have to

be fed into a gaseous diffusion plant for product quality adjustment. Since the Paducah GDP is not

currently authorized to sample the UF_ in the cylinders or feed the UF6if the assay is greater than two

percent U-235, the Russian LEU, which would have an assay of 4.4 percent U-235, would not be able

to be processed at the Paducah GDP if the UF6 shipments began before authorization was granted.

However, since the proposed action Spans the time period in which the Paducah GDP is expected to be

able to process UF6 up to assays of five percent, the transportation risks of this alternative are assessed
in Section 6.6.2.

2.2.3 Receipt at Fuel Fabricators, Domestic or Abroad

There are five fuel fabricators in the United States, with additional fuel fabricators in Japan, South Korea,

Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Spain, and Sweden. However, product quality considerations

make direct shipment to fuel fabricators unlikely. For some time, the USEC would want to sample each

product cylinder at the GDP site prior to shipping to a fuel fabricator due to the unique nature of the

process of making the LEU from HEU. Also, the Russian LEU would be delivered at U-235 assays

which must be agreed to by the Russians and the USEC before customers actually place orders with the

USEC. If the U-235 assay of the UF6 from the Russian Federation did not closely match a customer's

requirements, the U-235 assay would have to be adjusted at the Portsmouth GDP prior to delivery to the

fabricators. Furthermore, since the U-234 and U-236 limits allowed in ASTM specification C996-90 (the

basis for acceptance of the Russian LEU) are higher than what the fuel fabricators are currently willing

to receive on a routine basis, some adjustment of the LEU product at the GDP may be required before

shipment to a fuel fabricator.

2.2.4 Optional Transport Mode to the United States

Air transport of radioactivematerials is typically used for rapid delivery when the half-life of the material

is short and/or timely use of the material is required. If the speed of delivery is not a consideration, then

large, frequent shipments of radioactive materials by air are unwarranted. Historically, large cylinders,

such as the Model 30B, containing UF6 have not been shipped by air due to the costs, which would

greatly exceed costs for transport by marine vessel. However, for purposes of this analysis, the air

transport alternative will be qualitatively assessed.
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2.2.5 Transportation of LEU from Several Alternative Ports of Entry to Piketon, Ohio

The proposed ports of entry are Port of HamptonRoads, Virginia; Port of Baltimore, Maryland; Port

of Philadelphiaand South New Jersey, Pennsylvaniaand New Jersey; Portof New YorkandNew Jersey,

New York and New Jersey; Port of Houston, Texas; Port of Charleston, South Carolina; and Port of

Savannah, Georgia. Any of these ports could be used for a portion or all of the shipments from

St. Petersburg, Russia. Nevertheless, in order to compare the risks of using alternativeports, several

ports on the East Coast of the United States. other than those listeclabove, andone West Coast port are

analyzed.

Ships transporting the LEU from St. Petersburg to the United States would use normal shipping lanes

through the Gulf of Finland, the Baltic Sea, the North Sea, and the Atlantic Ocean. Since the shortest,

most frequently scheduled voyages from St. Petersburg to the United States arrive at the East Coast, it

is unlikely that a ship carrying cargo destined for the Portsmouth GDP would use a West Coast port.

If a Gulf Coast or West Coast port of entt3 were used, the shipping routes through the Gulf of Mexico

or the Pacific Ocean would be significantl.v longer than those for East Coast ports. For example, the

ocean transport distance from St. Petersburg to Hampton Roads is approximately 8,900 kilometers (4,800

nautical miles), while the distance from St. Petersburg to Oakland, California is 17,300 kilometers (9,330

nautical miles) [DMAHTC, 1991]. In addition, the distance a truck or train would have to travel from

a West Coast port to Piketon, Ohio, is much greater than the distances associated with East and most Gulf

Coast ports of entry. As a result, transportation costs would be greater due to the greater distances the

LEU would have to be shipped. Thus, West Coast ports of entry may not be desirable alternatives from

a transportation cost perspective.

Military ports have not been considered as possible ports of entry because USEC would be contracting

with commercial carriers to transport the LEU and those carriers would use commercial ports since

commercial ports are available. In addition. OMB Circular A-76 prohibits the Federal Government from

competing for services when such services can be procured from the private sector. Substantial

commercial port experience with handling UF6exists and the import and/or export of LEU is a common

commercial transaction [JoC, 1993]. Military vessels and ports or other measures for the physical

protection of LEU shipments are neither required nor practical. Since LEU cannot be used directly to

fabricate a nuclear explosive, military vessels and ports are not required for safeguarding nuclear

material. Furthermore, the radioactivity of LEU is so low that dispersal by manual means or acts of

sabotage would not produce a significant radiological hazard [NRC, 1977] (although it would produce

a chemical hazard similar to the accident described in Section 6.2.3). In addition, military bases may

not have the experience or equipment to handle commercial vessels and their cargo. For example, Kings

Bay Naval Base in Kings Bay, Georgia, is a submarine base and is not equipped with gantry cranes for

loading and unloading container ships. Military bases also are likely to have personnel access restrictions

for entry into their facilities. For example. Kings Bay Naval Base regulations prohibit foreign nationals
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from entering the Naval Base. As a result, any vessel not manned entirely by United States citizens may

be prohibited from using this port.

The transportationrisks associatedwith military ports would be similar to those of commercial ports, with

differences mainly arising in the distance from the Portsmouth GDP. For example, if the port of entry

were the naval base at Kings Bay, Georgia, the overland transportation risk would be slightly less than

the commercial port at Fernandina Beach, Florida which is about 40 miles further away from the

Portsmouth GDP, only because of the slightly higher population density along the initial leg of the

Fernandina Beach-Piketon overland transportation route.

The alternative ports were selected on the basis of geographic, physical, historic, and economic criteria.

As a result of the criteria used, many of the ports selected could be characterized as high population

density ports. Ports have historically been established in areas with inviting geographic, physical, and

population attributes. Likewise, population centers have been established and grown in areas with

appealing geographic/physical features and excellent transportation access. Thus, the busiest, most

experienced, and typically best equipped ports are surrounded by relatively large populations in areas with

good transportation links. However, in order to include ports that do not have a high population density

among the alternatives, Morehead City, North Carolina (population density is 37 persons/km:), and

Fernandina Beach, Florida (population density is 25 persons/kin2), were included for analysis as potential

ports of entry. It should be noted, however, that a current resolution by the City of Fernandina Beach,

Resolution Number 801, prohibits the port of Fernandina Beach from importing hazardous materials

without submission of an amended application for development. It is unlikely that a small port like

Morehead City or Fernandina Beach would be used since the likelihood of an ocean-going commercial

vessel making a St. Petersburg-Morehead City or St. Petersburg-Fernandina Beach voyage is small.

Specification of a small port, such as Morehead City or Fernandina Beach, as the port of entry would

probably require either trans-shipment of the LEU or arrangement of a special port of call. Trans-

shipment would increase the incident-free (or routine) dose to cargo handlers and inspectors, even during

routine operations. Furthermore, either option may entail additional fees for transporting the LEU,

making small ports less attractive.

2.2.6 Transport of LEU within the United States by Rail

The proposed action would involve transporting the LEU by commercial truck from a warehouse/terminal

at the port of entry to the Portsmouth GDP at Piketon, Ohio. Each truckload would comprise 9 tonnes

of UF6 contained in four Model 30B cylinders in overpacks, inside SEAPAK shipping containers. There

would be eight truckloads of LEU for each shipment by ocean freighter during the proposed action. For

the entire 20 years of the proposed action, a total of 2485 truckloads would be required to transport the
LEU.
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With respect to the rail alternative, the activities leading up to transport from theport of entry would be

the same as for the proposedaction. The difference between the rail alternativeand the proposedaction

would be that the LEU would be transported by rail from a warehouse/terminal in the port of entry to

the PortsmouthGDP. Each rail car would hold four Model 30B cylindersof LEU in their SEAPAKs,

the same as a commercial truck. However, a numberof rail cars could be accommodatedin any one

train. For example, an entire shipload of 32 Model 30B cylinders would fill eight rail cars. For the

entire20 yearsof the proposed action, a total of 320 trainloadswould be required to transportthe LEU.
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF URANIUM ENRICHMENT

The following sections describe the uranium enrichment process and the operation of the two U.S.

uranium enrichment plants. The information is provided as background for understanding the

environmental consequences discussed in Section 6.0

3.1 THE URANIUM ENRICHMENT PROCESS

Commercial technologies enrich uranium processed from mined material to the desired U-235 assay level

by one of two processes: gaseous diffusion or gas centrifugation. In the U.S., gaseous diffusion is used

at the Portsmouth GDP at Piketon, Ohio, and the Paducah GDP at Paducah, Kentucky. Both of these

plants are now operated by the USEC. These plants operate on the principle that lighter weight gaseous

isotopes have slightly higher average velocities and thus can be made to diffuse through a porous barrier

(tubes filled with extremely small holes) more rapidly than heavier species. In the process, UF6 is heated

to at least 134°F and converted from a solid to a gas. The UF6 flows through a series of compressors

and converters. Each converter contains thousands of porous barrier tubes. Each compressor/converter

arrangement is called a stage. The compressor increases the pressure of the gaseous UF6 so that it is

forced to diffuse through the barrier tubes. Because U-235 has a smaller isotopic mass than U-238, it

passes through the porous barrier more quickly, increasing the U-235 content of the diffused uranium.

For each porous barrier passed, two streams are created, one which is enriched and one which is depleted

in the lighter U-235 isotope. The uranium in the latter stream is called depleted uranium or "tails." The

fraction of the U-235 isotope remaining in the depleted uranium from an operating enrichment plant is

called the "operating tails assay."

The commercial transaction for enrichment work takes place as follows: A GDP enrichment service

customer, usually a utility, desires a c.ertain quantity of LEU containing a particular assay or quantity of

U-235. In order to obtain the desired quantity and assay of LEU, the utility customer delivers UF6 feed

material to the GDP (usually natural UF6 containing 0.711 percent U-235) and purchases enrichment

services from the GDP. The cost of the enrichment services to a customer is expressed in terms of

dollars per separative work unit (SWU). A SWU is the conventional measure of the effort achieved in

a uranium enrichment plant after separating uranium of a given U-235 content into the two streams.

When customers buy services from the GDP, they are buying separative work units (SWUs).

The relative amounts of feed material delivered to, and the enrichment services purchased from, the GDP

by a customer are determined by the transaction tails assay (i.e., the tails assay at which that customer

transacts with the GDP, which is generally about 0.28 percent U-235). If the GDP had only one

customer, and the GDP did not have its own stockpile of natural uranium feed, then the GDP would use

the feed delivered by the customer to operate at the tails assay specified by the customer to produce the

LEU required by the customer. The GDP would collect revenues from the customer based on the amount
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of enrichment services required to produce the LEU and the price of the SWUs. When the customer

takes the LEU, the customer may also take or leave at the GDP the depleted uranium that results from

producing the desired LEU. Nearly all customers elect to leave their depleted uranium at the GDPs.

In operating the Portsmouth and Paducah GDPs, the USEC utilizes the feed material delivered by all of

its customers to produce the LEU required by the customers. In doing so, the operating tails assay of

the GDPs is the average of the transaction tails assay specified by the customers. However, because the

GDPs have their own stockpile of natural UF_, the GDPs can supply additional uranium feed to the

plants, which will cause the operating tails assay to increase and will reduce the enrichment required to

produce the LEU product. This process is called "overfeeding."

One of USEC's primary corporate goals is cost reduction. The major GDP production cost is the

purchase of electric power. This represents about 70 percent of enrichment costs, since very large

quantitiesof electric power are required to produce enriched uranium using gaseous diffusion technology.

The most effective way to reduce enrichment costs is to reduce the electric power consumption of the

GDPs by overfeeding the plants with feed material owned by the USEC.

3.2 GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANTS AT PIKETON, OHIO, AND PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

The two gaseous diffusion plants in the United States are federal government facilities leased to the USEC

by the DOE and managed for the USEC by a government contractor, Martin Marietta Utility Services,

Inc. The Paducah GDP was constructed between 1951 and 1954 on a 5,000-acre site 16 miles west of

Paducah, Kentucky. The Portsmouth GDP was constructed between 1952 and 1956on a 4,000-acre site

3 miles south of Piketon, Ohio, and 22 miles north of Portsmouth, Ohio. While shipments of the Russian

LEU under the proposed contract would be expected to be sent to Piketon, a description of the operation

of both GDPs is included here since the Paducah GDP enriches UF6 for use at the Portsmouth GDP.

Currently, the Paducah GDP is used to enrich 0.711 percent assay UF6 to 1.9 percent U-235. The 1.9

percent assay UF6 produced at Paducah is then transported to the Portsmouth GDP where it is enriched

to the desired final product assay. The final product is transported from the Portsmouth GDP to the fuel

fabricators. In addition, 0.711 percent feed is also fed to the Portsmouth GDP for enrichment. The

Russian LEU would be placed in inventory at the Portsmouth GDP where, depending on the quality of

the LEU and customer enrichment requirements, it may be fed into the GDP for product enhancement.
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4.0 lIEU TRANSPARENCY

HEU transparencyrefers to the ability of the Governmentof the United States, through the DOE, to gain

confidence that the Russian LEU delivered to the United States under the proposed contract is derived

from HEU, and that the HEU is being derived from dismantled nuclear weapons. Additionally,

transparency refers to the ability of the Government of the Russian Federation to gain confidence that
LEU delivered to the United States under the contract is used for commercial nuclear fuel fabrication.

The USEC is responsible for all elements of the proposed action except transparency, which is the
responsibility of DOE.

"The Memorandum of Understanding Between the Government of the United States of America and the

Government of the Russian Federation Relating to Transparency and Additional Arrangements Concerning

the Agreement Between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the

Russian Federation Concerning the Disposition of Highly Enriched Uranium Extracted from the Nuclear

Weapons," signed on September 1, 1993, defines the measures to be used by monitors for the

United States to achieve the transparency objectives. Specific details of transparency measures remain

to be negotiated. For example, as part of these transparency measures, samples maybe obtained by the

United States monitors from the Russian materials. Up to eight samples could be taken each month from

the HEU metal, the HEU in the form of UF6, and the LEU blendstock, as shown in Tal.,le4-1. Samples

would be taken and packaged in U.S.-supplied containers by Russian personnel in the presence of

United States observers. The Russians would monitor the sampling process according to their health and

safety procedures. All HEU and LEU samples would be shipped via commercial airline to a DOE

laboratory such as Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in Livermore, California. Samples
would be analyzed at LLNL and other analytical laboratories within the United States. Most of the

sample would be consumed in the analysis process; any sample remaining after analysis may be archived

at LLNL or at the Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge Tennessee, or managed as radioactive or mixed waste. A

total of 1,920 g of U-235 in 90 percent enriched uranium metal, 13,040 g of U-235 in 90 percent

enriched uranium hexafluoride, and 288 grams of U-235 in 1.5 percent enriched uranium hexafluoride

could be sampled, shipped, and analyzed as part of the transparency activities for the 20-year period of

the proposed contract. Thus, although specific details of transparency remain to be negotiated, these

amounts represent the largest estimate of materials that would be shipped to the United States for

transparency purposes.

The environmental impacts associated with the transparency activities would be minimal. All sampling

and measurements would be performed by Russian plant personnel using equipment provided by the U.S.

-observation teams. U.S. representatives would not physically handle any HEU or LEU, containers,

equipment or instrumentation during the sampling process. However, all sampling and measurements

would be observed by U,S. personnel. During shipment, the transportation regulations for commercial

air transport would be followed. These regulations specify a limit of 0.02 curies of fissile material per
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Type A packaging (see Sections 2. I and 6.2.). All quantities of HEU and LEU that would be shipped

at any one time under the proposed action are categorized as Category IV nuclear materials per DOE

Order 5633.3A. In accordance with DOE Order 5632.2A, Category IV materials do not require special

safeguard considerations. The transportation risks associated with samples taken for transparency for

incident-free and accident conditiom are analyzed in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.

Table 4-1. Samples' Taken According to the Transparency Protocol

HEU Metal HEU in the form LEU
of UF6 Blendstock

I I III iii iii I ii I ii i i ii

Sample Mass (g) 1 6.8 0.15
ii i i. i i

Shipment Mass (g) 8 54.4 1.2
. i i,,,. J

Yearly Mass (g) 96 652.8 14.4
i iiii ii .. iiii,i i ,iiii, i

Total Mass (g) 1,920 13,056 288
., , i i i • ,. , i
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5.0 DESCRIPTION OF AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Six environments potentially could be affected by the proposed action: the marine environment

(Section 5.1), the U.S. ports of entry (Section 5.2), the truck or rail transportation corridors(Section

5.3), the PortsmouthGDP and locale (Section5.4), theelectric power industry(Section 5.5), and nuclear

fuel cycle market industries(Section 5.6).

$.1 MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Because the proposed action involves ocean transport,the USEC considered the environmental impacts

of this proposed action on the global commons, taking into consideration Executive Order 12114

fiR, 1981].

Ships transporting the LEU from St. Petersburg, Russia, to the East Coast of the United States would use

normal shipping lanes through the Gulf of Finland, the Baltic Sea, the North Sea, and the Atlantic Ocean.

If a port on the Gulf of Mexico were used, the ships would also transit the Straits of Florida and the Gulf.

Figure 5-1 shows the proposed shipping lanes through which shipments of UF6 would pass for most

East Coast ports of entry. As explained in Section 2.0 a series of efforts were carried out to determine

the likely routes shipping companies would use to transport cargo from St. Petersburg, Russia to the

United States. The resulting list of proposed ports did not include any ports on the West Coast.

Moreover, the distance a ship would travel from St. Petersburg to the West Coast of the United States

and the distance a truck wvuld tra.velfrom the West Coast to Piketon, Ohio, and, therefore, the associated

costs, are much greater than me distances and costs associated with East or Gulf Coast ports of entry.

For these reasons, a West Coast port of entry was not selected as a proposed port of entry (see Section

2.0). Therefore, the marine environments associated with West Coast ports of entry are not described.

Sea water is a complex solution cont/lining a majority of the known elements. The average salinity of

ocean water is about 35 parts per thousand. A significant feature of sea water is that while the total

concentration of dissolved salt varies from place to place, the ratios of the more abundant components

remain almost constant. This may be taken as evidence that over geologic time the oceans have become

well mixed [Pickard, 1979].

There are two major sources of deep water in the world's oceans: a northern component found in the

Norwegian, Greenland, and Labrador Seas, and a southern component from the Weddell Sea. The water

from the Greenland Sea flows through the Denmark Strait and flows south down the western Atlantic

after being joined by deep water formed in the Labrador Sea [NEA, 1988].
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SpecificflowestimatesfortheNorthAtlanticareupto5x I06m3/sforthetotalwatervolumecrossing

thewholeIceland-Scotlandridge[Steele,etat.,1962].FromtheGreenlandSeatheflowthroughthe

Denmark Strait has been estimatedto be 5 x I06m31s[Swallow, 1960], Water from the Arctic that enters

the Atlanticleaves mainlyto the south towardmidlatitudes[NEA, 1988]. The continentalshelf extends

from the shore with an avenge gradientof I in 500. The shelf has an average width of 65 kin. Most

of theworld's fisheriesarelocatedon thecontinentalshelf. The continentalslope averagesabout4000 m

vertically from the shelf to the deep-sea bottom [Pickard, 1979].

An analysis of oceanic environmentspreparedby the ConstructionEngineering Research Laboratory

(CERL), U.S. Army Corpsof Engineers, providesvaluable dataon biotic resources, includingwhales,

plankton,marlin,andfourspecies of tuna,found in theNorth Atlantic [CERL, 1990]. The RightWhale,

Eubalaena glacialis, was not consideredby CERL, but is known to frequentNorthAtlanticwaters. The

National Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration(NOAA) recently proposed designationof a critical

habitatfor theRightWhale [FR, 1993]. The regionsconsideredby NOAA includeportionsof Cape Cod

Bay, Stellwagen Bank,andwatersadjacenttoGeorgia and Florida. The latterdesignationsincludewaters

out to about 15 nauticalmiles from shore from the AltamahaRiver, Georgia, to Jacksonville, Florida

(approximatelybetween 30 and31 degrees northlatitude), which includes watersoff FernandinaBeach;

and out to about5 nauticalmiles offshore at Sebastian Inlet, Florida (approximatelybetween 28 and 30

degrees northlatitude).

The deep seabottom-dwellersarehighly diverse, withmanytaxonomic groupsbeingrepresentedby more

species thanin most shallow watercommunities[Hessler andSanders, 1967]. However, the numberof

individualorganisms in a given area does decrease in the deep sea and this, together with a general

tendency for the averagesize of the organismsalso to decrease, results in a dramatic reduction in standing

stock or biomass on the deep ocean floor. In round figures, the total wet weight of bottom-living

organisms in and on each square meter of seabed decreases from 10-100 grams on the continental shelf,

to 1-10 grams on the continental slope, and to only 0.1-1.0 gram on the abyssal plain ['Rice, 1978].

Uranium is one of the elements naturally present in sea water. The uranium normally found in nature

consists of three isotopes having mass numbers 234, 235, and 238. The ocean water concentration of

U-isotopes is as follows: U-234, 1.04-1.3 pCi/l; U-235, 0.04-0.07 pCi/l; and U-238, 0.9-1.13 pCi/l

[Cherry and Shannon, 1974]. One picoCurie (pCi) - 1 x 1012Ci or 0.000000000001 Ci. ;

The relationshipbetween environmental concentrations of radionuclides and the concentration found in

organisms is important in the study of food web effects. Bioamplification, the increase in concentration

in organisms progressively further up the food web (as occurs with organic pesticides in terrestrial

environments) is observed in marine food webs. In the marine environment, uranium has not been found

to bioamplify in fish and only slightly bioamplifies in crustaceans and mollusks [IAEA, 1985].
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In the marineenvironmentthe greaterportionof thebackgrounddose rateto phytoplankton,zooplankton,

and pelagic fish arises from incorporatedactivity. Alpha-emittingisotopes, particularlypolonium-210

(Po-210), a progeny of uranium, is the main source of backgrounddose and potassium-40 contributes

most of the remainder [IAEA, 1976]. Concentrationsof the naturally occurring Po-210 have been

measuredin mid-watercrustaceansand fish to depthsof 1500 m. Unusually high levels were found in

certain benthic organisms, indicating that these organisms were exposed to particularlyhigh natural

radiationdoses. The doses received were very large by human standards--up to approximately400

rem/yr [Cherryand Heyraud, 1982]_ The exposure of these organisms (marine invertebratesand fish)

appearsto make the oceans the highest knownnaturalradiationdomain in our biosphere. However, in

general,aquaticorganisms tend to be more resistantto radiationthan terrestrialmammals[NCRP, 1991].

Since 1944, man has been discharging radionuclides into the oceans where the inventory of natural

radioactivity is approximately500 x 109Ci [NAS, 1971]. As of 1981, it was estimatedthat man's total

inputof radionuclides,about3 billioncuries, essentiallyfromwastedisposal and nuclearweapons testing,

approached0.7 percentof the naturalradioactivityin theworld's oceans [NeedierandTempleton, 1981],

5.2 PROPOSED U,S. PORTS OF ENTRY

One or more U.S. ports of entry could be used for importof the LEU into the UnitedStates. The ports

are: Portof HamptonRoads, Virginia;Portof Baltimore,Maryland;Portof PhiladelphiaandSouthNew

Jersey, Pennsylvaniaand New Jersey; Portof New York and New Jersey, New York and New Jersey:

Port of Houston, Texas; Port of Charleston,South Carolina:and Port of Savannah, Georgia. Each of

these ports is briefly described in the following sections.

5.2.1 Port of Hampton Roads, Virginia

The Hampton Roads portcomplex, also known as the Ports of Virginia, is located at the confluence of

the James River and the ChesapeakeBay, 18 miles from the Atlantic Ocean. Approximately66 million

tormes of foreign trade cargo were moved through Hampton Roads in 1991 [VPA, 1992], Foreign

importsaccountedfor 7.9 million tonnes of this cargo. Hampton Roads is one of the largest natural

deep-waterharborsin the world and is the leading port in the U.S. in termsof total foreign waterborne

commerce. In 1991, Hampton Roads was the leadingEast Coast port in terms of total cargo. There

were approximately6,300 arrivalsand sailings at the port that year [VPA, 1992]. The surrounding

populationdensity is 1,433 person/ka-'n".

The majorityof nuclear materialshipments to the United States by sea has been shipped throughthe

Hampton Roads facilities. Hampton Roads has a full-time Risk Management staff and many years of

experience in handlingnuclear materials. Port activities include U.S. Coast Guardinspectionsof ships

andtheircargo[U.S. Coast Guard,1985], organizingoverlandcarriersto receivethe shippingcontainers,
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providingon-site escortsand security, clearingtheportweigh stationfor weighing priorto leaving port,

and other safety and security measures. In the period August 1992-July 1993, approximately3,560

metric tons of uraniumproducts and 40 metric tons of other radioactive materialwere imported and

exportedthroughthe HamptonRoads port complex [JoC, 1993].

The port is operatedby Virginia InternationalTerminals,Inc., for the Virginia PortAuthority,which is

an agency of the Stateof Virginia. Three separatemarine terminalsmake up this facility: the Norfolk

InternationalTerminal, the PortsmouthMarineTerminal, and the Newport News Marine

Terminal. A ship is directedto one of these terminals as it approachesthe port. The terminalused is

primarilya functionof the type of ship andcargo and the shippingcompany.

$.2,2 Port of Baltimore, Maryland

The Port of Baltimore has a large terminal for importing and exporting automobiles and is rapidly

growing, especially in the handlingof containerizedcargo. Approximately21.8 million metric tons of

foreign tradecargo were moved through the Port of Baltimorein 1991 [MPA, 1992]. Foreign imports

accounted for 8.5 million tons of this cargo. There were 2,229 ship calls at the port that year. The

populationdensity of the surroundingurbanareais 3,633 persons/kin2. Approximately110 metric tons

of uraniumproductsand 90 metrictons of other radioactivematerial passedthroughthePort of Baltimore

between August 1992 andJuly 1993 [JoC, 1993].

5.2.3 Port of Philadelphia and South New Jersey

The Portof PhiladelphiaandSouthNew Jerseyhandlesa great deal of bulk cargo, especially coal, meat,

and fruit. The pon has been increasing its crane inventory and other container handling capacity to

accommodategrowing demand. The PhiladelphiaandSouth New Jersey marineterminals are not on the

coastline, but are 100 miles (160 Pan)up the Delaware River from its outlet in the AtlanticOcean and

are near heavily populated areas (population density 4,664 persons/kin2). During 1991 there were

approximately20,7 million metrictons of foreign cargo imports moved through the port [MPA, 1992].

During 1992, 2,581 ships called at the ports. Approximately26 metrictons of uranium productsand 17

metric tons of other radioactivematerialpassed through the Port of Philadelphiaand South New Jersey

between August 1992 and July 1993 [JoC, 1993].

5.2.4 Port of New York and New Jersey

The Port of New York and New Jerseyhandles the world's greatest volume of intermodal traffic, much

of it ship-to-truck containers. Approximately 41.9 million metric tons of foreign trade cargo moved

through the Port of New York and New Jersey in 1991 [MPA, 1992]. Foreign imports accounted for

34.8 million tons of this cargo. There were approximately 4400 container ship calls at the port during
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1992. Population densities of areas near various terminals of the port include Brooklyn, 12,564

persons/kin2, Manhattan, 25,703 persons/km_, and Elizabeth, New Jersey, 3,516/km_. Approximately

1,860 metric tons of uranium products and 220 metric tons of other radioactive material passed through

the Port of New York and New Jersey between August 1992 and July 1993 [JoC, 1993].

5.2.5 Port of Houston, Texas

The Portof Houston is not actuallylocatedon the Gulf of Mexico. Rather, access is through Galveston

Bay and then 47 miles up the HoustonShip Channel. The Port of HoustonAuthority owns 42 general

cargo wharves and two liquid cargo wharves. The Port ranked first in foreign import tonnage in the

UnitedStates in 1991 with 37.2 million metrictons [MPA, 1992]. In 1992, approximately65.3 million

tons of foreign trademoved throughthe port [PoH, 1993]. During 1992, 5279 ships called at the port.

The population density of Houston is 1161 persons/kin2. Approximately690 metric tons of uranium

productsand 22 metric tons of other radioactivematerial passed throughthe Port of Houston between

August 1992 andJuly 1993 [JoC, 1993].

5.2.6 Port of Charleston, South Carolina

The populationdensity of Charleston is 753 persons/km2. Approximately8 million metric tons of cargo

passed through the port in 1991 [MPA, 1992]. Foreign importsaccounted for 2.6 million tons of this

amount. Approximately30 metric tons of uranium products passed through the Port of Charleston

between August 1992 and July 1993 [JoC, 1993].

5.2.7 Port of Savannah, Georgia

The population density of Savannah is 998 persons/km2. Approximately 9.8 million metric tons of

waterborne commerce passed through the port in 1991 [MPA, 1992]. Foreign imports accounted for

4.5 million tons of this amount. Approximately 98 metric tons of uranium products passed through the

Port of Savannah between August 1992 and July 1993 [JoC, 1993].

5.3 TRUCK AND RAIL TRANSPORTATION ROUTES

Historically, most shipments of LEU in UF6form in the U.S. have been made by commercial truck, the

planned mode of transportation for the proposed action. Tables 5-1 and 5-2 contain the number of

shipments and quantities of low enriched and natural uranium shipped within the United States in the past

10 years. Once the LEU arrives at one of the proposed ports of entry, it would be transported via local

transportation routes to the nearest interstate highway. DOT routing regulations require that interstate

system highways be used to the maximum extent possible. The HIGHWAY code [ORNL, 1992]
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describedin Section 6.2.1 and Appendix A was used to determine the distance traveled in areasof urban,

suburban,and ruralpopulation zones for these highway routes.

Distances that trucks loaded with UF6 would have to travel from the differentterminals in each port of

entry to the highway or interstatewere measuredfrom local maps. These distances and the population

densitiesaroundthe terminalswere not generatedby the HIGHWAYprogram. Instead, they were taken
fromactualU.S. census data.

Table 5-1. Low Enriched Uranium (UFd Shipments

in the United States, 10/1/83-9/2/93 [Staggs, 1993]

Fiscal Metric Tons Number of
Year* Uranium Shipments

j i i iiiiiii i i Ul i!]!! i

1984 17920 1909

1985 11090 1965

1986 9520 1617
, ,,

1987 7719 1466

1988 7585 1467

1989 7648 1354

1990 7632 1408
, ,, ...

1991 8508 1446

1992 8151 1970

1993"* 8587 1709

Total 94360 16311
. , ,, , ,_,

* FiscalYearstartson October1 and endsSeptember30.
** October1, 1992throughSeptember2, 1993.
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Table 5-2. Natural Uranium (UF_) Shipments in the
i

United States, 10/1/83-9/2/93 [Staggs, 1993]

" ' 7,I, I ,,,i,, " ....

Fiscal Metric Tons Numberof
Year* Uranium Shipments

Iiii ii i i i

1984 48766 2757
illl

1985 33966 3515

1986 32034 3373

1987 34202 3156

1988 33240 3855

1989 36659 3105

1990 32714 3650

1991 40645 2948
, , , ,,,,,

1992 35538 2517

1993"* 52854 2711
, j ,,

Total 380618 31587

* FiscalYearstartson October1 andendsSeptember30.
**October1, 1992throughSeptember2, 1993.

5.4 GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT AT PIKETON, OHIO

The PortsmouthGDP is located immediatelyeast of the Scioto River and three miles south of Piketon,

Ohio. The plant has been in operationas a uraniumenrichmentfacility since 1955. The sameactivities

which would be required to handle the Russian LEU, i.e., the opening of overpacks, removal of

Model30B cylinders, samplingandplacementof LEU in inventoryfor availabilityto nuclearreactorfuel

fabricators,have been conductedsafely at the plant since the UnitedStatesbegan to provide fuel to the

nuclearpower industry. No new processesor equipmentwouldbe requiredto accommodatethe Russian
LEU.

The plant .site lies in Pike County, Ohio, where the winters are moderately cold and the summers are

moderatelywarm and humid. The soils at the site are strongly acidic, and soil productivity varies from

low on steep uplands to very high on terraces and flood plains; texturally, the soils are predominantly

silt Ioams. The terrestrialcommunity comprises gently rolling hills, many of which have dry ridge tops,

dry to moist slopes, and low-lying bottom lands. The vegetational community is dominated by a tree
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cover consisting of white oak, red oak, and hickory. The animal species, their abundance, and their

relative distributions are typical of those found in southern Ohio. Drainage from the entire area flows

into various tributaries of the Scioto River, which in turn flows into the Ohio River at Portsmouth, Ohio.

The area surrounding the site is generally sparsely populated, marginal farmland [ERDA, 1977]. The

State of Ohio Department of Natural Resources identified two threatened mollusks thatoccur in the Scioto

River, near Piketon, Ohio; neither occurs on property owned by the Portsmouth GDP.

5.5 ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY

Gaseous diffusion plants are extremely energy intensive; electricity accounts for about 70 percent of the

cost of producing a SWU. The Portsmouth GDP currently averages approximately 1,650 MWe of

electrical power annually for operations, and the Paducah GDP averages approximately 1,500 MWe

annually. When the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) constructed the gaseous diffusion plants in the

1950s, it was decided to obtain the tremendous amounts of power required by the plants from the

commercial power industry rather than for the AEC to construct and operate its own generating plants.

Since no single utility was able to supply the full requirements of the Portsmouth GDP when it was

constructed, 15 operating utilities in the Ohio Valley area formed the Ohio Valley Electric Corporation

(OVEC) and its wholly owned subsidiary, the Indiana-Kentucky Electric Corporation. Problems with coal

supply and the desire to place its two plants in different coal markets led OVEC to split its generating

facilities and construct them further from the GDP than was done at Paducah. OVEC constructed the

two plants on the Ohio River and connected them with a 345 kV transmission network. The 1,303 MWe

Clifty Creek Station was constructed near Madison, Indiana, and the 1,086 MWe Kyger Creek Station

was constructed near Gallipolis, Ohio. The Portsmouth GDP is the sole customer of these two dedicated

plants. The OVEC contract provides DOE with approximately 1,950 MWe of essentially firm power

(power that a utility must stand ready to supply even when the maximum demand for power is made on

the utility) on a cost-sharing basis, where the price of power is based upon the cost to generate power

at the two plants.

The AEC elected to split the supply of power for the Paducah GDP between the Tennessee Valley

Authority (TVA) and a group of private utilities. The private utilities formed Electric Energy

Incorporated (EEl) to provide their portion of the Paducah GDP's power requirement. EEl constructed

the 1,010 MWe capacity Joppa Steam Plant across the Ohio River from the Paducah GDP. The contract

between AEC and EEl was a cost-sharing contract. To supply its share of the load, TVA constructed the

1,440 MWe Shawnee Steam Plant adjacent to the Paducah GDP. However, the TVA contract treated the

power as system power priced at system rates.

As the cost of TVA's system power rose, DOE sought cheaper sources of electric power for the Paducah

GDP and began purchasing nonfirm power. Nonfirm power refers to power that is expected to be
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available either at night or on weekends, or for a few days and possibly up to several months or longer.

The cost for nonfirm power is lower than that for firm power since the power is sold when available and

is subject to rapidtermination when system conditions indicate a need. Some of the nonfirm powerused

by the Paducah GDP comes from nuclearunits. The use of nonfirm power also minimizes the amount

of firm power under long-term contract, thus reducing the risk of paying unused demand charges in the
future.

Under the terms of the present contract, DOE is entitled to 75 percent (approximately 650 MWe-yrs

delivered) of the Joppa plant's annual generation through 1993, and 60 percent (approximately

510 MWe-yrs delivered) thereafter. The contract also provides a mechanism to purchase nonfirm power

from EEl sponsoring companies and other interconnected utilities. Fifty-six percent of the SWUs

produced at Paducah in 1992 were produced using nonfirm power.

Since all nonfirm power purchased at Paducah comes through EEI sponsors and EEI, it is not possible

to establish the original generator or ultimate fuel supplier of all the nonfirm power. However, a partial

list of original power suppliers has been developed as follows:

Alabama Power Co. Kansas City Power and Light Co.

Arkansas Power and Light Co. Kansas Power and Light Co.

Big Rivers Electric Corp. •Kentucky Utilities
Central Illinois Public Service Northern States Power Co.

Commonwealth Edison Northern Indiana Public Service Co.

East Kentucky Power Cooperative Public Service of Indiana

Electric Energy Inc. - Joppa Sho-me Corporation

Illinois Power Southern Illinois Power Cooperative

Iowa Public Service Co. Tennessee Valley Authority
Iowa Southern Utilities Co. Union Electric

Iowa Power and Light Co. Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
Kansas Gas and Electric

5.6 NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE MARKETS AND INDUSTRIES

The steps in the nuclear fuel cycle, depicted in Figure 5-2, consist of mining and milling, conversion,

uranium enrichment, fuel fabrication, energy generation, reprocessing (in the closed fuel cycle), and

storage of depleted uranium (tails). Since the late 1970s, the United States has abandoned reprocessing

.as part of the domestic nuclear fuel cycle. The front end of the nuclear fuel cycle consists of uranium
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miningandmilling, conversion, enrichment,andfuel fabrication. Once fabricatedintothe form required

for use as reactorfuel, the uraniumis used to produceelectric power. The status of the frontend of the

nuclearfuel cycle and nuclearpower productionis providedin this section, followed by a descriptionof

the marketfor these productsand/or services.

5.6.1 Uranium Mining and Milling

Mining and milling produces the uranium (known as uranium oxide (U3Oa)or "yellowcake"). The major

uranium mining and milling producing companies, and their countries of origin, are:

• Kazakhstan State Atomic Energy & Industrial Corporation (Kazakhstan)

• Cameco (Canada)

• Cogema (France)

• Rio Tinto Zinc (United Kingdom)

• Minatom (Russia)

• Navoi Uranium Combine (Uzbekistan)

• ERA (Australia)

• Uranerz (Germany)

In 1991, the largest U.S. uranium mines were located in Texas and Wyoming and were operated by Rio

Grande Resources and Pathfinder Mines, respectively. Mining accounts for about 33 percent of U.S.

uranium production [DOE/EIA, 1992]. All other U.S. uranium production in 1991 (67 percent) was

produced by in situ leaching (in Texas, Wyoming, and Nebraska) or as a byproduct of phosphate

production (in Florida and Louisiana). The major uranium mining and milling locations in the world are:

• Key Lake and Rabbit Lake (Saskatchewan, Canada)

• Rossing (Namibia)

• Akouta and Arlit (Niger)

• Ranger and Olympic Dam (Australia)

In 1991, the U.S. was the fourth largest uranium producing country in the world, behind Canada,

Kazakhstan and Australia, but with only marginally greater production than that of Russia and

Uzbekistan. U.S. uranium production in 1992 was approximately six million pounds, less than seven

percent of the Western world's uranium requirements of 90 million pounds. Much of the U.S. uranium

production is owned or controlled by foreign countries. Cogema, Total, EdF (France), Uranerz

(Germany), and Nuclear Electric (UK) own subsidiaries that produced uranium in the United States

during 1991. Utilities from Taiwan, Korea, and Switzerland also have (or once had) interests in U.S.

uranium properties, mines, or mills.
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U.S. uraniumoxide productionhis_rically has beenquitesensitive to developmentsin the currentmarket

(orspot)price. Not surprisingly,employmentin the U.S. uraniummining andmilling industryhas been
quitesensitive to the level of production. These relationshipsare shown in Figures5-3 and5-4, which

examinenot only the historical relationships,butthe future relationshipsbased on recentprojections by
the U.S. Energy InformationAdministration(EIA).

Figure _3. Comparison of Spot Price (19915) with U.S. Uranium Production, 1979-2005

IOOE/EIA, 1992]
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FigureS-4. Comparisonor u.s. Uranium Productionwith Employment,19'7S-2005
[DOE/E|A, 1992]

Figure5-3compareshistoricalandprojectedspotprices(expressedin constant 1991dollars)with

historicalandprojectedU.S.uraniumoxideproduction.Asisevident,a closerelationshiphasexisted

historically,andtheEnergyInformationAdministration(EIA)forecaststhatthiscorrespondencewill

persistintothefuture.Figure5..4showsa similarlyclosecorrespondencebetweenchangesinU.S.

productionand employment.As shown,immensereductionsinuraniumoxideproductionand

employmenthavealreadytakenplaceduetolowerprices.Increasesinuraniumindustryemployment
inthefutureareonlypossibleifproductionincreasesabovethelevelsshown.

Overthe1992-2005period,EIA forecaststhattheuraniumoxidespotprice,U.S.uraniumoxide

production,andemploymentintheuraniumoxideproductionindustrywillallmoreorlessdouble.The

forecastshowninFigure5-3predictsspotpriceincreasesfrom$9.20perpoundin1992to$18.10per

poundin2005,andproductionincreasesfrom5.7millionpoundsto11.4millionpoundsU30,during

thesametimeperiod.Employmentincreasesarepredictedfrom800person-yearsinI_2 to1800

persdn-yearsin2005asshowninFigure5-4.Usingthisasabasis,each$Ichangeinpricewouldresult
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inapproximatelya650,000poundchangeinproduction,andeach650,000poundchangeinproduction

wouldresultinapproximatelya IlOperson-yearchangeinemployment.

Employees in the uranium production industry are moderately to highly skilled. Uranium exploration,

mining, and milling requirepersonnel with varied backgrounds, including geologists, mining engineers,

chemicalengineers, equipment operators,maintenance workers,and administrativepersonnel to runthese

operationsand marketuranium. This employment is somewhatgeographically concentrated, as uranium

mines and processing facilities are for the most part located at uranium deposits in the western United
States.

5.6.2 Uranium Conversion

Uranium conversion in the nuclear fuel cycle refers to the conversion of uranium oxide to uranium

hexafluoride (UF6) gas. There are five large-scale commercial convertors in the world:

* Comhurex (France)

* British Nuclear Fuels Limited (UK)

• Cameco (Canada)

• ConverDyn (US)

• Minatom (Russia)

ConverDyn is a new company formed by the merger of segments of the Allied Signal and General

Atomics UF6marketing functions, and is the exclusive marketing agent for the UF6produced by Allied

Signal. Allied Signal operates the only uranium conversion plant in the United States. This plant, located

in Metropolis, Illinois, has a nameplate capacity of 12,600 MTU per year. GeneralAtomics' Sequoyah

Fuels plant, in operation until 1992, has been placed on indefinite standby status, and the existing General

Atomics contracts have been taken over by ConverDyn. Other countries with uranium conversion

capacity include Canada, France, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and Russia.

The current price (in constant dollars) of the uranium conversion process is less than it was ten years ago

and competition is strong. Prices are apt to remain depressed until the production capacity is reduced.

Presently, there is an oversupply of conversion capacity and little growth in demand.

5.6.3 Enrichment

The assay level of the UF6 from the conversion plant is increased (enriched) at an enrichment plant to

meet a utility's specified assay level of 3-5 percent U-235. There are four major enrichers in the world
uranium market:
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• USEC

• Eurodif

• Urenco

• Minatom

The USEC leases and operates two enrichmentplants--one at Paducah, Kentucky, and the other at

Piketon, Ohio-from the DOE. Eurodifoperatesone enrichmentplant in France. Urenco, a consortium

of British,Dutchand German interests,operatesthree plants: one in Capenhurst,UnitedKingdom; the

second in Aim,l,, the Netherlands;and the third in Gronau, Germany. Minatom operates four plants

in Russia: Yekaterinburg,Tomsk, Krasnoyarsk,and Angarsk. There is also a small amount of

enrichment capacity in Japan and South Africa. Prior to July, 1993, when the USEC assumed

responsibilityfor the enrichmentoperation, the DOE was the largett supplier of enrichment services in

the world, although its position had steadily eroded since the mid-1970s. DOE's share of the world

enrichment markethas declined from 100 percentto abouthalf of its previous marketshare. In 1991,

the U.S. filled slightly under half of the Western world's enrichment requirements. At 19.2 million

separativework units (SWU) per year, USEC's capacity is almost double the 10.8 million SWU/year

producedby Eurodif, and the 10 million SWU/yearthe Russians statethey are preparedto export to the

West [Longenecker, 1991].

A privateenrichment facility has been proposed in Louisiana, but the facility is presently only in the early

stages of the NRC licensing process.

5.6.4 Fuel Fabrication

Fuel fabricators convert the enriched UF6to uranium oxide pellets. These pellets are placed in fuel rods

and bundled according to a utility's specification. The fuel rod bundles are shipped to a utility to be

placed in a reactor core.

Most countries with large civil nuclear power programs have their own fuel fabrication facilities; some

with smaller programs do as well. Belgium, Brazil, France, Germany, India, Japan, South Korea,

Russia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, and the United States have fuel fabrication facilities for light

water reactors (LWRs). The major fabricators and countries of origin are:

* Westinghouse (U.S.)

* Babcock & Wilcox Fuel Co. (U.S.)

* General Electric (U.S.)

* ABB-Combustion Engineering (U.S.)

* Siemens Nuclear Power Corporation (U,S.)
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• ABB Atom (Sweden)

• Advanced NuclearFuels GmbH (Germany)

• British Nuclear Fuels (U.K.)

• France-Belgede Fabricationde Combustibles (France/Belgium)

• JapanNuclear Fuel (Japan)

• MitsubishiNuclear Fuel Oapan)

The five U.S. companiestogetherrepresent45 percentof the Western world's fabricationcapacity.

$,6,$ Nuclear Power Generating Capacity

The U.S. is the largestmarketfor theproductsand services of the nuclearfuel cycle. It has the largest

nuclearpower generatingcapacity in the world with 111 plants producing about 100,000 megawattsof

electric power (MWe) [DOE/EIA, 1992]. However, only a few plants are actively under construction.

No new plantshave been orderedin more than a decade and no new orders are contemplatedbefore the

mid-1990s. It is expected that no significant additionalnuclear capacity will be operating in the U.S.

before the year 2010 due to the time requiredto license, construct, and gain confidence in the new

designsbeing developed.

The nuclearcapacityin the U.S. may diminish if less cost-efficientplants are shut down prior to the end

of their 40-year licensing period and/or their licenses are not renewed. Two such shutdowns have

recentlybeen announced. Thus, there are indications thatthe demandfor nuclearfuel cycle goods and

services in the U.S. will, at best, remainconstant for thenext twentyyears and may even decreaseduring

thatperiod. While the growth in nuclearpower programsin the restof the world has generally slowed,

it is still projectedthatmodest growth of about 10 percent will occur [DOE/EIA, 1992].

5.6.6 The Uranium Service Market

The commercialnuclearfuel cycle marketevolved out of the U.S. government's uraniumprocurement

programfor nuclear weapons production. The AEC initiateda procurementprogramwhich provided

incentives for uraniumore explorationandagreed to buy all the uranium ore delivered at a set price.

The incentiveswere such that,by the 1960s, the AEC hadlargely satisfied its needs, andtheprocurement

programwas phasedout. The uraniumoxide requirementsfor the infant nuclearenergy industryat that

time were much smaller thanthe available productioncapability.This led to low prices anda substantial

contractionin the industry.

After the rapid increase in oil prices in 1973-1974, the pace of new orders for nuclear power plants

throughout the world accelerated. Consequently, there was a perception of future shortages of uranium

oxide. Uranium oxide prices quadrupled over a three-year period (1975-1978) as a result. This
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prompted explorationfor new supplies. Discovery of new low-cost ores andreductions in demanddue

to the economic impactof the second oil price shock and reactions to the accident at Three Mile island

resultedin an oversupplyof uraniumoxide in the late i9708. As a result, the priceof uraniumoxide fell.

By the early 19808, the price of uranium oxide had declined to about the price level of the 19608.

The price of uraniumoxide has continued to decline throughthe 1980. and early 19908 due to the entry

of the former Soviet Union into the market with its low.cost uraniumoxide, and the further discovery

of large, low-cost uranium ore deposits in Canada,Australia,and Africa. Currently,the priceof uranium

oxide in constant 1991 dollars (approximately$I0 per pound) is at its lowest level since the inceptionof

the commercialmarket. The current low spot market price of uranium oxide is projected to persist

through 1996 and then to increaseat about6 percent annuallythrough2005 [DOE/EIA, 1991b].

The low price of uraniumoxide has causedmany of the mining and milling production facilities in the

U.S. to shutdown. Total U.S. productionof uraniumoxide has fallen from a high of 44 million pounds

in 1980 to a low of eight million pounds in 1991 [DOE/EIA, 1992]. Most (67 percent) of the 1991

uraniumproductiondid not come from mining activities, but was produced either as a by-productof

phosphoricacid productionor by in situ leaching. Worldwideproduction outside of the historicalSoviet

block countrieshas fallen as well (from 130 million poundsin 1980 to 81 million pounds in 1990), but

not nearly as precipitously as in the U.S. The large decrease in U.S. production has been partially

compensated for by increases in production in Canada and Australia.

Majoruraniumoxide inventories areheld by utilities, uraniumproducers, brokersandgovernments. The

content of government stockpiles is not generally known; however, the commercially-owned inventory

in the U.S. is equivalent to 120 million pounds of uraniumoxide [DOE/EIA, 1992]. Of this inventory,

about 40 million pounds are requiredfor the fuel pipeline, leaving about 80 million pounds available to

cover U.S. production shortfalls. The rate of inventorydrawdown is projected to decreaseover time with

the inventory eliminated by 1998 or 1999 [DOE/EIA, 1991b].

The 1991 uraniumoxide requirementof U.S. nuclear power plants was about 42 million pounds, while

domestic production was only eight million pounds [DOE/EIA, 1991a]. The balance of 34 million

pounds was made up from imports and inventory drawdowns of both uranium oxide and LEU. The

annual domestic supply of uranium for the years 1993 - 2005 is expected to be as follows:

• domestic production 15-20 percent

• importation 75-80 percent

• inventorydrawdown 5-10 percent

The U.S. went from being a net exporter of uranium in 1980 to importing some 50 percent of

requirements in 1991, and will import more than 80 percent of requirements early in the next century.
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The Secretaryof Energy has madethe determinationthatthe U.S. uraniummining andmilling industry

has notbeen viable in terms of productionsince 1984 [DOE/EIA, 1991b].

The U.S. marketfor nuclearfuel is differentfrom othergeographicmarkets in severalways. The U.S.

currc_y has a restriction on the importation of uranium oxide and enriched uranium from the

Commonwealthof IndependentStates (CIS). This restrictionis in the form of two different types of

quotas. The first allows a certainamountof CIS uraniumoxide to be delivered underexisting long-term

contracts, while the second permits new sales of CIS uraniumoxide to the U.S. based on a published

price/quantityschedule.

Other countries in the world marketdo not have this type of quota on CIS uraniumoxide. However,

countries in the European Community (EC) have what may be considered an informal quota on CIS

uraniumoxide and enrichmentservices, administeredby the Euratom Supply Agency which oversee_

nuclear fuel contractingin the EC. Euratomhas pursued a policy to limit the reliance of the EC on

nuclearfuel impons from any one particularcountryor region. To this end, and to protect nuclearfuel

suppliers in the EC, Euratom has refused to approve CIS contracts if they would result in too great a

relianceon CIS suppliesor call for a price less than the prevailingmarket price.

The actions of the U.S. governmentand Euratomhave led to creation of a two-tier price for uranium

oxide, uraniumconversion,andenrichment. The broker/traderNuexco hasbegunpublishinga Restricted

AmericanMarketpenalty to reflect the higher prices that U.S. consumers must pay for uraniumdue to

the U.S. quotaon CIS supplies. Effectively, thishigherprice also must be paidby EC utilities and other

utilitieswhich will not or cannot buy CIS supplies.

The persistenceof this two-tier price depends in large parton the strengthof the Euratomresolution to

maintainits restrictionon CIS supplies. Recently, Euratomhas been under some pressureto relax its
limitationon CIS supplies, but so far has not amendedits policy. A two-tier price has existed before in

the uraniumoxide market,when it appearedthatDOE might restrictthe enrichment of non..U.S,uranium

oxide which would be used in U.S. reactors. That two-tier price persisted for 19 months, and ended
when it became evident thatthe U.S. would not restrictthe enrichment of non-U.S, uraniumoxide.

The U.S. marketis also different from other geographicmarketsbecause of the greater focus of U.S.

utilities on spot versus term contracting, particularly in uranium oxide. The U.S. represents a

disproportionatelyhigh percentage of the world's currentlyunfilled nuclear fuel needs becauseof U.S.

utilities'preferencefor purchasingmaterialunderspot andshort-termcontracts. Withsome exceptions,

U.S. utilities are also smaller in size, both absolute and relative to the national electricity supply as a

whole. In comparison, the utilities Electricite de France (France), Ontario Hydro (Canada),Nuclear

Electric(UK), Synatom(Belgium), Taipower(Taiwan), andKorea ElectricPower (Korea), representthe

vast shareof their countries' nuclearelectricity generation.
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The U.S. marketis also differentfrom othergeographicmarketsdue to nonproliferationconsiderations.

U.S. utilities can accept virtuallyall origins of uraniumoxide for consumption, subject to the quotaon

CiS materialdiscussed earlier. Because the U.S, places fairly stringentrestrictionson the end-useof its

nuclearfuelexports, includingrequiringpriorconsentfor subsequentreprocessing,some countriesprefer

to receive uraniumoxide from origins other thantheU.S. Also, the U.S. cannot exportnuclearmaterial

to those countries where it has not negotiated an Agreement of Cooperation. For instance, U.S.

companiescannot currentlysend uraniumto Russia for enrichment.

There is no direct U.S. government managementof the uranium mining, uranium conversion, and

fabricationindustries, andlittle direct involvementin the utility industry. The U.S. utility industryis

highly regulated, although mostly by individualstates. The nuclearpower industryis highly regulated

by the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission(NRC). This is in contrast to most othercountries. There

is some sort of governmentownershipof the uraniumindustriesin Australia, Canada, France, Gabon,

Narnibia, Niger, and South Africa, as well as all of the CIS republics, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria,

Germany, and Hungary. There is government ownership or participationin the uraniumconversion
industries in Canada, France, UK, andRussia.
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6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

In order to understandthe potential for environmental effects related to the proposed action and the

reasonablealternatives, it is importantto understandsome of the chemicaland physical propertiesof the

material being transported. Under the proposed action, the low enricheduraniumwould be transported

as uranium hexafluoride in its solid form. In this form and under normal conditions, uranium

hexafluoride(UFs) is relatively stable. The compoundtendsto remainin a solid form becauseof its low

vapor pressure at normal atmospherictemperaturesand pressures. Unless the UF6 is subjected to

temperaturesover about 130°F and less than atmospheric pressures, it is not readily susceptible to

airbornetransportand, as a consequence, presents a minimal toxicological health risk. This risk is

furtherreduced by the packaging surroundingthe materialwhich prevents the UF6 from coming into

contactwith outside air and moisture. When uraniumand its progeny undergo radioactivedecay, some

gammaand x-rays will be emitted, but as a result of self-shieldingm,the shielding provided by the

cylinder, and the relatively low energy of the gamma and x-rays, UF6 presents a minimal external
radiationhealth risk.

6.1 CHEMICAL FORMS AND PATHWAYS

If the physical form of UF6 changes to either a gas or a liquid, its potential for toxicological and

radiological risk from both internal and external exposures increases. To change the physical form of

UF6 from a solid, heat and pressure must be supplied. As noted in Section 3.1, the cylinders containing

the UF6 are heated to at least 134"F to convert the solid UF6 into a liquid and then a gaseous form for

injection into the gaseous diffusion process. If released as a liquid as a result of a cylinder rupture during

this heating process, UF6 vaporizes instantly to particulates and gas. As a gas, UF6 reacts with water

vapor in the air to produce uranyl fluoride (UO2F2)and hydrogen fluoride (HF) which is seen as a white

cloud. This cloud would be transported by air and is respirable.

UF 6 (g) -I- 2H20 (g) "_ UO2F2 (s) + 4HF (g) + heat

(uranium (water (uranyl (hydrogen

hexafluoride vapor) fluoride) fluoride

gas) gas)

Nationally accepted standards for occupational exposure to chemicals are stated in terms of threshold limit

values (TLVs), which are established by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists

(ACGIH). The TLV represents a time-weighted average air concentration to which nearly all workers

t "Self-shielding" refers to the shielding which would be provided by the material itself between
radiation resulting from radioactive decay and a receptor.
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can be exposed for a normal 8-hour day, 40-hour work week over a working lifetime without adverse

health effects (Sax and Lewis, 1987). An air concentration of a contaminant can be compared to the TLV

to determine the relative impacts to humans from an exposure. TLVs are based on the dose-response

relation between the agent and its health effects on the worker. This relationship is of a graded nature;

consequently, there is a lower level of exposure at which the worker will experience no deleterious effect

from the substance. Due to individual variations in susceptibility and many unknown factors in the

working environment and their effects on a given toxic material, the TLV of a material is not a fine

distinction between a safe and dangerous condition. However, TLVs are a useful tool in evaluating the

hazardous nature of a substance, and in providing personnel protection against exposures.

In addition to the TLV, there is an Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health (IDLH) level that represents

the maximum concentration from which individuals could escape within 30 minutes without experiencing

any escape-impairing or irreversible health effects [NIOSH, 1990]. TLVs and IDLH levels have been
established for HF and for uranium, as shown in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1. TLVs and IDLH Levels for Airborne Concentrations of Hydrogen Fluoride and
Uranium (expressed as milligrams [nag]of substance per cubic meter of air [m3])

I

Material TLV [ IDLH

...... !mg/m3) I (mg/m3)

!

HF 2.5 25

Uranium 0.2 30

Fluoridecomponent

Hydrogen fluoride is a gas at room temperature and pressure, is corrosive and has a strong, irritating

odor. It exhibits chemical toxicity when ingested or when inhaled for more than a few minutes at levels

of 13.3 mg/m3 or greater. In the presence of water, gaseous HF reacts to form hydrofluoric acid.

External contact with hydrogen fluoride at levels above 0.26 mg/m3 causes severe irritation of eyes and

eyelids and may result in prolonged or permanent visual defects or total destruction of the eyes. Skin

contact with hydrogen fluoride may result in severe burns [Merck Index, 1983].

The health effects of internal contact (inhalation) of hydrogen fluoride depend on the concentration and

duration of the exposure. Figure 6-1 shows health effects that result from inhalation of HF based on the

concentration and the time of exposure. The toxicity of acute exposures to HF can be characterized into

five general levels which are associated with odor or irritation: (1) below level of odor detection, (2)
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smell/no health effects, (3) smell/possible irritation, (4) irritation/possible health effects, and (5) lethal

[IAEA, 1991].

Uraniumcomponent

Uranium compounds UO2F2and UFs exhibit both chemical and radiological effects when inhaled or

ingestedby humans. However, UF6 and UO2Fzare soluble and tend to be eliminatedrelatively rapidly

fromthe body. As a result, they presentminimum radiologicalhazards. The relativelyrapidelimination

of highly soluble UFs and UO2F_means that it is the chemical toxicity, ratherthan radiological impact,

thatpresents the chief potentialadverse health effect from an absorbed dose of soluble uranium. An

absorbeddose of 0.03 milligrams (equivalent radioactivity 0.16 microcuries) of soluble uranium per

kilogramof body weight normally would result in no acute heath effects (see Table 6-2). However, as

the absorbeddose increases, the potential for acute healtheffects increases.

Table 6-2. Comparison of Chemical Toxicity and Radiotoxicity of Soluble Uranium at 97.5
Weight Percent U-235 and 1.14 Weight Percent U-234 Enrichment
[Martin Marietta, 1985]"

', i i = ' , ' i , ,

Absorbed Dose of Equivalent Acute Health Effects
Soluble Uranium Radioactivity _......

(mg-U/kg body weight) (k,Ci) Chemical Toxicity Radiotoxicity, ,, ='I , " , '

0.03 0.16 No effect No effect
, , , ,, |, ,i

0.058 0.30 Renal injury No effect
, |, H ,H,

1.63 8.45 50% lethality No effect
iiii i III II iii i i

Lethal Onset of radiological
19.29 100 effects

,|, |, ,, , ,, ,,,,

• Althoughenrichmentsless than5 percentU-235will be purchasedunder the proposedaction,97.5
percent U-235is used for conservativedosecalculations.

,, , ,,, ,, ,, ,

As shown in Figure 6-2, four acute health effects levels have been associated with inhalation of soluble

uranium compounds: (1) no effect, (2) renal injury, (3) lethality in 50% of the exposed population

(LDso), and (4) lethal to all exposed. Estimates of uranium toxicity for exposure times greater than 60

minutes should be based on extrapolation of the 60-minute toxicity estimates shown in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-1. Toxicity of Acute Exposures to Hydrogen Fluoride [IAEA, 1991]
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6.1.1 External Radiation Exposure

Naturaluraniumis composedof the radioactiveisotopes U-234, U-235, and U-238 which, upon decay,

emit variousforms of ionizing radiation. The health effects thatan individualmay suffer as a resultof

exposure to ionizing radiationdepends on the type of radiation, the dose, and the rate at which it is

received. Dose to an individualis expressed in rem, a unit of dose equivalent. The dose equivalentin

rein is numericallyequal to the absorbed dose in rad multiplied by the quality factor, the distribution

factor,andany other necessarymodifying factors. An acute(short-term)externalexposureto largedoses

of radiationgreater than 10 rem can result in the immediateonset of health effects. All of the incident-

free doses that could resultfrom the proposed action aremuch lower than 10 rein and would be received

over several months (the maximum annualdose to the maximally exposed workerassociated with the

proposed actionwould be 0.0041 rein; see Section 6.2.2). A low dose delivered over a long period of

time is known as a chronic exposure. Such a dose would not result in the onset of immediate health

effects, but long=termexposure could contributeto an increased likelihood of cancer. During incident=

free transportation,individualsnearthe cylinders containingthe LEU wouldbe exposed to low-levels of

externalradiation(gammaand x=rays)emittedby the LEU. This exposure is possible since some of the

electromagneticwaves of radiation (gamma and x-rays) generatedduring the radioactivedecay of the

uranium and its daughterproducts in the cylinder would be able to penetrate and escape the cylinder

walls. No internalexposures would be received since the UF6 and any alpha and beta particles emitted

duringthe decayof uraniumwouldbe contained within the cylinder, and thereforewould notbe available

for inhalation or ingestion.

The National Academy of Sciences gives a lifetime risk of a radiation-induced cancer fatality of about

4 in 10,000 (0.0004 or 4 x 104) fatal cancers per rem of exposure for workers (i.e., persons between 18

and 65 years old) and 5 in 10,000 (0.0005 or 5 x 10_) fatal cancers per rem for the general population

[NAS/NRC, 1990]. For example, if a worker is exposed to one rem, that person is estimated to have

a four-hundredths of a percent (0.04 percent) chance of dying from a cancer resulting from the one rem

exposure. In comparison, the worker has a 20 percent chance of dying from cancer resulting from causes

other than radiation [NAS/NRC, 1990]. The higher risk value given for the general population reflects

the younger ages present in the general population when compared to the worker population. Children

appear to be at greater risk of dying from cancer as a result of exposure to radiation than adults. The

higher risk estimate for the general public (0.0005 fatal cancers per rem) has been adopted by the NRC

in its regulations setting maximum radiation dose limits for protection of individual members of the public

[FR, 1991]. These risk estimate values are also used in the risk analysis in this EA.

The impact of external radiation exposure to a large population (not an individual) is expressed in terms

of person-rem. A person-rem is the unit used to express the sum of all doses received by individuals in

a population. The same cancer risk value used to assess health effects to a large population (0.0005 or

5 x 104) is used to assess the risk to an individual. The cancer risk value is based on a population of
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100,000 people exposed to an acute dose of 10 rem. Thus, the application of the cancer risk value is

more appropriate when used to assess the health effects for a large population exposed to high doses

versus a specific individual exposed to low doses. Using the cancer risk value to assess health effects

for a specific individual exposed to doses much lower than 10 rem tends to overestimate the actual cancer
risk.

6.2 POTENTIAL TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS

The methods of analysis and the results of the analysis of risks associated with the transportation of LEU

from St. Petersburg, Russia, to the Portsmouth GDP at Piketon, Ohio, are summarized in this section.

The transporta,'ionrisks for the alternative ports of entry are compared to those for the proposed action
in Section 6.6.

It is important to recognize that low enriched UF6 is a relatively stable compound that has a very low

specific activity. Each Model 30B cylinder containing 2250 kilograms of UF6 would have an activity of

about 5 curies. UF6 contains only uranium and its daughter products. The low-energy gamma and x-rays

resulting from the decay of uranium and its daughter products present a minimal external radiation

hazard. While the range of forces potentially brought to bear on a package during an accident is the same

for any given mode of transportation or handling, regardless of the package (assuming no extraordinary

measures such as convoys, escorts, etc.), the responseof thepackaRe,however, differs according to the

characteristics of the package and its contents. It is the package and content response that determines the

consequences of an accident. The transportation analysis for the proposed action considers a range of

possible accident scenarios that are the same as those applicable to shipments of spent nuclear fuel (see

Section 6.2.3 "Overland"). However, adjustments were made to the calculation of accident risk to

account for the difference in packaging, including number of packagings, and content response of various

accidents involving breach of package betv een potential accidents associated with low enriched UF6 and

those associated with spent fuel.

Shipments of UF6 in a solid state would be made in Model 30B cylinders that meet all U.S. and

international radioactive material packaging requirements. A Model 30B cylinder meets DOT

requirements for Type A packaging. Type A packaging is sometimes called strong, tight packaging. The

DOT's regulations treat UF6, when enriched to less than 20 percent U-235, as presenting a sufficiently

minimal radiation hazard that an "unlimited" quantity of uranium can be shipped in Type A packaging

[DOT, 1990]. All cylinders, including those fabricated outside of the U.S., must comply with the

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard: ANSI N14.1-1990 Packaging for Transport.

-ANSI develops packaging standards in cooperation with the International Standards Organization. The

standards provide specifications for package design, fabrication, loading, shipping, and requirements for

valves, valve protectors, inspection, cleaning, and maintenance. DOT regulations on authorized

packaging of fissile materials in 49 CFR §173.417 require that handling procedures and packaging criteria
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be in accordancewith the DOE report, "UraniumHexafluoride: A Manualof Good Handling Practices"

lOgO, 19911.

For purposesof safety, cylinders used to transport UF6 are overpacked to provide resistanceto impact

and fire damage and to maintain the temperaturesneeded to ensure that the UF6 remains at a safe

temperatureand pressure. A number of protective overpacks have been designed and tested in

accordance with DOT and NRC regulations for the Model 30B cylinder. The DOT specification

horizontallyloaded overpack for the Model 30B cylinder is the 21PF-1B. The 21PF-1B overpack is a

fire- and shock-resistant phenolic-foam insulated metal overpack that weighs 800 kilograms (1,750

pounds). Detailed specifications are found in 49 CFR §178.358 [DOT, 1990].

Type 30B cylinders in their overpacks are also certifiable as Type B packages. Type B packages are

requiredto pass two series of rigoroustests: those associated with normalor routine transportandthose

associatedwith hypotheticalaccidentconditions that might be encountered. The accidentconditionsare

listed in Table 6-3. The result is that UF_ transportpackages can withstand all reasonablyforeseeable

accidents, includingvery severe accidents, involving handling and transportingthe packages by ship or

truck. However, to estimatethe risk of an accidentthe probabilitythat an accident would occur has to

be estimated. Given that no accident involving the loss of radioactivematerialfrom a Type B packaging

has ever occurred, the probabilityof an accidentoccurringwas nevertheless estimatedby conservatively

extrapolatingfromhistorical datainvolving less securepackagings. The extrapolationprovides a method

to estimate the probabilityof a container breach during an accident even though such an accident has

never occurredand is not expectedto occur.
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Table 6-3, Hypothetical Accident Conditions for Type B Packages

. J I - I i iiiiiiii ] : Jl , i,t, 11111 III [ I IIIIIIIIIIII i_11111i[_ I

ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
.__: i iiiiil i iillnli 11 lil ? ,l, ii :z_ imr_in-iiiiiiiii I rr_ II I IIL I L ......... ii I llI I

Free Drop Free drop through a distance of 30/eet (9m) onto a fiat
unyielding surface, strikingthe surface in a position for
which maximumdamage is expected.

, ,, i, ,, f , , , J ii ,, i,

Puncture Followed by, free drop through a distance of 40 inches
(lm) in a position in which maximum damage is
expected onto upper end of solid steel bar.

Thermal Followed by, exposure for not less than30 minutesto
thermalenvironment of 1475°F (800oc)

Immersion Subjectedto waterpressure equivalentto immersion
undera head of water of at least 50 feet (15m) for at
least eight hours.

,,,, _ ,,J, , ,,, ...... ,,,, .

Source: Title 10, Codeof FederalRegulations,Part71, SubpartF.

6.2.1 Methodology

Transportationrisk analysisof marineandoverland transportationsegments, as well as portoperations,

was performed for this EA through the use of the computer code RADTRAN 4 [SNL, 1992].

RADTRAN4 contains idealized mathematicalmodels for transportationenvironments. These models

have been formulatedto yield conservative estimates (i.e., those that tend to overstate the impact)of

integratedpopulationdose in a way thatcan be supportedby availabledata. For example, RADTRAN4

estimates that, in the event of an accident, people would not be evacuated for 24 hours. In actuality,

people would most likely be evacuated sooner, thereby reducing the time of exposure. The models in

RADTRAN 4 do not include features of the transportation environment that either do not affect the
calculated risk values or reduce conservatism.

The RADTRAN 4 computer code combinesuser-determined meteorological, demographic, transportation,

packaging, and physical characteristics factors with health physics data to calculate the expected

radiological consequence of incident-free and accidental risk of transportation of radioactive material.

User-assigned parameters are defined by individual route segment links, for example, ocean passage or

highway links between intersections of the various routes taken by the transportation conveyance.

Environmental parameters that are quantified using values specific to each transportation link include

transport distance, accident rates, and population density. All other environmental parameters, e.g.,

traffic densities, are left at recommended RADTRAN 4 values to yield conservative results. The

reference SNL, 1992, contains details of these default values. Finally, the ,_oses calculated by
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RADTRAN are converted to cancer fatality risks using the appropriatedose-risk conversion factorfor

the exposed population(see Section 6. I. 1.).

Inputp_u'ametersthat describe the route and populationdistribution for the overland transportation

segment from the proposed ports of entry to Piketon, Ohio, are contained in the HIGHWAY

[ORNL, 1992] computer routing program. The HIGHWAY program provides a flexible tool for

predictinganddescribinghighwayroutesfor transportingradioactivematerialsin theUnitedStates. The

HIGHWAYdatabase is essentiallyacomputerized roadatlas that currentlydescribesover 240,000 miles

of highways. Complete descriptionsof all interstatesystems andmost U.S. highways (except those that

parallelnearbyinterstatehighways)are includedin the data base. Many of the principalstdte highways

anda numberof local andcountyhighwaysare also identified. The database also includes locations of

nuclearfacilitiesand majorairports,includingthePortsmouthGDP. Routesare calculatedby minimizing

a combinationof distance and driving time for a highway route between two points. Several routing

constraintscan be imposed during the calculations.

One of the special featuresof the HIGHWAYmodel is its ability to identify routesthatmaximize use of

interstate system highways. This feature allows the user to establish baseline routes for shipmentsof

radioactivematerials that conform to DOT routing regulations, which require that interstatesystem

highwaysbe used to the maximum extentpossible. This explains why the same majorhighways would

be repeatedlyused for shipmentsof radioactivematerials,ratherthan alternateroutesover non-interstate

highways. Within the context of risk assessment, these routes shouldbe consideredas representativeof

typicalroutes thatmight be used for normal transportationbetween two points, Specific routescannot

be predictedbecause factors such as weather, construction, accidents involving othervehicles, andlocal

and state ordinancescan change the route that might be used for transportation. Otherfeatures of the

model include the ability to predict routes that bypass a specific city, town, or highway segment.

Two unique features have been incorporated in HIGHWAY, Version 3.1. The first is the ability to

automatically identify alternativeroutes. Frequently, there are a number of routes between the source

and destination that vary slightly in distance and estimated driving time. Most routing models will

produce only a single route. With the alternativerouting feature, the HIGHWAY program offers a

selectionof differentbut nearly equal routes.

The second special feature is the capability to calculate route-specific population density statistics. The

population density distribution is calculated for each highway segment in the route and is reported on a

state-by-statebasis. State borders are treated as nodes in HIGHWAY. The route is always broken into

segments at a state border, regardless of whether the code would have otherwise designated a stretch of

road intersected by a state border as a single segment. Within a state, route segments are differentiated

on the basis of population density and road type. Each internodal segment (i.e., a segment with a node

at each end) is broken down into smaller segments identified by population density. Each small segment
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is initially classified as belonging to one of twelve "bins"or population-density ranges; these segments

arethen aggregatedto give rural (Bins I-S), suburban (Bins 6-9), andurban (Bins I0-12) segments. The

populationdensity reported for each rural, suburban,or urban segment is the weighted averageof the

densities in the segments used to generate the aggregate. Thus, each internodal segment becomes up to

three aggregated segments representing rural, suburban, and urban population densities from the

beginningnode to the ter_nating node. Population densities are determinedusing 1990 census dataand

a sophisticatedseries of mathematicalcalculationswhich aredetailedin the documentationof HIGHWAY

[ORNL, 1992].

Transportationrisks were calculatedfor each segmentof theentire shipping campaignof LEU cylinders

from St. Petersburg, Russia, to Piketon, Ohio. The first segment is the at-sea transport from St.

Petersburgto one of themarine cargo terminals locatedin one of the proposedports of entry. The risks

associatedwith the proposedactionwere calculatedby assuming thattheRussian LEU would be shipped

at two differentrates (i.e., Phase I andPhase 2). DuringPhase I (FY 9,;-98), 7 shiploadsof UF6would

annuallyarriveat one or more of the proposedports of entry. During Phase 2 (FY 99-13), 19 shiploads

per year would annuallyarriveat one or more of the proposed ports of entry. Each shiploadwould

contain32 Model 30B cylinders, loaded four cylinders per SEAPAK. The port operations segment

calculatedthe risks of getting the ships alongside the pier, then dischargingtheir cargo. Each marine

shipment is followed by eight truck shipments from the marine terminal to Piketon, Ohio. Each

individualtruck shipmentwas modeled as carryingfour cylinders, or one SEAPAK.

The maritime transportationlink between St. Petersburgand the U.S. port of entry was conservatively

modeled by includingin the analysis three intermediateport calls at U.S. ports before each conveyance

vessel reachesone of the proposedportsof entry. (This same assumptionis used for the alternativeports

consideredin Section 6.6.5). These intermediateport calls were modeled with a conservative generic

modelso that the resultswouldrepresentthe possibility that sea-goingvessels might makean intermediate

portcall at any deep water port. It was n6t intendedthat the analysiswould model any specific maritime

shippingroute constrainedby specific intermediateport calls or would even imply that any intermediate

port calls would in factoccur. The intentwas to generatea conservative estimate of maritimerisk. (For

purposesof the accident risk assessment, the intermediateports were assumed to be high population

density ports.) The distances between the ports of St. Petersburgand the proposed ports of entry were

determinedusing the publication"Distances Between Ports" [DMAHTC, 1991]. Once a shipment was

in port, the LEU packages(actually the SEAPAKs loaded with cylinders in their overpacks) would be

off-loadedfrom the ship by port workersand inspectedby customs officials, United States Coast Guard

personnel,etc. The lengthof their exposurewas estimatedat 10 minutesperpersonperSEAPAK. After
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the shipmentwasoff-loaded, it was assumedthatit was placed in a securestaging areafor up to 24 hours

awaitingtruck transportationto the PortsmouthGDP?

Each SEAPAK was assumed to contain four cylinders of UFs with a radiationlevel of 0.S millirem

(mrem)/hr at one meter from the surface of the SEAPAK. This assumption is based on actual

measurements of SEAPAKS containing four cylindersof UFs at approximately the same assay (i.e.,

4 percent) as the proposedshipments. These measurementsyielded radiationlevels in the range of 0.2
to 0.4 nu'ern/hrat one meter from the surface of the SEAPAK [Conkel, 1993]. Thus the actual

measurementshave been conservatively adjustedto the level of 0.5 mrern/hr.3

Port workers and inspectorsare not considered as radiationworkers as defined by NRC's regulations.

Thus, the maximumannual allowable exposure for these personnel would be I00 torero, the same

radiationdose limit establishedby NRC's regulationsto protectindividualmembersof the general public

(i.e., this allowable exposure level is less than that allowed for potentially exposed radiationworkers)

[FR, 1991].

The overland transportationof LEU was modeled by identifyingthe most direct route from the gate of

each marine terminal yard to the nearest interstate highway using detailed city maps. The most direct

route generally would minimize the risk. From the city road connection to the interstate system, a

representative interstaterouteto the gate of the Portsmouth GDP in Piketon, Ohio, was developed with

the HIGHWAY routing model, as discussed above.

2 The proposedaction does not include any long-term storage of the SEAPAKS at the marine
terminals, or anywhere en route to the PortsmouthGDP. The 24 hour-periodfor the staging of
SEAPAKS was selected because it is possible that on occasion the SEAPAKSwill not leave the
secure staging area on the same day they arrived,depending on variables such as the time of day
the SEAPAKSclear customs. Nonetheless, it is unlikely that the bEAPAKS would remain in the
staging area for longer than 24 hours. Indeed, it is likely that the SEAPAKS will usually remain
in the staging area for less than 24 hours.

3 In therisk estimate prepared for a priordraft of this EA, RADTRAN applied the0.5 totem/hour
level to a distance of one meter from the center of the packaging, pursuant to RADTRAN's
standardtheoretical estimates of radiation levels. This procedureresulted in an overestimation
of doses to those handling the cargo because the SEAPAK is 8 feet wide by 8 feet high.
Therefore, a point one meter (approximately three feet) from the center would be inside the
SEAPAK. This overestimation, resulting from code calculations occurring when the distance
from the package is small in comparison to package size, is corrected in this EA to reflect actual
measurements. These measurements indicate that the level of radiation is less than 0.5 mrem at
one meter from the P.gLe_surface of the SEAPAK (approximately seven feet from the center).
These adjustments were not included in the risk analysis for a prior draft of this EA (October
1993) or for the October 1993EA for the Purchaseof LEU fromthe Russian Federation Pursuant
to the AgreementSuspending the Antidumping Investigationof Uranium (Suspension Agreement
EA)(USEC/EA-93001), but were includedin the amended Suspension AgreementEA (November
1993, USEC/EA-93001(A)).
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6.2.2 Routine Operations

Transportationhealthandsafety consequencesfor the seatransit, portoperations, andoverland transport

segmentsof theproposedactionunderroutineconditions wouldbe very small. Duringroutineoperations

therewould be essentiallyI_ impact on the general populationas a resultof the proposedaction. This

would also be true of any intermediateport of call.

_arine Environment

Because the proposed action involves ocean transport,the USEC addressedthe environmentalimpacts

of this proposed actionon the global commons takinginto considerationExecutive Order 12114.

Informalconsultationwas conductedwith the NationalMarineFisheries Service concerning the potential

environmentalimpacts to threatenedor endangeredspecies/critical habitats,which may result from the

proposedshipmentsof LEU from Russia. The Service indicatedthat,undernormaltransportconditions,

shipmentof LEU by commercialvessel wouldbe indistinguishablefrom any othercommercialshipment,

andthat impacts to threatenedor endangeredspecies or critical habitatwere unlikely (see Section 7.0).

Indeed,under routineoperationsthere wouldbe ILQimpacton the marine environmentas a resultof the

proposed action.

Pon and Overland

The risk from transportation of the samples taken to verify LEU acceptability, as described in

Section 2.1, would be negligible, The sample amounts involved in the proposed action would be

considered"limitedquantities" which are excepted from most Departmentof Transportationregulations

(except for packaging)due to the negligible riskpresentedby transportationof these smallquantities(see

49 CFR I'/3.42 i) [DOT, 1990]. Any doses resultingfromshipmentof these samples wouldbe extremely

small in comparisonto those resulting fromthe proposed actionand well within the doses estimated by

the NRC's EnvironmentalAssessmentNUREG-O170(see Section 6.5.1.2).

The universe of persons reasonably assumed to be at risk from the radiological impact of routine

(incident-free) operations resulting from the proposed action, including the assumptions and conditions

used in the risk analysis in this EA, are describedin Table 6-4.
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Table 6.4. Description of Risk Groups

II IIIII II I IIIIII I lil li

Risk Group Description
I flail lili i '"" ""'"' '" ' '' i li _ 'IlPII'I illlllii i ii i ii'ir Ill i l'lllii ii_ Ill

General Public General population within 800 meters of the shipment while in
transit or during stops, includingthose sharing the roadwaywith
the shipment

i li,,i i ir ill i,i ,i i ,, _L ill ,, .-,.

Port Handlers andInspectors 3 personsat I meter frc'meach package for i0 minutes

OtherPort Workers 50 persons at 50 meters for 16 hours
, l )1111 -- i , .,allll, 1111111] , 111 ,fill, 11, _ _ r] ,

Conveyance Crew Sea - Hold inspectorsonly'
Truck - Two persons at 10 meters for durationof overland

segment

StoragePersonnel 20 persons at 100 meters for 24 hours
....... I'll I" " II" ' I II I II'I ' "lllr1_ll ill :: _ 'I II __ ,,. I' ,,,"' """'

' Shipcrews, exceptforholdinspectors,areshieldedfrompackagesby theship'sstructureandothercargo
andreceiveonlyextremelysmalldosesduringtransit.

During incident-freetransportation,individualsnear the SEAPAKs containing the cylinders filled with

LEU wouldreceive low levels of externalexposureto radiation(gamma andx-rays) emittedby the LEU,

No internalexposures would be received since the UF6 wouldbe containedwithinthe cylinders. Since

some low-level external exposure is unavoidable,the risk of exposure has the same value as the dose
received.

The computer code RADTRAN 4 was used to calculate the total incidem-free radiological dose and

increased latent fatal cancer risk (LCF) for the entire 20-year period of the proposed action,' The LCF

risk represents the total increased fatal cancer risk under the proposed action. An LCF is defined as a

fatal malignancy that may occur after some latent period, usually 10 or more years, and has a probability

of occurrence that increases with dose, The total incident-freeradiological dose fromall transportation

segments for the entire 20-year period of theproposed action as calculated by RADTRAN is presented

4 Actual radiation measurements of fully loaded UF6 cylinders did not detect any radiation above
background levels at a distance of 5 meters and greater from the SEAPAK [Co.el, 1993].
These "zero"readingsresult from radiationlevels at those distances being below the lower limit
of detection of the instrument. As a result, theoretical calculations in RADTIL_,Nwere used to
determine potential exposure rates, even though the exposure rates are very small and not
measurable using standardradiation survey instruments, at distances between 0.5 and 800 meters
from the SEAPAK, These RADTRAN calculations tend to result in conservatism in the doses
and LCF riskestimated since, for example, the calculations assume there are no objects between
the SEAPAK and the individuals located at various distances from the SEAPAK.
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in Table 6-5. The total public person-rem dose is spread out in very small increments over a large

potentially exposed population (261,000 people if Hampton Roads would be the port of entry). The large

population is obtained by multiplying HIGHWAY population densities (rural, suburban and urban on a

state-by-state basis) by the appropriate areas that are 800 meters wide on each side of the representative

interstate highway route between the port of entry and the Portsmouth GDP and adding in the figures for

the various worker populations listed in Table 6-4. The same methodology was used for each of the

proposed ports of entry.

Table 6-5. Total Radiological Incident-Free Risk For Proposed Action

Transportation Dose Risk Total Risk to Public t
Port of Entry (Person-Reins)

Sea Transit and Overland Person-Rems LCF

Port Operations Transport

Hampton Roads 3.44 4.96 8.40 0.0037

Baltimore 3.48 4.05 7.53 0.0032
, ,...

Charleston 3.48 4.80 8.27 0.0035
,, ,,, m, ., , .,,, t ..,

New York 3.43 5.90 9.33 0.0040

Savannah 3.50 5.04 8.54 0.0037

Houston 3.61 9.16 12.77 0.0056

Philadelphia 3.45 5.15 8.60 0.0037

1 The values presented for each port assume that all shipments in the proposed action pass through that port.
In that event, the risk to the public from the proposed action at each of the other ports would be zero.

The estimated maximum exposure to an individual not actively involved in shipping the LEU represents

a hypothetical maximum dose that would be received by a specific individual member of the public who

lives beside the highway route. The individual is assumed to be exposed to every shipment of the

campaign at a distance of 30 meters. The estimated maximum annual exposure to an individual for

incident-free overland transportation would occur during the last 15 years of the proposed action, when

the greatest quantity of UF 6would be shipped (FY99-FY13). Each shipment is modeled by RADTRAN

as passing by the individual at 24 km/hr (15 miles per hour). The maximum individual annual dose was

calculated to be 0.002 (2 x 103) mrem for incident-free operations during the years of the greatest

quantity of UF6 shipments. The assumption employed in this EA was also utilized in the amended

Suspension Agreement EA. This maximally exposed member of public would be the same for any port

of entry since this person is assumed to be present for all shipments at the same distance from the

highway route. The maximum individual dose calculated by RADTRAN can be converted into an

estimate of increased lifetime risk of a radiation induced LCF by applying the National Academy of
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Science'sestimatedrisk of a radiationinducedLCF forthegeneralpublic:0.0005 (5 x 10.4LCFs/person-

rem). Thus, the maximumdose calculated by RADTRANwould translateinto an increased riskof dying

from a latent cancer induced by this proposed action over background (to this hypothetical individual

memberof the public)of 1 in one billion (0.00(X)(X)001or 1 x 10_).

Along the transportation corridors that would be used in implementing the proposed action or an

alternative involving overland transportation in the United States, the average annual effective dose

equivalent for a member of the general population from natural background radiation (including indoor

radon) is 300 mrem [NCRP, 1987]. This natural background radiation dose can be compared to the

estimated maximum annual individual dose of 0.002 (2 x 103) mrem which would result from the

proposed action.

The estimated maximum exposure to a worker representsa hypothetical maximum dose that would be

received by a specific worker who inspected/handled one-third of all of SEAPAKs shipped to carry out

the proposed action. Because the ships would arriveat all times of the day or night (and any day during

the week), it was assumed that the maximally exposed individual worked an eight-hour shift and would

be present for one-third of all shipments. It would not be expected, however, that all of the ships

transporting the UF6 would use the same port of entry. Therefore it is conservative to assume that a

maximally exposed individual is located in one port through which all of the UF6 transits. The

assumptionemployed in this EA, that the maximum exposure of any port worker would be limited to one-

third of the total proposed shipments, is thus considered to more closely approximate actual conditions

than the assumption in an earlier draft of this EA (October 1993), and the original Suspension Agreement

EA that a port worker would be exposed to all of the proposed shipments. The assumption employed

in this EA was also utilized in the amended Suspension Agreement EA. The maximum annual dose that

handlers/inspectors would receive would be 4. I torero, or 69 mrem for the entire 20 years of the

proposed action. This total program dose translates into an increased fatal cancer risk of 2.8 out of one

hundred thousand (0.000028 or 2.8 x I05).

Ai___r

As described in Sections 2.1 and 4.0, a number of HEU and LEU samples would be transported from

Russia to the U.S. by air. For the purpose of this assessment, it was assumed that 50 grams of U-235

would be transported in each air shipment. The package containing the uranium samples was assumed

to have a maximum dimension of 0.5 m and a dose rate of 0.25 mrem/hr at one meter. Each airplane

was also assumed to have three crew members located 20 feet from the package. During flight, the dose

rate received by a member of the aircraft crew from the uranium is estimated at 0.01 mrem/hr. The

cargo handlers loading or unloading the cargo from the airplanes were estimated to receive 0.2 mrem

from each shipment.
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The National Council on RadiationProtection and Measurements(NCRP) noted that air travel at an

altitude of 39,000 feet gave an enhanced cosmic-ray exposure of 0.5 mrem/hr [NCRP, 1987]. As a

result, the aircraftcrew would receive 0.5 mrem/hrfrom cosmic-rays; a substantially largerdose rate
than the 0.01 mrern/hrfrom the uranium.

6.2.3 Accident Conditions

MarineEnvironment

Because the proposed action involves ocean transport, the USEC addressedthe environmentalimpacts
of the proposedaction on the global commons takinginto considerationExecutiveOrder 12114.

During ocean transport, the most severe accident involving stress to the UF6cargo from force would be

a ship collision. However, the impact of a ship into another ship at a velocity of 30 km/hr is less severe

than the droptest (See Table6-3) for a Type B package[NAC, 1989]. As a result, it wouldbe unlikely
that a significant release of UF6 would occur during a ship collision.

As discussed in AppendixB, it is extremely unlikely if not impossible for an accidentat sea involving

collision, fire, or othermishap to result in release of all UF6from one or more cylindersdue to the size

of cargo ships, the protectivenature of cargo compartmentsin a transport ship, the potentialthat the

SEAPAKs would be stored in different holds, and the protective nature of the cylinders and their

overpacks (as discussedin Section 6.2). As a result, for purposes of probabilityanalysis, it is assumed

that the proposed at-sea shipmentof UF6 would present no increased risk to humans for two reasons.

First, an accident at sea (i.e., outside of port areas) wouldaffect only the ship's crew andnot members

of the generalpublic (in contrast to an accident in port or along an overland transportroute). Second,
if an accident of sufficient severity to threaten release of all of the contents of one or more of the

overpacked cylindersoccurred, the risk of fatality to the crew members would be as great from the

general severity of the accident (e.g., fire, collision, drowning) as from release of the contents of the

cylinders. Thus, the nature of the material in the overpacked cylinders adds no incrementalrisk of

fatalityto a crew memberabove the risk from accidentincurredby any oceancargo transport. It is also

extremely unlikely, if not impossible, that the proposedshipments would present any significant risk from

an accident to the marine environment, as discussed in the following paragraphs.

In 1984, the French cargo ship Mont-Louis sank after having been involved in a collision with a ferry.
The cargo included thirty (30) Type 48Y cylinders of uranium hexafluoride. In view of the nature of the

cargo, particularly its value, it was decided to salvage the UF6 cylinders as quickly as possible and to

recover the material. All 30 containers were recovered. They were all intact except one, which had a

slight leak in the valve [Ringot, et al., 1987]. It is important to note that the Type 48Y cylinders were
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not in overpacks. The Model 30 B cylindersused for the proposedaction would be even less prone to

failuretkanthe cylinderson the Mont-Louis since the Model 30 B cylinderswould be in overpacks.

Moreover, there is no significant risk to the marine environmenteven in the event that one or more

cylindersor one or more SEAPAKs are lost at sea and not retrieved. The oceans containsignificant

quantitiesof uraniumand its daughterproductsdue to naturallyoccurringprocesses (See Section 5.1).

As a result, marine organisms are exposed to relatively high levels of backgroundradiation. The

cylinders, which containthe UFe, and their overpacksare designed, constructed,andtestedto withstand

a severe collision, as explainedabove, so that unretrievedcylinderslost as the resultof an accidentat sea

are likely to remainintact. Since uraniumhas not been found to bioamplify in fish (andonly slightly in

other marine organisms) in the marine environment, even in the extremely unlikely event thatboth the

overpackandcylinder failed, an accidental release would result in only slight increases in the exposure

of marineorganismswhich tend to be more radiationresistant than terrestrialmammals and which are

alreadyexposed to similarconcentrationsof uranium.

As a result of the largevolume of water, the mixing mechanisms within it, the background concentrations

of uranium, and the radiation resistance of aquatic organisrm, the radiological impact of the very low

probability accident releasing uranium into the ocean would be localized and of short duration. Also, any

cylinders accidentally lost in the ocean or coastal waters would be retrieved, if at all possible, because

of the economic value of the UF6. This would practically eliminate the possibility of multiple containers

slowly corroding and releasing their contents over time. Even if not retrievable, the impact of a slow

release would be even less severe than a catastrophic failure of a cylinder.

The second aspect of a marine accident is the chemical hazard. Uranium hexafluoride (UF6) reacts with

water in an exothermic reaction that releases uranyl fluoride and hydrofluoric acid (HF). The reaction

is not explosive. The HF produced would dissolve very quickly in the sea water. When dissolved, the

HF dissociates into H. and F ions. These ions and the UO:Fz are the toxicological agents responsible

for physiologic effects from a potential release of UF6 in ocean water. If an instantaneous, complete

hydrolysis of the contents of a single cylinder is assumed (highly unlikely; supporting discussion follows),

the peak concentrations of H . and F" ions from a total release of UF6 from a container would be

approximately 2 t_g/l at a distance of 100 m. These concentrations are below toxic levels. The uranyl

fluoride formed would settle on the sea-bed and slowly dissolve.

The solubility of uranyl fluoride in water at average sea water temperatures is approximately 650 g per

kg of water [Linke, 1965]. An instantaneous, complete hydrolysis of the entire contents of a single

Model 30B cylinder would produce localized concentrations of uranyl fluoride of approximately 2600 g

per kg of water; therefore, the uranyl fluoride would dissolve over an indefinite period of time, depending

upon ocean currents. However, if the worst case scenario of instantaneous dissolution of all uranyl
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fluoride formed is assumed (while not possible; supporting discussion follows), the peak concentration

of uranyl fluoride would be approximately 0.02 mg per kg of water at a distance of 500 m.

Ifa shipcarryingModel30B cylindersinoverpackscontainingUF6 weretosinkinanareawhere

recoverywas notpossible,itisvalidtoassumethattheimpactonthemarineenvironmentwouldbe

minimalforthefollowingreasons:

* While Type B packagings (equivalent to a 30B cylinder in its overpack) have only been

immersion-tested to a depth of 15 m (Table 6-3), they are likely to maintain their integrity at

much greater depths. Type B plutonium oxide shipping containers, which are less robust than

a Model 30B cylinder in a 21PF-1B overpack, have been successfully subjected to a static crush

force of 5000 pounds along each of the container's three main axes for a period of five minutes.

None of the tested containers leaked [SNL, 1975].

• If the cylinders in their overpacks were to sink to a depth where external pressures could crush

the containers, exposure of the solid UF6 to sea water would be gradual through cracks in the

containers, not catastrophic. Without vigorous mixing, hydrolysis of solid UF6 is very slow.

In laboratory experiments where 0.5-1.0 g of solid UF6 were combined with 50 ml of water,

hydrolysis was complete in approximately 10 minutes at room temperature when the reaction

vessel was "violently shaken;" however, without shaking, the reaction was still incomplete after
,

24 hours [Shinohara, et al., 1967]. Based on these dat_i, it is reasonable to assume that the

reaction of solid UF6 with sea water that gradually seeps in through cracks in the cylinder and

its overpack would occur over weeks, even months, at a rate that would allow the hydrofluoric

acid and the uranyl fluoride to be quickly dispersed to nontoxic levels by ocean currents.

• The total biomass per square meter decreases exponentially with ocean depth (Section 5.1);

therefore, at depths where package failure might occur, the amount of flora and fauna potentially

exposed to toxic levels of hydrofluoric acid and uranyl fluoride would be minimal.

For these reasons there is no risk of significant injury to the marine environment from UF6 cylinders

which may be lost and not retrieved in the event of an accident at sea.

Port

A port is treated as a maritime link in the RADTRAN code. This link includes a 15 km approach to the

port and a stop, with unloading activities, at the port. The accident risk is calculated on the basis of an

accident rate per port transit, where actual accident rate data for the port being modeled is used. It is

possible to use the accident rate per port transit (as opposed to calculating the risks from accidents during

channel transit, dock approach, and unloading at dock) because all accidents are treated conservatively
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as occurring at dockside (i.e., dispersion is always over land). The population density of the immediate

urban area of the port being modeled is used as the population density under the entire LEU plume

footprint out to a distance of 80 kin. This extremely conservative assumption tends to overestimate the

consequences of an accident and accounts for the reason that port operations present most of the estimated

accident risk from the proposed action. Appendix B contains further descriptions of the accidents

modeled for the port segment of the proposed action. Table 6-6 shows the accident radiological risks for

the proposed ports of entry for the port operations segment for the entire twenty years of the proposed
action.

Table 6-6. Port'Operations Accident Radiological Risk for
the Proposed Action"

Risk to Public b
Port of Entry "

Person-Rem LCF
' T' _' , ,, , "' '' ""

Hampton Roads 43.8 0.022
, ,, , ., ,,, .,

Baltimore 48.0 0.024
,,, ,,i ,

Charleston 48.0 0.024
,,, , .,

New York 52.8 0.026
, , ,,,, , . ,

Savannah 42.2 0.021
, ,, ,,, , ,

Houston 42.9 0.021
,,.,,,, , . .,, ..,

Philadelphia 46.1 0.023
,,,

' Risk associated with an activity or event is defined as the product of the
probability of undesirable outcomes and a numerical quantification of
the consequences zssociated with these outcomes. As such, the units
associated with risk estimates are the same as the units associated with

the consequences since probability is a unitless quantity.

b The values presented for each port assume that all shipments in the
proposed action pass through that port. In that event, the risk to the
public from the proposed action at each of the other ports would be
zero.

Overland S

The overland transportation accident model in RADTRAN 4 assigns accident probabilities for a set of

accident severity categories. The accident severity categories represent the range of credible accident

conditions that could be expected to occur in the event of an accident. The least severe accident

categories, which are representative of low crush forces on the package, but no fire, are the most

probable accident conditions. The most severe credible accident categories, which are representative of

5 The risk of fatalities resulting only from increased truck traffic is discussed in Section 6.2.4.
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high crush or puncture forces on the package, severe fire, and package failure, are the least probable

accident conditions. Accident impacts were calculated for the surrounding population in general using

the population density of the area along the road on which the accident was presumed to occur. The

population dose was then estimated by assuming that the LEU was dispersed and distributed to all

members of the population residing within the entire accident plume footprint out to a distance of 80 km.

Distinct population or worker groups were not differentiated for accident impacts. The radiological

transportation risk was calculated for the overland transportation segments of the seven proposed ports

of entry for the entire twenty years oi' the proposed action as shown in Table 6-7.

Table 6-7. Overland Transportation Accident Radiological Risk
from Port of Entry to Piketon, Ohio, for the Proposed
Action'

Risk to Public b

Port of Entry Person-Rein [ LCF
I

Hampton Roads 0.62 0.00031

New York 0.99 0.00049

Charleston 0.49 0.00024

Baltimore 0.61 0.00030

Savannah 0.47 0.00024

Houston 0.96 0.00048

Philadelphia 0.79 0.00039

i Risk associated with an activity or event is defined as the product of the
probability of undesirable outcomes and a numerical quantification of
the consequences associated with these outcomes. As such, the units
associated with risk estimates are the same as the units associated with

the consequences since probability is a unitless quantity.

b The values presented for each port assume that all shipments in the
proposed action pass through that port. In that event, the risk to the
public from the proposed action at each of the other ports would be
zero.

The chemical effects of a release of UF6 during transport by truck from the port to the Portsmouth GDP

were also assessed even though there has never been an accident, during transport, involving the release

of radioactive material from an accident resistant package such as a Model 30B cylinder with overpack

[SNL, 1991]. Further, no transportation accidents with fatalities or injuries due to the chemical or

radioactive nature of UF6 have occurred in the last 30 years [Kovac, 1988]. Approximately 650,000
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metric tons of UF6 have been safely shipped to and from the PortsmouthGDP since the beginning of its

operationin the mid-1950s through March, 1993 [Donnelly, 1993]. In the past 10 years (1984-1993),

16,311 shipments of low enriched UF6 (containing 94,360 metric tons uranium) were shipped in the

United States without a release of UF6 [Staggs, 1993]. During the most severe accident in which it is

assumed (for purposes of risk analysis) that all cylinders would be subjected to a fire, which converts

the solid UF6to a gas, the cylinders rupture,and all of theUF6is released from all four cylinders on the

truck, lethal concentrationsof hydrogen fluoride may exist up to 100 ft downwind of the release point.

Based on data for spent fuel casks [Wilmot, 1981], and consideringthata Type B package is likely to

effect a release before a spent fuel cask will effect a release, theprobabilityof the most severe accident

(described above, i.e., all of the contents of all four cylinders are released) occurring is estimated at

0.000000065 (6.5 x 108) for the 20-year periodof the proposedaction, using HamptonRoads as the port

of entry for example purposes. Table 6-8 shows the concentrationsan individual would be exposed to

under this very low probabilityaccident given that the individual is present for exposure to the entire

plume of releasedmaterial. Although the health effect of this very low probabilityevent would be lethal

for an individuallocated within 100 feet of the accident and who is also stationaryfor the entireduration

of theplume (a very unlikely probability),the probabilityof the event is so low that the risk is minimal.

During less severe accidents, the hydrogen fluoride may cause nasal and lung irritationand the uranium

may cause renal injury or milder health effects within 800 ft downwind of the release point.

Table 6-8. Integrated Air Concentration of Uranium and Hydrogen Fluoride Under Low
Probability Severe Accident Conditions Assmning Exposure to Total Release Plume"

Distance HF Exposure U Exposure
from (mg HF/m3)(min) (mg U/m3)(min)

Accident

100 ft. 120,000 350,000

350 ft. 30,000 88,000

800 ft. 12,000 35,000

' Noteper Figures6-1 and6-2, (53,000mg HF/rn_)(min)is the lethal leveland (35,000mg U/m3)(min)is lethal
to 50 percentof thoseexposed.

The conclusion that the consequences of a severe accident (and the risk when taking into account the

extremely low probability of a severe accident) would be minimal is consistent with an analysis by the

NRC of the impacts of the January 4, 1986 accident, in which an overfilled 14-ton UF6cylinder ruptured

while being heated in a steam autoclave at the Sequoyah Fuel Corporation site in Gore, Oklahoma. The

rupture resulted in about half of the contents of the cylinder, or 6.7 tonnes, being deposited off-site

because of wind dispersal. Extensive studies have concluded that the only measurable risk from the

accident was to workers in the immediate vicinity of the ruptured cylinder. The NRC concluded that,
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although it was possible that some members of the public suffered from short-term changes in kidney

function caused by the chemical toxicity of uranium, the radiation exposure from the accident did not

perceptibly increase the individual cancer risk for the population [NRC, 1986]. The cleanup process for

that accident, as for any accident, would be sufficiently rigorous and overseen by regulatory authorities

that it is expected that there would be no substantial and long-lasting impact on the environment.

Total Accident Risks

The total accident radiological risk is a summation of the port operations and overland transport segments

of the proposed action. Table 6-9 shows the total accident risk.

Table 6-9. Total Accident Radiological Risks to the Public for the

Entire 20 Years of the Proposed Action

Transportation Segment Total Risk to Public'
Port of Entry Risk to Public (in Person-Rem)

i i i ,,,,|,,, ,i , , i,, ,,,H ,, i

Port Operations Overland Person-Remb LCF
Transport

Hampton Roads 43.8 0.62 44.5 0.022
, , , IHH ,

Baltimore 48.0 0.61 48.6 0.024

Charleston 48.0 0.49 48.5 0.024
,H Ji

New York 52.8 0.99 53.8 0.027

Savannah 42.2 0.47 42.7 0.021

Houston 42.9 0.96 43.8 0.022
,H, ,,

Philadelphia 46.1 0,79 46.9 0.023
' =l ' H,H , I

' The values presentedfor each port assumethat all shipments in the proposedaction pass through that port. In
that event, the risk to the public from the proposed action at each of the other ports would be zero.

b Total person-reinsis the roundedsum of incident-freeand accidentdose risks.

Ai__tr

As described in Sections 2.1 and 4.0, a number of HEU and LEU samples would be transported by air

from Russia to the United States. For the purpose of this assessment, each aircraft was assumed to be

carrying 50 grams of U-235 as cargo.
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In the event of an aircraftcrash which released all 50 grams of the U-235 (from the HEU and LEU

samples) being transported, the maximum dose to an individual located 360 feet from the crash was

estimatedas l0 mrem or a latent cancer fatality risk of 0.000005 (5 x 10_s). At 1200 feet the dose was

estimatedas 2 mrem or a latent cancer fatality risk of 0.0(30001(1 x 10"6). Assuming air shipmentmiles

in the U.S. for both transparencyandproductqualitysampleswouldbe similarto the truck miles under

the proposed action, the probabilityof an air accident would be 0.004 (4 out of one thousand) [DOT,

1993] for theentire 20-yearpurchaseprogram. If the assumptionis made that, in the event of an aircraft

crash carryinguraniumsamples an individual is located 1200 feet from the crash, then the risk for the

entire20-year periodof the proposedaction of an accident resultingin a latent cancer fatalityis estimated

at 0.000000004 (4 x IO9) or 4 out of a billion. In comparison,there would be an expected 1.35 deaths

resultingfrom that same aircraftaccident from causes other thanexposure to radiation[DOT, 1992].

6.2.4 Total Radiological Risks

The total radiological risks associated with the transportation of Russian LEU from St. Petersburg to

Piketon, Ohio, are shown in Table 6-10. Incident-free dose estimates differentiate between workers and

the general public for calculations of LCF risk. Workers are considered to be part of the general public
when accident risks are determined. Therefore, the risk conversion factor of 0.0005 (5 x 104)

LCF/person-rem, described in section 6.1.1, was applied to the calculation of accident risks. As shown

by Table 6-10, the total transportation risk (accident and incident-free) for the entire 20 years of the

proposed action, assuming for example Hampton Roads as the port of entry for all shipments, is 0.026

(2.6 x 105) LCFs (i.e., out of the entire exposed population from Hampton Roads to Piketon, Ohio,

assuming this port of entry, there is a 2.6 out of 100 chance that one person out of the 261,000 people

exposed would die of cancer resulting from the proposed action).
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Table 610. Total Ra_olo_ Risks of Translmrtation for ]ProlmsedAction""

1 I I II II _ li N i ill l i ilii iii ii

Port of Ent_ Sum of Total Accident Risk andIncident-Free
Risk Estimatesfor ProposedAction

i iii f i jill ii i IMmlII I I I II f

Person-Rem LCF

................... il' I 'll'i [I llllllli I I I I I 'll ll'l'i II

Hampton Roads 52.9 0.026
i Ill III |IIILIII II I I III I IIIIII III II I IIIIII IS I II IIII

Baltimore 56,1 0.028
,, , , i i ,,,,, , , r +,,,m+Hii i ii i ,,, , , ii i ,i

Charleston 56.8 0.028
j , rr 11 i, 11 l Ill, , ,Ill 11 ,llmt

New York 63.1 0.031
HI IllllIII I II IIII II II I ! I I I I II I ] I I III I II I II

Savann_ 51.3 0.025
111111 i , ,,llll l l Hill , , , 11111111111, 11 , l l • , , 11 , ,,,,,,t , l

Houston 56.6 0.027

Philadelphia 55,5 0.027
_J ,,l,,, , , Jl_,+,,, , l , ,_Jt_ ,L ' : , ,+ , ........... l l , ,,,l

' The v_ues presentedforeachportassume_at _1 shipmentsin _e proposedactionpass_rough _at port. In
_at event,_e risk to _e publicfrom_e proposedactionat eachof _e otherports wouldbe zero.

bThesefigures,'effect_e modificationsto RADTRAN4 and_e radiologic_impactc.lculationsdescribedin
Section6.2.1, withrespectto usingactu_ radiationlevel measurementsinsteadof c_culatedlevels for_e inci-
dent-freehandlingof _e SEAPAKs. For_is reason,_e figuresdifferfrom_e calculationof tot_!radiologic_
risks(whichproposedHamptonRoadsas theportof ent_) includedinTable6-8 ("TotalRadiologic.!Risksfor
TransportationforProposedAction")of an earlierdraflEA(October1993)for this propos_ action.

The total transportation risk, expressed in terms of LCFs, was calculated in a risk analysiswhich included

numerous conservative assumptions of events which are highly unlikely to occur. For example, the

inciclent-freeannual exposure risk assumes extremely unlikely coincidences such as exposure of the same

worker to one-third of all shipments in the proposed action or exposure of an individual member of the

public to every highway shipment of the LEU. In addition, most of the calculated total LCF risk derives

from the probability analysis of potential accidents, including the most severe overland transport accident

in which it is assumed that, for analytical purposes, all four cylinders on a truck release 100 percent of

their contents. As noted above, the probability of this event occurring is conservatively estimated as 6.5

chances out of one hundred million (using Hampton Roads as the port of emry for example purposes).

Moreover, the risk analysis includes accident scenarios which are virtually impossible. For example, the

most severe overland transport accident assumes the airborne release of the contents of all four cylinders

for analytical purposes. In reality, the cylinders will be transported in overpacks contained in a SEAPAK

and the UF6 is likely to remain in solid form even if all three forms of packaging fail in such an accident.
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Accordingly, the total transportationrisk analysisdoes not representa predictionthata particularrateof

fatal cancer incidence would be generated by the proposed action. In the absence of any transport

accident resulting in the release of the cylinders' contents-an event which is extremely unlikely and

whichhas neverbefore occurred--the risk of contractinga fatalcancer from incident-freetransport,even

with conservativeassumptions, is about four times lower than the estimated risk for accidental release

(see Section 6.2.2).

Since the 1 tormeHEU demonstrationshipment (about45 tormesof UF6), that may be implemented

priorto start-upof full shipmentsunderthe proposedaction is part of the 500 tonnes of HEU thatwould

be importedunderthe proposed action, the impactsandconsequencesof the demonstrationshipmenthave

alreadybeen includedin the foregoing impactassessments.

In addition to the radiological risks of the proposed action, there is the risk of fatalities resulting from

the additionaltrucktrafficcarryingthe UF6. The NationalTransportationBoardestimatesthat for every

100 million truckmiles there will be 1.5 deathsdue to accidents involving trucks [DOT, 1992]. On this

basis, using Hampton Roads as an example, there wouldbe an expected0.02 deaths from the additional

truck traffic resulting from implementation of the proposedaction over 20 years. In comparison, the

radiological risk from truck transportationaccidents for the generalpublic from the proposed action is

0.00031 latent cancer fatalities(See Table6-7). The routinelyencounteredtruckfatalityrisk is therefore

approximatelyone hundredtimes greater than the accident radiologicalrisk.

6.3 POTENTIAL IMPACT AT THE PORTSMOUTH GDP

The proposed action would not require any new process activities at the Portsmouth GDP. However,

there could be an increase in UF6 sampling, cylinder handling, and cylinder docking activities. In this

section the potential incremental impacts resulting from the proposed action on GDP process activities

are examined. Table 6-11 shows the input and output streams for the GDP complex if 4.4 percent U-235

product were produced during the two phases of the proposed action.
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Table 6-11. Impact of the Russian LEU Purdume Program on U.S. GDP Prodneiiou Ova" the Next 20 Yews

ii .., i i rl i |l illl • i

WITHOUT OVERFEEDING:
i ii

AMOUNT FEED OPERATING
RUSSIAN FEED PRODUCED NOT TAILS GDP POWI_ DUI

LEU SUPPLIED (4.4%) USED ASSAY PRODUCI3ON REQUIREMENTS PRODOCED

(MT_ (MTU) _ (MTU) (MSW_ (MW)
i i

Base 18.291 1.913 ---- 0.280% 12.0 3,200 16.378

305 18,291 1.608 2.920 0.280% 10. I 2:700 13,763

915 18,291 998 8,751 0.280% 6.3 1,700 8,542
i i

WITH OVERF"_r_IMNG:

AMOUNT FEED OPERATINGt_ RUSSIAN FEED PRODUCED NOT TAILS GDP POWEZ DO
-.a LEU SUPPLIED (4.4%) USED ASSAY PROIMJCTION RF.,QUIRE1MEIcrs PIROIM.N::]gD

(MTU) (MTU) (MTU) (MTU) (MSWU) (MW) (MTU)

Base 18,291 1,913 All feed 0.280% 12.0 3,200 16,378

_lied
305 18,291 1,608 is used 0.355% 8.8 2,400 16,683

11

as

915 18,291 998 overfeed 0.498% 4.4 1,200 17,293

I DU = Depleted Uranium



6.3.i Impact on GDP Production

As discussed in Section 2.0, Russia is expected to blend HEU with 1.5 percent U-235 to produce

4.4 percent U-235 LEU. Approximately305 MTU/yr of RussianLEU would be availablefor the first

five years, and 915 MTU/yr for the last 15 years of the proposedcontract.

If the USEC is not able to increase marketshare, a smallerquantityof LEU would be produced at the

GDPs to meet the demandfor 4.4 percentU-235 of 1,913 MTU/yr. Producingless LEU means that the

amountsof feed andelectricity requiredby the GDPs would be reduced. However, as provided in their
enrichmentservices contracts, the GDP customers wouldcontinueto deliver the same amountof natural

uraniumfeed, that is, 18,291 MTU/yr to obtain the 1,913 MTU/yr of LEU they desire. The excess
naturaluranium feed could be used to overfeed the GDPs. This would further reducethe amount of

separativework the GDPs must produce and therefore, the amount of electricity required. Table 6-11

summarizesthe impacton GDP production,power, and feed from implementingthe proposed action if

market sharedoes not increase. The table shows the impactunderboth overfeeding andno-overfeeding

situations. It shouldbe recognizedthatif all of the excess feed during the last 15years of the Agreement

is overfed, the ASTM specificationof 10,000 microgramsof U-234 pergramof U-235 wouldbe slightly

exceeded. Thiswouldrequireeither an agreementwithfuel fabricatorsto accept the product,or a change

in the ASTM specifications. However, material specifications may limit the tails assay to about 0.35

percent. Underthis limiton the tails assay, it would notbe possible to overfeed all excess feed delivered

duringthe years when 915 MTU of RussianLEU would be received at the GDPs.

The Russian LEU has substantial SWU value, as shown in Table 6-11. At levels of 30 MTU/yr of HEU,

the enrichment work required by the diffusion plants to meet demand would be low enough that either

GDP alone could meet the demand. As a result, even though the minimuni demand of about 7 MSWU/yr

to keep both GDPs operational from an economic standpoint would be met, there would be sufficient

SWU capacity at one plant to meet forecasted demand. The socioeconomic impact of closing one of the

GDPs has been previously assessed in DOE's "Socioeconomic Assessment: Partial Closure of the Paducah

Uranium Enrichment Facility" [DOE, 1985c] and "Socioeconomic Assessment: Partial Closure of the

Portsmouth Uranium Enrichment Facility," [DOE, 1985d]. These documents are incorporated by
reference into this EA.

The assessments predict the worst-case socioeconomic impacts of plant closure on the Portsmouth and

Paducah communities. However, the assessments make no allowances for personnel retention involving

reassignment and retraining, if necessary, for future decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) or

environmental restoration activities at the GDP. It is likely that some involuntary layoffs would be

required if a decision to close a GDP were to be made. As reported by Grady et al. [Grady, 1987],

experience with the closure of the Oak Ridge Uranium Enrichment Facility in 1985 verified to some

extent the predictions in "Socioeconomic Assessment: Partial Closure of the Oak Ridge Uranium
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Enrichment Facility" [DOE, 1985b]. The long-term socioeconomic impacts predicted in the assessment

were partially offset by the ability of the other DOE facilities in Oak Ridge to hire personnel released

from the facility. However, about 150 highly skilled specialized personnel could not be placed in other

positions within the DOE Oak Ridge complex. Personnel with experience or education to immediately

switch from uranium production-related activities to environmental or waste management activities have

largely been placed in other positions. A number of ex-Oak Ridge uranium enrichment personnel now

work in positions related to D&D and environmental remediation at the plant. These projects are

expected to last for many years.

While the impact of closure of the Oak Ridge Uranium Enrichment Facility was moderatedby the factors

described, socioeconomic impacts from closure of either the Portsmouth or Paducah GDP would not be

as easily mitigated. Neither Portsmouth nor Paducah have co-located DOE facilities to which personnel

can transfer, nor do the local areas have large industrial bases which could easily absorb displaced

workers from the GDP. As a result, the closure studies for Portsmouth and Paducah would probably be

more accurate than the Oak Ridge assessment, which overestimated the impact of closure. A plant

closure was estimated to result in a 11.3 and 16.7 percent increase in unemployment in Paducah and

Portsmouth, respectively [Grady, 1987].

6.3.2 Impact on Natural Uranium Feed Inventory

Since current USEC enrichment services contracts provide for the enrichment services customers to

deliver feed to the GDPs, the entire amount of feed resulting from the delivery of the Russian LEU may

not be able to be overfed (see Section 6.3.1). As a result, an increasing stockpile of natural uranium feed

could occur. However, natural uranium feed is a valuable resource that has been utilized in the past at

the GDPs by operating the plants at a higher tails assay to reduce power costs.

If the purchase of Russian LEU results solely in additions to the inventory of natural uranium feed at the

plants, there would be little physical impact other than additional cylinders placed in existing holding

facilities. As shown in Table 6-11, if none of the excess natural uranium feed is used to overfeed the

GDPs, 2,920 metric tons per year of natural uranium could accumulate during the FY94 through FY98

period, and 8,751 metric tons per year of feed could accumulate during the period FY99 through FY 13,

for a total of about 146,000 metric tons of natural uranium. This amount of natural uranium feed would

be stored in about 23,000 large steel cylinders that hold about ten tons of UF_ each (the same type of

cylinders discussed in section 6.3.3 below). Compared with the 40,000 cylinders currently stored at the

GDPs and because of the large unused areas at the GDP sites, the storage of the additional 23,000

cylinders would not significantly impact the sites.

If the decision were made not to place in inventory the excess feed which cannot be overfed to the plants,

the USEC may seek to sell the uranium feed in the international market or make arrangements to sell the
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LEU (which has the effect of selling the natural uraniumcomponent). The proceeds from the sale would

help to offset the cost of operating the USEC plants. As shown in Table 6-II, as a limiting situation,

if none of the excess natural uranium feed is used to overfeed the GDPs, 2,920 metric tons per year of

natural uranium could be disposed of on the international market during FY94-FY98, and 8,751 metric

tons per yearof feed could be sold from FY99-FY13. These quantities of naturaluranium are equivalent

to about 8 million pounds of uranium oxide per year for the FY94-FY98 period, and about 23 million

pounds of uranium oxide per year from FY99-FYI3.

As shown in Section 5.6.1, the total U.S. production of uranium oxide during the period FY94-FY98 is

expected to average about 8 million pounds per year, and for the period FY99 through FY05 (the last

year of the DOE projection) is expected average about 10 million pounds per year [DOE/EIA, 1991b].

The total uranium oxide requirement for U.S. nuclear power plants for the period FY94-FY98 is expected

to average about 45 million pounds per year, and for FY99-FY13 from 32 to 60 million pounds per year

[DOE/EIA, 1992]. If all of the excess equivalent uranium oxide were sold on a prorated basis to the

domestic and foreign producers who are expected to supply U.S. nuclear power plants, domestic

producers would experience about a 20 percent reduction in deliveries during the FY94-FY98 period and

about a 40 to 70 percent reduction during the FY99-FY 13period. These reductions would be especially

painful for the domestic uranium production industry, and it is likely that some of the few suppliers

remaining would go out of business, especially during the beginning of the next century. Since the

equivalent uranium oxide is in the form of UF6, such sales of UF6 could affect the profits of the one U.S.

conversion company, Allied Signal.

Another option for the use of the natural uranium component would utilize a provision of the proposed

contract for the purchase of LEU derived from the dismantlement of Russian nuclear weapons that

provides for the possible return of the natural uranium component, i.e., the 1.5 percent assay U-235

blended with the HEU to product the 4.4 percent U-235 LEU, to Russia. If the USEC did not order the

natural uranium component, Russia would have the option of the return of all or part of the natural

uranium component in accordance with mutually satisfactory arrangements being negotiated. Such

arrangements could include provisions in order to assist the domestic uranium production industry.

6.3.3 Impact on Depleted Uranium Storage

Depleted uranium at the Portsmouth and Paducah GDPs is stored as UF6 in 14-ton cylinders. The

Portsmouth GDP currently stores about 14,000 cylinders of depleted uranium on site, with an additional

1,300 cylinders being added each year. The Paducah GDP currently stores about 25,000 cylinders, with

1,200 more cylinders being added each year. The cylinders are stored in the open air, and are stacked

in rows, two high, on special storage pads. Atmospheric corrosion on the cylinders is extremely slight,

and an extensive test program started in the early 1970s indicates that the oldest of the cylinders at the

GDPs are expected to have a remaining service life until at least 2020, with the newest cylinders having
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a service life of more than70 years. The wall thicknessfor the oldest of thecylindersat the GDPs could

approach1/4-inch, theminimumthicknessspecifiedfor cylindersin service, by the year2020. However,

cylindersthathave a wall thickness of 1/4-inchwill still providea considerablemeasureof protectionfor

the depleteduraniumin the cylinders.

Based on an exhaustive inspection of all of the depleted uranium cylindersat the two GDPs, two cylinders

at the Portsmouth plant were found to have a small hole in their sides. The hole in each of the cylinders

was caused when a lifting lug from an adjacent cylinder bumped against the cylinder during the stacking

operation. Because a relatively insoluble plug is formed when the UF_ reacts with the moisture in the

air, one of the cylinders was determined to have lost essentially no uranium, while the other cylinder was

determined to have released less than 0.5 percent of the uranium in the cylinder to the environment, with

no measurable impact. These two cylinders have been emptied and are undergoing examination to

provide additional information on the ability to continue safely storing depleted uranium. All cylinders

at the two plants are carefully inspected each year to assure that no new leaks have developed. In

addition, improved stacking procedures have been instituted at the two plants to eliminate the possibility

that a depleted uranium storage cylinder will be damaged in the future.

The proposed action would have a small impact on the number of cylinders storing depleted uranium if

all excess feed were used as overfeed. As shown in Table 6-11, the import of the 305 MTU of HEU

converted to LEU would result in an increase from 16,378 MTU to 16,683 MTU in the depleted uranium

(DU) produced during Phase 1. This additional 305 MTU of DU would result annually in an additional

37 cyliLiers over the expected 2,000-2,500 cylinders to be added to storage annually during 1994-1998.

During Phase 2 (1999-2013), the additional 915 MTU of DU would result in an additional 111 cylinders

being annually added to storage. As a result, the proposed action would be expected to have minimal

impact on DU s:orage.

6.3.4 Impact on Health, Safety and the Environment at Portsmouth GDP

Uranium hexafluoride is the most abundant hazardous material on-site at the Portsmouth GDP. Aside

from nuclear considerations, UF6 can be handled safely in essentially the same manner as any other

corrosive and/or toxic chemical by employing procedures developed to accommodate the characteristics

of the material. The level of routine exposure to chemicals is regulated by the Occupational Safety and

Health Act (OSHA) standards with which the Portsmouth GDP is required to comply. Since no new

processes or activities at the Portsmouth GDP are expected to result from the proposed action, the level

of routine exposure to chemicals for workers is not expected to either increase or decrease as a result of

the proposed action.
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Becauseno new processes or activities at the PortsmouthGDP are expected to resultfrom the proposed

action, the level of routine radiological exposure for workers and the public is not expected to either

increase or decrease as a result of the proposedaction.

Historically, there have been no lethal exposures or significant injuries from accidents involving either

toxic materials or radiationin about 115 plant-years of operating experience at the gaseous diffusion

plants in the United States [MartinMarietta, 1991]. The proposed action would essentially requirethe

GDPs to continueto operateunder currentplant conditionswiththe possible exceptions of lower power

consumption(fromoverfeeding), more productinventory,and a slight increasein the numberof depleted

uraniumcylinders placed in inventory during a twelve=monthperiod in 1993-1994. These changes are

well within the conditions underwhich the PortsmouthGDP can be operated safely, as described in the

Final Safety Analysis Reports for the PortsmouthGDP [Martin Marietta, 1985].

6.4 ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

This assessment addresses the potential economic impactson the nuclear fuel cycle industries, enrichment

services and the gaseous diffusion plants, electric utilities, and the proposed ports of entry resulting from

the importation into the U.S. of low enriched uranium (LEU) from dismantled nuclear weapons in Russia.

6.4.1 Economic Impact on Nuclear Fuel Cycle Industries

The basic element of this part of the analysis was to select two economic and political scenarios with

which to compare the impact resulting from the proposed action. The scenarios reflect the dynamic status

of the nuclear fuel cycle markets under the No Action alternative in which the U.S. does not sign a

contract to purchase Russian LEU derived from HEU. Two scenarios were formulated because the

nuclear fuel cycle markets and industries are in a state of flux due in part to political and economic

changes that have occurred in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). The CIS is becoming

much more active in the nuclear fuel cycle markets than was the former Soviet Union. The two scenarios
used are:

, Scenario 1: The LEU market is maintained at its current status without conversion of HEU to

LEU in Russia for shipment to the U.S. (No Conversion)

• Scenario 2: HEU is converted to LEU in Russia and is sold by the Russians for resale or directly

to the world market. (No U.S. purchase contract for LEU derived from 500 tonnes of HEU.)

Scenario 1 is the least likely response on the part of the Russians if the proposed action to purchase
Russian LEU derived from HEU were not carried out. The Russian Federation has considerable HEU
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resources which represent hard-currencyvalue. It is extremely unlikely that all of the HEU recovered

from dismantled nuclear weapons would be simply put in storage in Russia if the U.S. fails to sign the

proposed contract.

Scenario 2 is the likely responseof the Russian Federation if the proposed contract were not signed. The

Russians have already been seeking additional markets and avenues for utilizing the SWU value in their

HEU. It is likely the Russians would convert and blend large quantities of their HEU and then attempt

to sell the LEU on the world market. An Agreement suspending the Antidumping Investigation on

Uranium from the Russian Federation (Suspension Agreement) signed by the U.S. and the Russian

Federation on October 16, 1992, limits the natural and enriched uranium sold by the Russian Federation

in the U.S. until the year 2000. The quantities of material which may be sold under this Agreement rise

as the price of uranium increases.

6.4.1.1 Uranium Mining and Milling Industry

Scenario 1--Proposed Action Versus the Situationas it Exists Today (No Conversion of HEU to

If the USEC were to not purchase the Russian LEU and the Russians did not convert and blend the HEU

• to LEU, the USEC would continue to receive from the utilities the feed to produce their desired enriched

product, and there would be no impact on the uranium mining and milling industry. Under the proposed

action, the Russian LEU could annually displace about eight million pounds of uranium production during

the first five years of deliveries under the proposed contract• This represents about 19 percent of U.S.

utility requirements• The impact this material would have on employment would depend on how the
USEC utilizes the excess feed material• If the USEC were to overfeed uranium at the GDPs there would

be no impact on domestic uranium production. If the USEC were to relieve its domestic utility customers

of eight million pounds of their uranium oxide delivery obligations during the first five years of the

agreement (present contracts do not provide for such relief) or sell the excess feed, the impact would be

felt more heavily on foreign producers, since more than 70 percent of the uranium oxide used by U.S.

utilities comes from imports. If the eight million pounds of uranium oxide were prorated between foreign

and domestic producers, domestic producers would experience about a 20 percent reduction in deliveries,

which could be painful in an industry the Secretary of Energy has already determined to be non-viable

for eight consecutive years (see Section 6.3.2).

During the succeeding 15-year period when the quantity of the Russian LEU is tripled under the proposed

action, the 24 million pounds per year of uranium oxide production that could be displaced by the Russian

LEU represents about a 40 to 70 percent reduction in domestic production during that period (see Section

6•3.2). If the USEC were able to overfeed the GDPs (see Section 6.3.1), there would be little or no
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impact on domestic uranium production. However, it is unlikely that USEC would be able to overfeed

all of the 24 million pounds per year of displaced uranium oxide production.

Scenario2.--ProposedAction VersusAvailability of LEU from Russian HEU on the World Market

(No U.S, .Pu.rchaseContractfor LEU Derived from 500 Tonnes of HEU)

If the USEC were to not purchase the Russian LEU and the Russians converted and blended the HEU

to LEU and then sold the LEU on the world market, the price and demand for uranium mining and

milling services would decrease. However, since the U.S. uranium production industry would be

insulated to some degree from any negative effect on the price of uranium ore while the Suspension

Agreement is in effect, the no-purchase alternative would not have a major impact on U.S. production

during this decade. On the other hand, the USEC purchase of Russian LEU would tend to result in an

increase in the uranium oxide price during this decade, if it is assumed that the excess feed delivered to
the GDPs would be overfed andthat the Russians would otherwise sell the converted LEU in the market.

However, if USEC does not overfeed the excess uranium oxide, the impact on the uranium production

industry would approach that of Scenario 1.

The situation is different when the Suspension Agreement ends and the upward impact on the price

stemming from the U.S. purchase is estimated to be greater, as the amounts of LEU (and hence uranium

oxide equivalent of the LEU) are greater. Presuming that large amounts of this LEU could be sold in

the U.S. market after the year 2000 without the USEC purchase of Russian LEU, this would depress the

price and supplant U.S. uranium production. In this case, the USEC purchase would have the effect of

maintaining U.S. uranium oxide production and employment at about the current levels, as long as the

USEC does not sell the LEU on the open market.

6.4.1.2 Uranium'Conversion Industry

Scenario 1--Proposed Action Versus the Situationas it Exists Today (No Conversion of HEU to

If the USEC were to not purchase the Russian LEU and the Russians did not convert and blend the HEU

to LEU, the USEC would continue to receive from the utilities the converted oxide feed to produce their

desired enriched product, and there would be no impact on the uranium conversion industry. If the

USEC were to purchase the Russian LEU and relieve utilities of their obligation to deliver feed to the

GDPs or sell the excess feed, the Russian LEU could displace about eight million pounds of uranium

oxide, currently converted ammally, during the first five years of the proposed contract. The negative

impact on the conversion industry could increase during the succeed,ng fifteen-year period when the

quantity of the Russian LEU is tripled from the initial amount imported. However, if the USEC were
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to overfeed the GDPs, there would be no impact on the conversion industry. As noted in section 6.4.1.1,

USEC may not be able to overfeed all of the displaceduranium oxide production.

_..c,enario2.proposed Action Versus Availabilityof,LEU from RussianHEU on the World Mar,ket

(No U.S, PurchaseContractfor LEU Derived from 500 T0nnes of liEU)

A USEC purchase of Russian LEU would be expected to protectU.S. uranium conversionactivities from

low-cost UF6 which would be available in the world market if the Russians converted and sold their

HEU. To the extent that USEC overfeeds or otherwise withholds the displaced uranium oxide production

from the world market, the period of time in which the purchase would most strongly protect the

domestic conversion industry is the period of time that the U.S. industry would be most insulated from

lower international prices, due to both the Suspension Agreement and existing term contracts. It is still

possible that the U.S. purchase would continue to have a protective influence on domestic uranium

conversion after the year 2000, although it would not be as pronounced as during the pre-2001 period.

In the worst case where USEC would sell all displaced uranium oxide production, the impact would be
similar to Scenario 1.

6.4.1.3 Fuel Fabrication Industry

This is the portion of the fuel cycle that would be least affected by the proposed purchase of Russian LEU

from a market standpoint, if it is affected at all. The purchase would not change the amount of fuel that

would need to be fabricated, and is not expected to change the price of fabrication.

6.4.2 Economic Impact on the Enrichment Industry (the U.S. Gaseous Diffusion Plants)

Scenario 1--Proposed Action Versus the Situation as it Exists Today (No Conversion of HEU to

If the USEC were to not purchase the Russian LEU and the Russimlsdid not convert and blend the HEU

to LEU, the USEC would continue to meet anticipated demand from utilities for about 12 MSWU per

year from the GDPs. If the USEC were to purchase the Russian LEU and use the excess natural UF6

feed delivered by utilities to overfeed the enrichment plants during each year of the first five years of the

agreement, the impact would be felt primarily in the reduced electric energy consumed by the plants.

The combination of producing less LEU and overfeeding could result in electric energy reductions of

about 16 percent for the period 1994-1998. There would be no loss of employment at the gaseous
diffusion plants.

The USEC, under the terms of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, is under an obligated lease from D,_E,

whereby the GDPs are available to the USEC for a certain period of time. As noted before, present
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commitments for deliveries of enriched uranium are at a level of roughly 12 million SWUs per year.

This is enough to support continued operation of both Portsmouth and Paducah GDPs. However, the

need to commit to long-term contracts for operation of both GDPs remains in question, whether or not

the USEC acquires LEU from Russian HEU.

To some extent, the availability of the Russian LEU will promote the continued operationof the GDPs,

in that the availability of a supply in addition to that available from the GDPs provides the USEC with

additional flexibility. A decision not to extend leases for both GDPs may be appropriate, after

determiningthe best mix of operations and transfers to meet the Congressionally-mandatedresponsibilities

of the USEC. That choice will be determined more by the ability of the USEC to maintain market share

than by any otherbusiness factor. The availabilityof the Russian LEU, as opposed to Scenario2, below,

is believed to improve the opportunities for the USEC to maintain and increase market share.

Scenario 2--Proposed Action Versu.sAvailability of LEU from RussianHEU on the World Market

(No U.S. PurchaseContractfor LEU Derived from 500 Tonnes of HEU)

The international price of enrichment would be depressed if the U.S. did not purchase LEU from the
Russians and the Russians sold at least some of this material on the international market. These low

market prices would impair the USEC's ability to capture future business. Unfilled enrichment

requirements on the part of utilities increase greatly after the year 2000, the time when the U.S.-Russian

Federation Suspension Agreement ends. At this point, the additional Russian LEU could be sold to U.S.

purchasers, where most of the USEC's business is located. Studies have shown that the nuclear fuel

procurement policies of U.S. utilities are price sensitive--more price sensitive than their counterparts t

overseas--and U.S. utilities would be likely to buy large quantities of LEU, especially on the spot

market. Thus, the U.S. market would presumably be the most susceptible to sales of Russian LEU. It

is quite certain that under this scenario, the USEC's market share would decline, and this decline would

be sufficient to induce the closure of an enrichment plant. Thus, not only would production fall, but so

would market share, price, and revenues.

Using this example as a basis of comparison, the USEC purchase of Russian LEU would benefit the U.S.

enrichment industry. While it cannot be guaranteed that this purchase would keep both enrichment plants

operating, it would allow the USEC to maintain (or expand) its market share, which would result in

higher enrichment prices, and increased revenues and the continuing viability of the enrichment

enterprise. The USEC, by purchasing the Russian LEU, could more reasonably manage the impact on

production employment, than if this LEU were sold by Russia elsewhere in the market.
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6.4.3 Economic Impact on the Electric Utility Industry

The Russian LEU, particularly the larger amounts to be received during the last 15years of the contract,

could substantially reduce the amount of electricity required for the GDPs. The Russian LEU represents

about 16 percent of current SWU production during the first five years and 48 percent during the

succeeding fifteen years. The reduced electricity consumption would have no impact on GDP plant

employment.

Under the terms of the contract between the DOE and EEl for the Paducah GDP, either party has the

right to reduce the contract unilaterally by 10 percent per year or to terminate the contract entirely with

a 5-year notice. Under terms of the contract between DOE and OVEC for the Portsmouth GDP, DOE

has the right to reduce contract demand or to terminate the contract unilaterally with a 3-year notice.

DOE also has the right to request movement of power to Paducah if it is no longer needed at Portsmouth

or for OVEC to use its best efforts to dispose of power no longer needed by DOE.

The reduction in power consumption under overfeeding and non-overfeeding scenarios would require

DOE to implement the terms of their contracts with either or both EEl and OVEC. The high percentage

of nonfirm power used at Paducah provides an opportunity to reduce nonfirm power and enact a smaller

change in the power provided under the terms of the DOE-EEl contract.

Implementing the terms of the DOE and utility contracts could have a minor impact on utilities and the

coal mining activities which provide coal to the three plants providing firm power to the GDPs. The

power currently produced and consumed by the GDPs is relatively inexpensive. Thus, to the extent that

it is below the cost of other sources, the surplus power could be sold to one or more utilities in the

region, displacing other more expensive power. Such actions would simply shift the effects of reduced

production and consumption to other utilities and fuel producing states and counties. The new source of

power on the grid could also mean that pl'annedpower plants would not be needed in the short term to

meet increasing demands for electricity as the U.S. population increases.

6.4.4 Economic Impact on Proposed Ports of Entry

Each of the ports proposed as a port of entry for the Russian LEU to be shipped under the proposed

action is an established port with large quantities of cargo flowing through it. The proposed quantity of

Russian LEU traveling through any of the proposed ports would be extremely small compared to the

present volume of cargo handled, as discussed in Section 5.2. An additional seven shiploads (assuming

32 cylinders of UF6 per ship) per year over the existing port traffic could arrive at the port during the

first five years of the purchase program (Phase 1), given the assumption of 451 t/yr of UF6. The current

port traffic could increase by 19 shiploads per year for the subsequent 15 years (Phase 2), given the

assumption of 1,353 t/yr of UF6. Based on this information, the proposed action would be expected to
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represent an increase in the range of 0.0036 percent (Port of Houston) to 0.052 percent (Port of

Charleston) in total foreign cargo imports at the proposed ports during the period of greatest shipments.

The likelihood that the shipments of LEU would arrive at more than one of the ports means that the

percentage increase in total cargo tonnage would be even smaller. No special port facilities or special

operations would be required at any of the proposed ports to handle the Russian LEU shipments.

6.5 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

This section describes the cumulative impacts resulting from the proposed action.

Since accident risk calculations in RADTRAN do not distinguish between port workers and the general

public, it is not possible to determine any one individual's (port worker, truck driver, member of the

general public, etc.) risk from an accident. In the event of an accident (fire, crane failure, explosion,

collision, etc.) the potential radiological consequences would vary and may even be masked by more

severe impacts (e.g., burning and crushing) depending on the individual's location and activity at the time

of the accident. As a result, radiological accident risk to an individual is not estimated and only non-

accident (incident-free) radiological doses are assessed for cumulative impacts.

6.5.1 Cumulative Transportation Impacts

The following sections discuss the cumulative radiological impact that the proposed action would have

on the workers and the general public who potentially would be exposed as a result of the proposed
action. The first section discusses the Negligible Individual Dose (NID) recommendation of the National

Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP). The second section describes the results

of the "Final Environmental Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and Other

Modes," NUREG-0170 [NRC, 1977]. The third section discusses the doses received ¢.om the proposed

action in relation to natural background, the NID, and NUREG-0170. The final section summarizes the
cumulative effect evaluation.

6.5.1.1 Negligible Individual Dose

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) recommends that an annual

effective dose equivalent of 1 mrem (0.01mSv) or less be considered a Negligible Individual Dose (NID)

per source or practice [NCRP, 1993]. The NID is defined by the NCRP as the "level of effective dose

[equivalent] that can be dismissed" or as the level of average annual excess risk of fatal health effects

attributable to radiation below which efforts to reduce radiation or exposure to the individual is

unwarranted. The dismissal of risk was considered in relation to: (1) magnitude of dose, (2) difficulty

in detection and measurement of dose and health effects, (3) natural risk for the same health effects, (4)

estimated risk for the mean and variance of natural background radiation exposure levels, (5) risk to
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which people are accustomed, and (6) perception of, and behavioral response to, risk levels [NCRP,

1993].

6.$.1.2 NUREG-0170 and Population Exposures

Theproposedactionis similarto LEU importation,transportation,and processingactivitiesalreadytaking

place in the same locations and along the same routes. The transportationof radioactive materials and

shipments of UFs to support the fuel cycle, in particular, were assessed in the "Final Environmental

Statement on the Transportationof Radioactive Materialby Air and Other Modes, NUREG-0170" [NRC,

1977]. This Environmental Statement considered the risk of transporting millions of packages of

radioactive materials along transportation corridors, such as the ones which would be used for the

proposed action, and determined that the total annual incident-freeand accident risk was minimal. The

most recent study of the number of radioactivematerial shipments indicates no substantialchange in the

numberof shipments or in their characteristicsthat wouldin,,lidate the general result of NUREG-0170

[SNL, 1985]. Since the transportation of the Russian LEU wouldmeet the same regulations assessed in

NUREG-0170, the risk is still negligible for all cumulative transportation activities. For individuals

residing nearprincipal transportation routes, NUREG-0170 estimated that the average annual individual

effective dose equivalent from radioactive material transportation activities was about 0.09 mrem. This

average annual individualdose remainsvalid for consideringthe cumulative impacts associated with the

proposed action.

6.5.1.3 Estimated Doses for the Proposed Action

Calculations have been carried out to estimate the maximumoccupational and public doses associated With

the transportation of the Russian LEU. The calculated maximum annual exposure a member of the public

would receive from routine transportation activities associated with the proposed action is

0.002 (2 x 103) mrem during the last fifteen years of the proposed action. (See Section 6.2.2.) This dose

is small in comparison to the NID and to the individual dose estimated in NUREG-0170, which is the

accumulation over all radioactive material shipments. Along the transportation corridors that would be

used in implementing the proposed action, the average annual effective dose equivalent for a member of

the general population from natural background radiation is 300 mrem [NCRP, 1987]. This natural

background radiation dose can also be compared to the estimated maximum annual individual dose of

0.002 mrem that would result from the proposed action.

The maximum exposure for a worker involved in transporting the Russian LEU is predicted to result from

activities associated with the unloading of the Russian LEU in port and its inspection and preparation for

truck shipment to the Portsmouth GDP. Of the various types of personnel working closely with the

SEAPAKs containing the overpacks and cylinders filled with the UF6, the maximum exposure time per

SEAPAK per person is conservatively assumed as 10 minutes [Weiner and Neuhauser, 1992]. If the
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same worker were to be exposed to one-third of all cylindersshipped in seven different ships, the total

annualindividualdose wouldbe approximately1.4 torero. Each of theports proposedas a pen of entry

routinely receives commercial shipments of uraniumand other radioactivematerials, as discussed in

Section 5.2. Based on these other import/exportactivities, the dose an individualport worker could

receivewas assessed as described in AppendixC.

An additional source of radiation exposure could be from shipments resulting from the purchase of

Russian LEU under the Agreement Suspending the AntidumpingInvestigationon Uranium from the

Russian Federation (Suspension Agreement). Shipmentsof LEU underthe proposed20-year program

wouldnot be expectedto begin untilmid to late 1994 andwouldnot occur concurrentlywith Suspension

Agreement shipments. However, since shipments of the weapons-derived LEU may occur during

calendaryear 1994 and shipmentunder the SuspensionAgreementwould take place earlier in calendar

year 1994, the annualdose calculatedfor this period, i.e., calendaryear 1994, considersshipmentsfrom

both sources. The proposed20-year contract wouldprovide for 305 metric tons of LEU to be shipped

each year during the first 5 years of the contract, and 915 tons in each of the last 15 years. This EA

uses the 305-ton amount for the cumulativeimpactanalysisbecauseany overlap of the proposedaction

withthe SuspensionAgreementLEU purchasewouldoccur duringthe firstyear of the proposed20-year

contract. The cumulativeimpact analysisin a priordraftEA for theproposedaction(October1993)used

the amountof 915 tons of weapons-derivedLEU, representingone of the last 15 years of thatproposed
contract6.

A finalsource of radiationexposure could be from DOE's proposal to import approximately700 elements

of foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel to provide urgent relief to certain foreign research reactors,

to the extent such shipments overlap with the proposed action at any of the proposed ports. If the same

individuals were present for one-third of all shipments under the proposed action during one of the first

five years of the contract, one-third of all commercial shipments of radioactive material shipped during

a twelve month period, all shipments of the urgent relief foreign research reactor fuelv, and one-third of

the LEU shipments under the Supension Agreement, the annual cumulative dose for the proposed ports

of entry is shown in Table 6-12. As can be seen in Table 6-12, the cumulative dose is small for all ports

of entry and well below the regulatory limit of 100 mrem/yr established by NRC regulations to protect

a member of the general public [FR, 1991].

6 If the volume of weapons-derived LEU to be shipped in 1994appears to exceed 305 MTU, USEC
is committed to reanalyzing the cumulative impacts of those shipments combined with the proposed
action, in an adgitional amended EA for the antidumping suspension agreement shipments.

7 It is assumed that Coast Guard or other type of inspection personnel would inspect each shipment
of spent nuclear fuel, and that the eight-hour shift assumption (See Appendix C) would not apply.
Accordingly, it is conservatively assumed that the maximum-exposedport worker would be Coast
Guard or other type of inspection personnel exposed to all the proposed spent nuclear fuel
shipments.
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Table 6-12. Cumulative Individual Annual Radiation Dose for Ma.,dmally
Exposed Individuals in Proposed Ports of Entry"

(First Five Years of Proposed Action)

,, ,, , , ....... ,,,,,,, "Fr _ ' II II I

Dose from Port Activity
(torero)

........ I ' In I'111 I I I '11 [I I I II IIII I _u ,,,,, I

Port of Entry Proposed Commercial Suspension Foreign Total
Action Shipments Agreement ReactorSpent Annual

Nuclear Fuel Individual
Dose

• ,,_ ,, i ill i i,i ..ll ,i i . i ,lllll ii inl i .......

HamptonRoads 1.4 4.2 0.9 8.0 14.5
i , ' : i 1' i ,111,, ,1, ,ill, III , , i 'l it i ,,i, ,i I

Baltimore 1.4 2.0 0.9 NACA) 4.3
I II II II II IIIIIIIII II__ __ I II II I 11 Ik III I I I Ill

Charleston 1.4 0.3 NA(B) 8.0 9.7
I I IIIII II _ i IIII I I III IIIIIli II mlllll

New York 1.4 10.2 0.9 NA(A) 12.5
I . I I I Illiilll II Ill [ II III Inltl Ill II I Itt t i ii

Savannah 1.4 3.4 NA(B) 8.0 12.8
-- _- I -- W I I I Ill , , , I ililII

Houston 1.4 1.7 NA(B) NA(A) 3.1

, ,,,, i i,,, i i|.l .ll,' n,l,,,,,,,,,, ,, I ii i ,ll .,,.,.Philadelph!a 1.4 0,1 ,_, 0.9 NA(A) , , 2,4= .r I

• Thevaluespresentedforeachportassumethatall shipmentsin the proposedactionpassthroughthatport. In
thatevent, theriskto thepublicfromtheproposedactionat eachof the otL_rportswouldbe zero.

NA(A) = not applicablesince foreignresearchreactorspentnuclearfuelhas not beenproposedfor shipment
throughthis port.

NA(B) -- notapplicablesinceLEU wasnotproposedforshipmentthroughthisport.

For the last 15 years of the proposed action, the cumulative dose calculation must be changed. First, the

Suspension Agreementshipments will have ended. Secondly, the quantities of LEU supplied underthis

proposedactivitywould increase three-fold. If the sameport workerwere to be exposed to one-thirdof

all 19 shiploadsper year of the Russian LEU, during the period of greatest shipment (Phase 2), the

annual dose would be approximately4.1 torero. If the same individualswere present for one-thirdof all

shipments under the proposed action during Pha_e 2 and one-third of all commercial shipments of

radioactivematerialshipped during a 12-month period, the annual cumulativedose for theproposedports

of entry is shown in Table 6-12A. As can be seen in Table 6-12A, the cumulativedose is small for all

proposed ports of entry and well I:elow the regulatory limit of 100 mrerrdyr established by NRC

regulationsto protecta member of the general public [FR, 1991].
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Table 6-12A: Cumulative Individual Annual Radiation Dose for Maximally
Exposed Individuals in Proposed Ports of Entry'

(Last Fifteen Years of Proposed Action)

iiii iiii i i i i ii i

Dose from Port Activity
(rm'em)

I _ '1'1 I I Iffi IIIIIIIIII I Tn r Illllll I

Port of Entry Proposed Commercial Total
Action Shipments Annual

Individual
Dose

ii1|111 iiii iiii i i i i i ii i iiii _ | ii ii ii

Hampton Roads 4.1 4.2 8.3
i i , , , iii i , LI ii1., _

Baltimore 4.1 2.0 6.1
H,,,II,,i ,i, ,, i ii HI I , I,,,,, I ,, I, H,,

Charleston 4.1 0.3 4.4
,,,,,,,, , i, iii ,,,i i i i,i |, ,, , i i ,, ,,,

New York 4.1 10.2 14.3
- i i,i i i i im i i i,

Savannah 4.1 3.4 7.5
iii1[11|11[ i i L II I i IIIIIII i Bill

Houston 4.1 1.7 5.8
i iHi,,,_,, i i _

Philadelphia 4.1 0.1 4.2
i iii i ! i JL I I T lit

' Thevaluespresentedforeachportassumethatall shipmentsin the
proposedactionpassthroughthatport. In thatevent,the riskto the
publicfromthe proposedactionateachof theotherportswouldbe
zero.

The figures includedin Tables 6-12 and6-12A reflect the modificationsto input intoRADTRAN 4 and

the radiological impact calculations described in Section 6.2.1, with respect to incident-freeradiation

levels of the SEAPAKs, and the assumptiondescribed in Section 6.2.2 thatport workers would be

exposed to a maximum of one third of the total proposed shipments and one third of commercial

shipmentsof radioactivematerials. In addition,Table 6-12 reflects the volume of Russian LEU to be

shippedin the first year of the 20-year contract, as explained above. The figures in Table 6-12 also

includethe proposed shipmentof foreign reactorspent nuclear fuel. For these reasons, the figures in
Tables 6-12 and 6-12A differ from the calculations of cumulative maximum individual doses in

Section 6.5.1.3 of a prior draftEA (October 1993) for theproposed action.

In additionto theurgentrelief foreign reactorspentnuclearfuel importationdiscussedabove, DOE may

also import approximately15,000 elements of foreign researchreactorspentnuclearfuel over a period

of up to 15 years. It is possible that such importscould overlapwith theproposedaction, dependingon

the timing andports of entry for any such DOE proposal. However, at this time the sch_ule, volume,

and ports of entry for any such proposalare unknown. Therefore,a cumulative impactsrisk analysis
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including this potential long-term importation cannot be performed in the same manner as has been

performed for commercial shipments of other nuclear products, Suspension Agreement shipments of

LEU, and urgent relief shipments of foreign reactor spent nuclear fuel. Nonetheless, it is likely that the

potential import of 15,000 elements would involve an insignificant risk to port workers even if such

imports overlap with the proposed action at the proposed ports. Assuming, for purposes of analysis, that

the additional spent nuclear fu;l elements are imported over a 15-year period at a constant rate (i.e.,

1,000 elements per year), this would likely result in no more than 11.5 additional mrem of exposure, if

all such shipments came through tlae same port and the same port worker were exposed to every

shipment. This additional exposure would not exceed the 100 mrem NRC standard even if added to the

cumulative impacts analyzed above and summarized in Tables 6-12 and 6-12A.

Finally, the Russian Federation and other nations may possess additional HEU which the United States

may attempt to purchase in the future. Analysis of any potential cumulative impacts from such purchases

is impossible at this time because the amount of material, the timing of delivery, the potential ports of

entry, and even the nature of the material (i.e., importation as HEU or as LEU) is unknown.

6.5.1.4 Summary of Cumulative Transportation Effect Evaluation

The analysis performed for NUREG-0170 includes shipments of UF6to and from the Portsmouth GDP.

As a result, the doses to the general public that would result from the proposed action are incorporated

in NUREG's estimated average individual dose of 0.09 mrem. The maximum annual incremental dose

of 0.002 (2 x 103) mrem for a member of the public from routine activities associated with the

transportation of the Russian LEU would be well below the NID of 1 mrem and a small part of NUREG

0170's estimated average dose for all radioactive material shipments in the United States. This would

still be true if the 0.00032 (3.2 x 104) mrem calculated maximum annual exposure a member of the

public would receive from an overlap of the proposed action with the Suspension Agreement shipments
of the Russian LEU were included.

6.5.2 Cumulative Economic Impacts

As shown in the analyses in Section 6.4, the overall economic impacts from the proposed action would

be minimal. The amount of LEU involved in the proposed action could appreciably affect the USEC's

current inventory of LEU, and the operation of the GDPs as discussed in Section 6.3. Other activities,

such as the purchase of Russian LEU under the Suspension Agreement, involve sufficiently low quantities

of uranium that these activities have little additional impact when considered in conjunction with the

proposed action. A separate Environmental Assessment for the Suspension Agreement purchase has been

prepared.

The results of the economic impact analyses lead to these conclusions:
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• Impacts of the proposed action on uranium mining and milling, conversion, and fabrication

industries are expected to be minimal, assuming the USEC overfeeds the GDPs.

• Impacts on the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (employment about 2,630) or the Paducah

Gaseous Diffusion Plant (employment about 1,830) and surrounding communities could be

substantial from an economic standpoint if a GDP were closed due to a decreased need for

enrichment services. A plant closure was estimated to result in a 11.3 and 16.7 percent increase

in unemployment in the Paducah and Portsmouth locales, respectively [Grady, 1987].

• Impacts on the electric utilities would result if DOE implemented the terms of existing contracts

between itself and either or both EEl and OVEC regarding reduction in contract demands. The

impacts are expected to be minimal since the utilities should be able to sell the relatively
t

inexpensive power elsewhere on the national electric grid network.

• Impacts on the proposed ports and surrounding communities would be minimal.

6.6 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF ALTERNATIVES

The following paragraphs briefly summarize the potential transportation risks and economic impacts of

the six alternatives to the proposed action.

6.6.1 No Action

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, no action means that the U.S. would not sign the contract with the Russian

Federation to purchase LEU derived from Russian HEU over a 20-year period. The consequence of this

alternative would be that the objectives of the government-to-government agreement to arrange for the

safe and prompt disposition for peaceful purposes of HEU extracted from dismantling the former Soviet

Union's nuclear arsenal would not be fulfilled by the proposed action. These objectives relate to non-

proliferation, support of a new Russian Federation market economy, environmental cleanup in Russia,

and conversion of Russian nuclear weapons to nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. The no action

alternative would present no increased transportation risk. In terms of economic effects, the no action

alternative would likely have a negative impact on U.S. nuclear service industries.

6.6.2 Receipt at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant

The PaducahGDP is not currently authorized to handle UF6with an assay greater than 2 percent U-235.
As a result, the Russian LEU currently cannot be received at the Paducah GDP. In mid-1994 when the

i

Paducah GDP is expected to be authorized to process UF6 with an assay of up to five percent U-235,

there would be no difference in the economic impacts of this alternative versus the proposed action.
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Since the majority of the transportation risk results from port operations, there is little difference in the

transportation risks for the Paducah GDP as the final destination versus the Portsmouth GDP for truck

or rail modes of transportation, as shown in Table 6-13, using Hampton Roads, for example, as the

proposed port of entry. Since the majority of transportation risk results fi'om port operations, the

similarity in risk between the Paducah and Portsmouth GDPs as the final destination would also hold true

at the proposed ports other than Hampton Roads. The dose for the maximally exposed worker or

member of the general public would be the same for either GDP/'or overland shipment by truck or rail.

Table 6-13. Comparison of Transportation Risk for the Two Gaseous Diffusion Plants
for the Entire 20-Year Proposed Purchase Program (Person-Rem)

Truck Transport Rail Transport

Incident-Free Accident Incident-Free Accident
.t

Paducah GDP 9.9 44.6 7.5 52.2

Portsmouth GDP 8.4 44.5 6.3 48.1

All segments of transportation (at-sea, port operations, and overland shipments) are included in these estimates.

6.6.3 Receipt at Fuel Fabricators, Domestic or Abroad

The likelihood of transporting the UF6 obtained from Russia directly to the fuel fabricators is limited

because of product quality considerations, as discussed in Section 2.2.2. However, if the UF6 were sent

directly to a fuel fabricator, the economic considerations would be expected to be similar to those of the

proposed action.

The transportation risks of this alternative would be essentially the same or slightly reduced if the UF6

were sent to the U.S. fuel fabricators directly from Russia. As discussed in Section 5.6.4, there are five

fuel fabricators in the United States. They are: Westinghouse in Columbia, South Carolina; Babcock

& Wilcox in Lynchburg, Virginia; General Electric in Wilmington, North Carolina; ABB-Combustion

in Hematite, Missouri; and Siemens in Richland, Washington (although Babcock & Wilcox does not

receive UF6 from the USEC). Since Westinghouse, Babcock & Wilcox, and General Electric are in the

eastern United States, the transportation distances would be about 25 to 50 percent shorter than shipping

the UF6 to Piketon, Ohio and then to the fuel fabricators. In these situations, the transportation risk

would be reduced only slightly, since most of the risk associated with transportation comes from port

operations, which are the same regardless of the ultimate destination of the UF 6 (see Section 6.2). If the

shipments of UF6 were sent directly to ABB-Combustion or Siemens, the transportation risk would be

essentially the same since the direct distance to Hematite, Missouri or Richland, Washington is essentially

the same as the distance to Piketon, Ohio and then from Piketon to Hematite, Missouri or Richland,

Washington.
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The transportation risks of this alternative would be slightly reduced if the UF6 were sent directly to fuel

fabricators abroad. The fuel fabricators used by utilities that obtain their enrichment services from the

USEC are located in Japan, South Korea, Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Spain, and Sweden.

For the fuel tabricators located in the Far East, the transportation of the UF6 across Russia and then

across the Sea of Japan is less than half of the transportation distance across the Atlantic Ocean and to

Piketon, Ohio, and then from Piketon, Ohio, to a West Coast seaport and then across the Pacific Ocean

to a fuel fabricator. Likewise, for fuel fabricators located in Europe, the transportation of the UF6

directly within Europe is less than 20 percent of the transportationdistance across the Atlantic Ocean and
i

to Piketon, Ohio and then from Piketon, Ohio back across the Atlantic Ocean to the fuel fab'ricator.

6.6.4 Optional Transport Mode to the United States

Historically, large quantities of UF6 have not been shipped by air because of the excessive costs in

comparison to shipment by ocean-going freighter. The advantage in speed provided by air shipment has

never overcome the extra costs. While unlikely, if the air option were selected, there would have to be

additional considerations of route, air terminal and package selection. For example, the Model 30B

cylinders in their overpacks, while accident resistant, are much more likely to fail in an air accident than

in an accident involving trucks or ships. Additionally, the forces involved in an air accident may result

in a greater dispersal of the LEU in the environment. However, the probability of an air accident is

about twenty times less than the probability of a truck accident on a per mile basis [DOT, 1992]. As a

result, the risk of an air accident, where risk is theproduct of probability and consequence, is about the
same as the risk of a truck accident.

6.6.5 Transportation of LEU from Russia through Several Alternative Ports of Entry to Piketon,
Ohio

Table 6-14 compares the potential transportation related doses (incident free and accident) calculated by

RADTRAN for the entire 20 years of the proposed action based on the port of entry. The transportation

doses include the at-sea, port operations, and overland truck transport segments of the proposed action.

As can be seen from the table, there are no major differences in the doses, or their associated cancer

risks, with respect to any po:_s of entry. The anticipated increase in port traffic would not be expected

to cause any large economic or environmental impacts at the various ports.

It should be noted that the ports evaluated in Table 6-14 represent the probable upper bounds of estimated

risk from two perspectives. First, from the perspective of total transport risk (incident-free and accident),

Oakland, California, represents the highest estimated risk from any potentially foreseeable commercial

port in the United States, assuming overland transport to _:,_l_:eton,Ohio, based on distance and population

density. Second, Hampton Roads represents the highest volume of commercial shipments of nuclear

material (based on weight) and the Port of New York and New Jersey represents the highest volume
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Table 6-14. Comparison of Incident-Free and Accident Radiological Risk for the Proposed

Action Based on Port of Entry"

Transportation Dose Risk b - Person-Rems
ii

Marine Terminal Incident-Free Accident Total Person-Rems c Total LCFs d

Hampton Roads, VA 8.4 44.5 52.9 0.026

Baltimore, MD 7.5 48.6 56.1 0.028

Elizabeth, NJ 8.6 53.7 62.3 0.030

Philadelphia, PA 8.6 46.9 55.5 0.027

Charleston, SC 8.3 48.5 56.8 0.028

Jacksonville, FL 9.3 42.8 52.1 0.025

Morehead City, NC 8.8 46.8 55.6 0.027
o_

.L Fernandina Beach, FL 8.5 40.3 46.8 0.024-.,.I

Port of New York-New Jersey 9.3 53.8 63.1 0.031

Houston, TX 12.8 43.8 56.6 0.027

Providence, RI 10.9 49.8 60.6 0.030

Oakland, CA 21.6 46.2 67.8 0.033

Savannah, GA 8.5 42.7 51.3 0.025

• The values presented for each port assume that all shipments in the proposed action pass through that port. In that event, the risk to the public from the
proposed action at each of the other ports would be zero.

Transportation Dose Risk includes at-sea, port operations, and overland transport segments of the proposed action.

c Total Person-Reins is the rounded sum of incident-free and accident dose risks.

'_ LCF = Latent Cancer Fatality
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(based on number of packages), for the period August 1992 - July 1993, of any commercial port in the

United States. Thus, the risk analysis in this EA should effectively encompass all commercial ports

because the total estimated risk should be no higher at any port not listed in Table 6-14. Nonetheless,

Tables 6-10 and 6-14 demonstrate that the total estimated risk of the proposed action is negligible at each

of the ports (proposed and alternatives) and that there is no significant difference in comparative riskst

among the ports.

6.6.6 Transport of LEU within the United States by Rail

Under this alternative, once the UF6 would arrive at the port of entry, the UF6 cylinders would be

transported by rail to the Portsmouth GDP. (The risk assessment methodology used to calculate rail

transportation risks is described in Appendix A.) Since rail shipment is an unlikely alternative, only four
i

ports were assessed for the rail option: Hampton Roads, Virginia; Elizabeth, New Jersey; Charleston,

South Carolina; and Morehead City, North Carolina. These ports were chosen to represent a range of

low to high-density populations. The maritime and port operations segments of the rail alternative are

assumed to be the same as those for a truck shipment (see Section 6.2.1). Once in port, the SEAPAKs

would be loaded onto rail cars and transported to the Portsmouth GDP. Table 6-15 compares the risks

of the rail alternative for the four ports.

As shown by Table 6-15, the comparative total radiological risk for rail transport versus truck is

essentially the same for the two modes of overland transport from each of these selected ports. For

example, using Hampton Roads as the port of entry, the maximum individual public dose calculated by

RADTRAN for the entire shipment activity where the overland transport segment is by rail is

0.00071 mrem (7.1 x 104 mrem) during Phase 1 (FY94-98) and 0.002 mrem (2.0 x 10.3mrem) during

Phase 2 (FY99-13). The total radiological incident-free population dose would be 6.3 person-rems and

a risk of approximately 0.0028 (2.8 x 103) LCFs. A total of approximately 224,000 people (again,

assuming Hampton Roads) are assumed to receive very small increments of this population dose over the

20-year period of the proposed action. The accident risk is 48.1 person-rems or 0.024 LCFs. For these

reasons, it is assumed that the comparative risk for rail transport is indistinguishable from truck transport

regardless of the port of entry and that this result would hold true for entry through New York-New

Jersey, Philadelphia, Houston, Savannah, and Baltimore as well. The economic impacts of this

alternative would be the same as those that would result from the proposed action.
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Table 6-15: Total Transport Radiological Risk Assuming Rail Transport
From Selected Ports of Entry for Entire

20 Year Shipping Campaign

Transportation Dose Risk Risk to Public _
Port of Entry Person-Rems

Incident-Free Accident Total Person- Total LCFS
Rerns

, ,, ,,I',"T,';, ' ',",",........ 7 " , _ ' "'

Hampton Roads 6.3 48.1 54.4 0.027

Elizabeth, NJ 7.3 62.9 70.2 0.035

Charleston 6.6 51.5 58.1 0.029

Morehead City 6.6 50.5 57.0 0.028

The values presented for each port assume that all shipments in the proposed action pass
through that port. In that event, the risk to the public from the proposed action at each of the
other ports would be zero.
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7.0 LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

James E. Drews Scott Pennington
Safety Officer Project Manager
Virginia International Terminals, Inc. Uranium Fuel Section, Fuel Cycle Safety Branch
PO Box 1387 Division of Industrial and Medical Nuclear

Norfolk, VA 23501 Safety (NMSS)

(804) 440-6170 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Linda G. Ford (301) 492-7000
Director
Promotion and Public Affairs Victoria B. Robas

Virginia Port Authority Nassau Terminals
600 World Trade Center Port of Fernandina

Norfolk, VA 23510 P.O. Drawer 1543
(804) 683-8000 Fernandina Beach, FL 32035-1543

(904) 261-0753
Robert O. James

Customer Relations Representative Lieutenant Jackie Stagliano
Virginia International Terminals, Inc. USCG - MSO Hampton Office
601 World Trade Center Norfolk Federal Building
Norfolk, VA 23510 200 Granby Mall
(804) 440-7203 Norfolk, VA 23510-1888

Cheryl Moss Deborah Woischke
Project Manager Ecological Analyst
Nuclear Fuel Cycle State of Ohio
U.S. Council for Energy Awareness Department of Natural Areas and Resources
1776 1 Street N.W. Fountain Square
Suite 400 Columbus, OH 43224-1387

Washington, D.C. 20006-3708
(202) 293-0770 Robert Ziobro

Office of Protected Resources
National Marine Fisheries Service

Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 713-2322
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8.0 LIST OF PREPARERS

NAME EDUCATION/EXPERIENCE CONTRIBUTION

VickiL.Bruch M.B.A.,Management,B.S.,Mechanical economics
Engineering. 2 years experience in energy
technology and its impact on markets.

Susan Carson Ph.D., Physical Chemistry, M.S., marine environment,
Chemistry, A.B., Chemistry. 3 years technical review
experience in environmental assessment
and environmental technology, 8 years
experience in systems analysis.

G. F. Combs B.A., Economics. 12 years experience in economics
government and industry.

Leo Gomez Ph.D, Radiation Biology, M.S., Health marine environment
Physics and Radiation Biology, B.S.
Biology. 16 years experience in nuclear
waste management and ocean disposal.

Frances L. Kanipe B.S., Computer Science. 5 years transportation
experience in computer modeling and risk
analysis.

Roger P. Hansen J.D., Law, B.S., Journalism. 30 years NEPA compliance,
experience in environmental law and document review and
NEPA compliance, preparation

Christi D. Leigh Ph.D., Chemical Engineering, M.S., process impact assessment
Chemical Engineering, B.S., Chemical
Engineering. 6 years experience in
radioactive and hazardous waste

management and minimization, 5 years
experience in nuclear reactor safety.

Robert E. Luna Ph.D., Mechanical Engineering, M.B.A., technical review,
Management, M.S., Engineering, B.S., transportation I

Mechanical Engineering. 27 years
experience in transportation risk
assessment and systems analysis.

Charles D. Massey Ph.D., Radiation Health, M.S., Energy project leader, radiological
Resources, M.S., Public Health, B.S., risk assessment,
Marine Transportation. 12 years transportation, NEPA
experience in NEPA, risk assessment, issues
transportation and energy technology
evaluations.
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NAME EDUCATION/EXPERIENCE CONTRIBUTION

LeAnn A. Miller Ph.D., Nuclear Engineering, M.S., risk assessment
Nuclear Engineering & Nuclear Physics,
B.S., Nuclear Engineering. 4 years
experience in source term analysis and
consequence assessment.

G. Scott Mills Ph.D., Physics, B.S., Physics. 8 years transportation
experience in radiation measurement and
modeling.

Siegl_ndeK. Neuhauser Ph.D., Biology, M.S., Plant Pathology, transportation
B.S., Plant Science. 15 _jars experience
in environmental assessment, transportation
risk assessment, 5 years experience in
radiation biology and genetics research.

Lisa P. Sanger M.B.A., Management, B.S., Industrial economics
Management/Management Science. 5
years experience in management
information systems development, 3 years
experience in project control and
coordination

Timothy A. Wheeler M.E., Systems Engineering, B.S., transportation
Mechanical Engineering. 8 years
experience in strategic planning, reactor
safety probabilistic risk assessment.

Theodore A. Wolff Ph.D., Biology, M.S., Public NEPA analysis,
Health/Medical Parasitology, B.S., environmental regulations
Psychology. 15 years experience in
environmental assessment and analysis of
transportation issues.

Mary Young M.S., Mechanical Engineering, B.S., process risk assessment
Mechanical Engineering. 5 years
experience in mechanical design, 2 years
experience in energy policies analysis, and
1 year experience in accident analysis and
consequence assessment.
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10.0 GLOSSARY

activity: The mean number of decays per unit diversion: The unauthorizedremoval of nuclear
time of a radioactivenuclide, materialfrom its approveduse or location.

assay: The concentrationby weight percent of a draw downs: Reducing the inventoryof natural
particularmaterial, uranium inventories by feeding the uranium

inventoryinto the nuclear fuel cycle process.
autoclave: A strong, pressurized, steam heated
vessel, enriched uranium: Uranium whose content of

the isotope uranium-235 is greater than 0.711
background radiation: The amount of radiation percent, which is the uranium-235 content of
to which a member of the population is exposed natural uranium.
from natural sources, such as terrestrialradiation
due to naturally occurring radionuclides in the feed stock: Natural uranium required for the
soil, cosmic radiation originating in outer space, enrichment process.
and naturally occurring radionuclidesdeposited in
the human body. This amounts to about 300 fissile class II: A package that may be transported
mremper year in the U.S. together with other packages in any arrangement

but, for criticality control, in numbers not
cascade: A connected arrangement of equipment exceeding an aggregate transport index of 50.
for the separation of isotopes. A single device or These shipments require no other nuclear
process usually can produce only a small amount criticality safety control during transportation.
of isotopic separation, but if a numberof these are Individual packages may have a transportation
connected together the effect can be accumulated index not less than 0.1 and not more than 10.
and a significant amount of separation achieved.
An example is a cascade used in the gaseous fissile classification: The categorization of fissile
diffusionprocess, material packages into one of the three fissile

classes, based on the controls needed to provide
commercial natural UF6: Unirradiated uranium nuclear criticality safety during transportation.
(containing 0.711 +/- 0.0004g, U-235 per 100g
U). fissile material: Any material consisting of or

containing one or more fissile radionuclides.
Commonwealth of Independent States: Fissile radionuclides are plutonium-238,
Republics that were states in the former Soviet plutonium-239, plutonium-241, uranium-233, and
Union. uranium-235. Neither natural nor depleted

uranium are fissile material. Fissile materials are
conveyance: Any vehicle, aircraft, vessel, freight classified according to the controls needed to
container, or hold, compartment, or defined deck provide nuclear criticality safety during
area of an inland waterway craft or seagoing transportation.
vessel.

fissionable: A material or element that is capable
curie: A unit of activity equal to 3.7 x I0 '° of undergoing a nuclear reaction in which an
disintegrations/s, atomic nucleus splits into fragments, usually of

comparable mass, with the evolution of
depleteduranium: Uranium whose content of the approximately 100 million to several hundred
isotope uranium-235 is less than 0.711 percent, million electron volts of energy.
which is the uranium-235 content of natural
uranium.
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freight on board: A method of delivery of person exposed to 1 rem is equal to that
commercialgoods wherebypaymentfor the freight contributedby 100,000 people each exposed to l0
is made prior to shipment. As a result, the buyer #rem.
is responsible for shipment costs.

rad: The basic unit of absorbed dose of ionizing
gaseous diffusion process: A method of isotopic radiation. A dose of 1 rad means the absorption
separation based on the fact that gas atoms or of 100 ergs of radiation energy per gram of
molecules with different masses will diffuse absorbing material.
through a porous barrier (or membrane) at
different rates, radioactive material (RAM): Any material

having a specific activity greater than0.002 _Ci/g.
half-life: Time required for a radioactive A collective term that includes all radioisotopes,
substance to lose 50 percent of its activity by by-product materials, radium, radium compounds,
decay, and irradiated materials.

highly enriched uranium (HEU): Uranium radioactivity: The property of some nuclides of
whose content of the isotope uranium-235 is spontaneously emitting particles or gainma
greater than 20 percent, radiation, emitting x radiationafterorbital electron

capture, or undergoing spontaneous fission.
inventory: book inventory - The quantity of
nuclear material present at a given time as radioisotopes: A radioactive atomic species of an
reflected by accounting records, element with the same atomic number and usually
physical inventory- The quantity of nuclear identical chemical properties.
material that is determined to be on hand by
physically ascertaining its presence using rera: Unit of dose equivalent. The dose
techniques that include sampling, weighing, and equivalent in "rem" is numerically equal to the
analysis, absorbed doses in "rad" multiplied by the "quality

factor," the distribution factor, and any other
ionizing radiation: Radiation that can displace necessary modifying factor.
electrons from atoms or molecules, thereby
producing ions. sampling: Testing to confirm assay and purity of

a material coming to the GDP. This involves
low enriched uranium (LEU): Uranium whose heating a UF6 cylinder to convert the solid to a
content of the isotope uranium-235 is between liquid and withdrawing a small amount for testing.
0.711 percent to less than 20 percent.

separative work unit (SWU): A SWU is a
non-fLssionable: A materialor element that is not measure of the separation achieved in a uraniam
capableof undergoinga nuclearreaction in which enrichment plant after separating uranium of a
an atomic nucleus splits into fragments, given U-235 coment into two components, one

having a higher percentage of U-235 and one
overfeed: In the gaseous diffusion process, the having a lower percentage of U-235.
process by which additional uranium is fed into the
enriching system (cascade) in order to reduce the sievert (Sv): The International System of Units
amount of separative work units required and term for the unit of effective dose and equivalent
reduce the amount of electricity consumed, dose; 1 Sv equals 100 rem.

person-rem: Unit of population exposure sublimation (sublime): Process through which a
obtained by summing individual dose-equivalent solid material turns into a gaseous material or a
values for all people in the exposed population, gaseous material turns into a solid. This activity
Thus, the number of person-reins contributed by 1 causes the liquid state to be bypassed.
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tails assay: theconcentrationby weight percentof type A packaging: Packaging designed to retain
U-235 remaining in the depleted uranium stream the integrityof containmentandshielding required
producedduring the enrichmentprocess, under normalconditionsof transport.

transportation index: The dimensionlessnumber type B packaging: Packagingdesigned to retain
(roundedup to the first decimal place) placed on the integrityof containmentand shielding required
the label of a package containing radioactive when subjected to the normal conditions of
materialsto designate the degree of control to be transportand hypotheticalaccidenttest conditions.
exercised by the carrier during transportation.
The transportindex is determined as.follows: uranium hexafluoride (UF6): A volatile

• The numberexpressingthe maximumradiation compound of uraniumand fluorine. UF6 gas is
level in mrem/hr at 1 m (3.3 ft) from the the process fluid in the gaseous diffusion process.
externalsurfaceof the package; or

• For Fissile Class II packagesor packages in a uranium ore: Rock containing uranium
Fissile Class III shipment, the number mineralization(typically1 to 4 poundsof U308per
expressingthemaximmnradiationlevel at 1 m ton or 0.05 to 0.20 percent U3Oa)that can be
(3.3 ft) from the external surface of the mined economically.
package, or the numberobtained by dividing
50 by the allowable number of packages that uranium oxide: Uranium concentrate or
may' be transported together, whichever is yellowcake. Abbreviatedas U3Os.
larger, yellowcake: Concentrateof uraniumoxide when

in pure form.
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APPENDIX A
TRUCK AND RAIL TRANSPORTATION RISK METHODOLOGY

Transportationriskanalysiswas performedfor this EA throughtheuse of thecomputercode RADTRAN
4 [SNL, 1992]. RADTRAN 4 contains idealized mathematicalmodels for transportationenvironments.
These models have been formulatedto yield conservative estimates (i.e., those that tend to overstate the
impact) of integratedpopulation dose in a way that can be supported by available data. For example,
RADTRAN 4 estimates that, in the event of an accident, people would not be evacuated for 24 hours.
In actuality, people would most likely be evacuated sooner, thereby reducing the time of exposure. The
models in RADTRAN4 do not include featuresof the transportation environment that either do not affect
the calculated risk values or reduce conservatism.

The RADTRAN4 computercode combinesuser-determinedmeteorological, demographic,transportation,
packaging, and material factorswith health physics data to calculate the expectedradiological consequence
of incident-free and accidental risk of transportation of radioactivematerial. User-assigned parameters
are defined by individual route segment lin_, for example, ocean passage or highway links between
intersectionsof the various routes taken by the transportation conveyance. Environmentalparametersthat
are quantified using values specific to each transportationlink include transport distance, accident rates,
and population density. All other environmental parameters, e.g., traffic densities, are left at i
recommended RADTRAN 4 values to yield conservative results. The reference [SNL, 1992], contains
details of these default values.

The overland transportation of LEU was modeled by identifying the most direct route from the gate of
each marine terminal yard to the nearest interstate highway using detailed city maps. The most direct
route generally would minimize the risk. From the city road connection to the interstate system, a
representative interstate route to the gate of the Portsmouth GDP at Piketon, Ohio, was developed with
the HIGHWAY [ORNL, 1992] routing model, as discussed in the next paragraph.

Input parameters that describe the route and population distribution for the overland transportation
segment from the proposed port of entry to Piketon, Ohio, are contained in the HIGHWAY computer
routing program. The HIGHWAY program provides a flexible tool for predicting and describing
highway routes for transporting radioactive materials in the United States. The HIGHWAY data base
is essentially a computerized road atlas that currently describes over 240,000 miles of highways.
Complete descriptions of all interstate systems and most U.S. highways (except those that parallel nearby
interstate highways) are included in the data base. Many of the principal state highways and a number
of local and county highways are also identified. The data base also includes locations of nuclear
facilities and major airports, including the Portsmouth and Paducah GDPs. Routes are calculated by
minimizing a combination of distance and driving time for a highway route between two points. Several
routing constraints can be imposed during the calculations.

One of the special features of the HIGHWAY model is its ability to identify routes that maximize use of
interstate system highways. This feature allows the user to establish baseline routes for shipments of
radioactive materials that conform to DOT routing regulations, which require that interstate system
highways be used to the maximum extent possible. This explains why the same major highways would
be repeatedly used for shipments of radioactive materials, rather than alternate routes over non-interstate
highways. Within the context of risk assessment, these routes should be considered as representative of
typical routes that might be used for normal transportation between two points. Specific routes cannot
be predicted because factors such as weather, construction, accidents involving other vehicles, and local
and state ordinances can change the route that might be used for transportation. Other features of the
model include the ability to predict routes that bypass a specific city, town, or highway segment.
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Two unique features have been incorporated in HIGHWAY, Version 3.1. The first is the ability to
automatically identify alternative routes. Frequently, thereare a number of routes between the source
and destination that vary slightly in distance and estimated driving time. Most routing models will
produce only a single route. With the alternative routing feature, the HIGHWAY program offers a
selection of different but nearly equal routes. The second special feature is the capability to calculate
route-specific population density statistics. The population density distribution is calculated for each
highway segment in the route and is reportedon a state-by-statebasis. The population information used
for this calculation is based on data from the U.S. Bureau of Census, which is routinely updated.

i

The overland rail transportation of LEU was modeledby identifying the most direct rail route fromeach
marine terminal yard to the Portsmouth GDP. The most direct route generally would minimize the risk.
Fromthe port rail spurs, a representativerail route to the gate of the Portsmouth GDP at Piketon, Ohio,
was developed with the INTERLINE [ORNL, 1992] railrouting code, as discussedin the next paragraph.

Input parameters that describe the route and population distribution for the overland transportation
segment from a selected representative proposed or alternative port of entry to Piketon, Ohio, are
contained in the INTERLINEcomputer routing program. The INTERLINE program providesa flexible
tool for predicting and describing rail routes for transporting radioactive materials in the United States.
The data base is essentially a computerizedatlas that currentlydescribesthe U.S. rail network. Complete
descriptionsare included in the clatabase. The data base also includes locations of nuclear facilities with
rail service, including the Portsmouth and Paducah GDPs. Routes are calculated by maximizing distance
traveledby the initial carriercompany and by otherwise minimizing a combination of distance and travel
time. Maximizing in this way reduces the potential numberof classifications.

Withinthe context of riskassessment, these routesshould be consideredas representativeof typical routes
that might be used for normal transportationbetween two points. Specific routes cannot be predicted
because factors such as weather, construction, accidents involving other vehicles and unforeseen rail
abandonments, can change the route that might be used for transportation.

Routes are calculated by maximizing distance traveled on railways owned by the original carrier rail
company because this approximates actual rail company practice and because time spent in classification
yards is minimized. Rail stop times areconsiderablygreater than for highway transportation because of
inspections and classifications. Classifications occur at centrally located classification yards, which act
as "hubs" into which come trains from a port, for example, consisting of cars bound for diverse
destinations. The railcars are inspected, disassembled and reassembled into new trains that leave the
classification yard on separate rail lines. A railcar that must travel a long distance and/or travel on a
number of different rail companies' lines will undergo several classifications. Because the United States
rail network is not extensive, total distance traveled is less flexible than for highway, but by minimizing
the number of rail-company interchanges to the extent possible, INTERLINE minimizes total time in
transit. Average stop time for a rail journey in the United States is 60 hours.

The INTERLINE calculates route-specific population density statistics. The population density
distributionis calculated for each rail segment in the route and is reportedon a state-by-state basis. The
population information used for this calculation is based on 1990 data from the U.S. Bureau of Census,
which is routinely updated.
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APPENDIX B
MARITIME ACCIDEIVI'ENVIRONMENTS

B.I Introduction

Hypotheticalmaritimeaccidentscan be describedin a sequenceas the vessel travelsfrom the open ocean
to dockside or vice versa. First, accidents of all severities on the open seas occur with a frequencyof
from 2.9 x 104 to 5.8 x 104 accidents per trip, with the lowest value being for the Atlantic Ocean and
the highest value for the Gulf of Mexico. As a vessel nears port, it enters more congested waters (e.g.,
port approach channels and the open waters of a bay or harbor). Velocities tend to decrease, but accident
frequencies increase because of the increased ship traffic and relative proximity of one vessel to another.
Port accidentstatistics do not distinguish between ships in transit within port waters and stationary vessels
(e.g. vessels at anchor or dockside). Accidents occur in Atlantic ports at an average rate of about 1.6
x 10"4per port transit, but higher rates are recordedfor some other U.S. ports (e.g., 1.5 x 10.3accidents
per port transit in the Houston ship channel) [Warwickand Anderson, 1976]. A U.S. average rate of
2.4 x 104 accidents per port transit was used for all ports in this analysis.

Historically, about 54 percent of all accidents in port and on the open seas are collisions [Warwick and
Anderson, 1976]. For port accidents, only about 2.5 percent involve fires [OperationsResearch, 1979].
The remaining accidents (about 43 percent) are groundingsand other non-collision accidents [Warwick
and Anderson, 1976]. Since vessels generally move on the open seas with highervelocities than in ports,
collision accidents on the open seas tend to be more severe. Although speed limits may be posted in
highly congested or narrow areas of channels and harbors, the velocity of a vessel in port is usually left
to the discretion of the vessel pilot and ultimately is the responsibility of the ship's master.

Almost half (45 percent) of collisions that occur in a port involve one vessel at anchor [Operations
Research, 1979]. Thus, a vessel carrying radioactivematerial has about an equal probability of being
either the struckvessel or the striking vessel.

A collision and/or fire involving a vessel carrying radioactivematerial that occurs at or near a dock area
would present the greatest potential for public exposure because there is no interveningexpanse of open
water. Thus, for the purpose of conservatism in this analysis, port accidents are modeled as occurring
at dockside, even though most port accidents in fact occur at other locations [Warwick and Anderson,
1976].

B.2 Maritime Accident Environments

Historical maritimeaccident statistics have been examined to estimate the probabilities of subjecting a
cargo hold in which radioactivematerial is stowed to potentiallythreateningenvironments. In previous
environmentalassessments, the term "crush" was used to designate the composite of mechanical forces
that might occur in a real maritimeaccident(DOE/EA-0321, DOE/EA-0363). However, this term also
has a specific meaning in package certification testing procedures, and to avoid confusion the term
"mechanicalforces"will be used in this analysisto representthe composite. Technically,this composite
of mechanical forces may include impact, puncture, and crush forces. However, puncture forces
generally do not presenta threat to the packagingused to transportthe UFe and the mechanical forces
of concern are mainly impactand possibly, crush forces. The frequencies of occurrenceof these forces
andother accident environmentsare presented in Table B-1.
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Table B-1. Frequency of Accident Em-ironment per
Hold Port Transit [Warwick and Anderson, 1976]

II Mechanical Immersion Fire2.05 x l0 s 4,.00 x 104 5.28 x 10"s

B.3 Packaging Response to Immersion

For accidents in a port, the immersion environmentis ratherbenignsince port waters average less than
200 meters in depth, and a Type 30B cylinder in an overpackcan easily survive immersionat a depth
of 200 meters. The Mont-Louisis the only ship to ever sink while carryingUF6 cylinders. All of the
cylinderswere recoveredfrom the sunkenship. Present-daysalvage techniquesallow for easy recovery
of packagesat depths of up to 200 meters from the sea bed [Kageet al., 1980].

B.4 Packaging Response to Mechanical Forces

Collisions are among the most potentiallysevere accidentsthatoccur in the region of a port. Although
somegroundingscouldbe severe enoughto tear the ship's hull structureand perhapseven cause flooding
of some cargo compartments,groundingspresent less of a threatof mechanical damage than collisions.
TableB-2 is a profile of collision experience in nine majorU.S. ports (New York, Baltimore,Hampton
Roads, New Orleans, Houston, Galveston, Los Angeles/Long Beach, San Francisco, and Oakland)for
cargo vessels with a displacementgreater than 1000 gross tons [Warwickand Anderson, 1976].

The datain this table arederived from U.S. Coast Guarddatafor 1970to 1974 [WarwickandAnderson,
1976]. During this period 296 collisions occurred out of a total of 140,000 port transits. Of these 296,
only two involved severe damage, and only one Ofthese involved fire. Thus, a severe collision was
modeled in this analysis as having a probabilityof occurrenceof about 1.4 x 10s.

Table B-2. Summary of Port Collisions 1970-1974
Vessels over 1000 Gross Tons

Meeting Crossing Overtaking Anchored Fog Total

79 20 20 132 45 296

26.7% 6.8% 6.8% 44.6% 15.2% 100%

The data summarized in Table B-2 include a subset of 72 collisions that were classified as severe, based
on monetary damage [Warwick and Anderson, 1976]. In only two of those cases was the damage greater
than $200,000 (1975 dollars), and one of these, the Sea Witch-Esso Brussels collision, was a collision
in which a fire developed after impact. The total damages for this collision were estimated at the time
to be approximately $23 million. This accident is discussed in detail in Section B-5.

Another somewhat more recent survey of 777 maritime accidents and incidents in Atlantic and Gulf Ports
is summarized in Table B-3 [Abkowitz and Galarraga, 1985].
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Table B-3. Accidents in Atlantic and Gulf Coast Waters and Ports
[Abkowitz and Galarraga, 1985]

Accident Atlantic Gulf Coast Atlantic Gulf Coast
Type Waters Waters Ports Ports Total

I Collisi0n [ 7. [25 I 71 I 320 [423

Fire/
Explosion 0 11 9 8 18

I Gr°unding216154 I,,

I Omor 20 [ 23 34 58 135

H,.

Collisions accounted for 50.4 percent of the total, which confirms the earlier finding [Warwick and
Anderson, 1976] that collisions represent the most common accident threat in a port. As noted
previously, it is conservative to model all accidents as occurring at the dock (i.e., adjacent to shore
without interveningexpanse of water).

B.4.1 Container Drops During Off-loading

Anothercategoryof accidentthat is notrelatedto ship collisions is containerdropsduringhandling. The
possibilityof UF6containerdamageoccurringduringhandlingat the dock was consideredin this analysis.
Theports inthe proposedaction handlelargeamountsof containerizedcargo (e.g., HamptonRoads,VA
handlesat least 750,000 containersannually). A move is defined as an operationin which a crane picks
up a container,moves it, anddisengages. Virginia InternationalTerminals, Inc. (VIT) estimatesthat,
at most, 1 or 2 containers are dropped per year [Hawkins, 1991]. This amounts to an historical
probabilityof a containerdrop of about 2.7 x 106 (less than 3 in one million moves). The foremost
causeof drops is container defects [Hawkins, 1991]. Since the main cause of drops is relatedto the
containerratherthan to specific operationsat HamptonRoads, the statisticalprobabilitycan be assumed

i

to be approximatelythe same at all ports consideredin this analysis.

The berths at ports considered in this analysis consist of either concreteaprons constructedon friction
pilings driveninto the sedimentor bedrockor on tampedearth containedwithin sheet pilings. Both are
relativelyyielding surfaces, and the water or the deck of a ship are even more yielding than a dock
surface. Previousstudies have shown that a package can be droppedonto yielding surfacesfrom much
higherthan 30 feet without sustainingdamage. This is much greaterthanthe force sustainedduringthe
regulatorydrop test [Fisher, et al., 1987; Gonzales, etal., 1986].

In conclusion, the probabilityof a containerdrop is low, and no release would be expectedto occur as
the resultof a containerdrop even if the drop were greaterthan 30 feet. Thus, containerdropsduring
unloadingof the Russian LEU are not a crediblemeans of damaginga cylinder, andthis accidenttype
is not consideredfurther in this analysis.
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B.5PackagingRespometoFire

Packagings of the type used to carry the RussianLEU are designed to survivethe thermal load specified
in the licensingperformancecriteria(i.e., the thermal load from a fully engulfing fire at 1475°Ffor 30
minutes)with no releaseof contents. It is importantto explainthata fire thatonly exceeds the regulatory
fire temperatureof 1475°For thatonly exceeds the regulatoryfire durationof 30 minutes does not mean
that the packagingperformance criteria necessarily have been exceeded. In order for the performance
criteria to be exceeded, not only must the total thermal input to the packagingexceed that delivered
during the regulatoryfire, but it must be delivered to thepackaging in a mannerthat does not permitthe
heat to be re-radiatedby the packaging. That is the reason for the full engulfment requirementin the
regulatorytest--to preventre-radiatiot_of heat. A non-engulfingfire e.(._., a fire adjacentto a packaging)
would have to be hotterand burn longer to deliver the same amount of heat to the packaging[Fisher,
et al., 198"71.

The damin Table B-1 indicatethat fires are historically a small fractionof maritimeaccidents. Cargo
ships are equipped with fire suppressionequipmentto handle most fires. Historical records regarding
maritimeaccidents indicatethat while some severe fires have occurred, they representno more than 3
percentof all ship fires or less than seven in 10,000 maritimeaccidents (a frequencyof 0.00069 or 6.9
x 104) [OperationsResearch, 1979]. This 3 percentof severe ship fires often involve flammableliquids
and may burnfor manyhoursor days or until the ship sinks [OperationsResearch, 1979], but fires of
this typeoccur almost exclusively on shipscarrying petroleumproducts(e.g., oil tankers). A cargoship
carrying Russian LEU might become involved in such a fire if it were involved in a collision with a
tanker whose contentssubsequentlyignited. As shown in the Sea Witch-EssoBrussels accident, which
was a realaccidentinvolving a burningoil tanker anda containerizedcargo ship thatdid not sink but ran
aground, the accident demonstrated that even such a collision and fire does not presenta threat to a
cylinder of LEU stowed below deck [DOE/EA-0515].

When the consequences of a fire involving an oil tanker are considered, one should note thatcrude oil
fires have a radiativeheat flux of about41 kilowattsper square meter. Refinedhydrocarbonfuels such
as JP4 aviationfuel and gasolineburn with a radiativeheatflux of about 120 kilowattspersquaremeter.
In other words, crude oil burnscooler than gasoline-type fuels. This means that a crude oil fire must
burn longerthan a gasoline-typefire to deliver the same amount of heat.

Since stowage regulations require that no other hazardous or flammable material be stowed in the same
hold with radioactive materials, the largest potential on-board source of flammable material to sustain a
major fire in a cargo ship carrying Russian LEU is the ship's fuel supply. This would be close to the
reserve capacity of 40-50 MT of fuel when the ship enters a U.S. port at the end of an overseas voyage.
Leaving aside the problem of devising a credible means by which this fuel supply might come to be
released within a cargo hold, ignite without activation of the automatic on-board fire-suppression system,
and engulf a SEAPAK, such a fire would be equivalent to an enclosed pool fire. It has been shown that
"entrainment[of air] andmixing are the ratedeterminingsteps for combustionin pool fires" [Considine,
1984]. In an enclosed space such as a ship's cargo hold, the free flow of air is limited, and the rate of
combustionwould be less than for open pool fires of the same fuel. The productionof largequantities
of smoke, which is typical of "inefficient" combustion of this sort lowers the flame temperatureof the
burningfuel. It can also "shroudthe flame reducingthe amount of flame seen by the object at any one
time" [Considine, 1984]. The atmospheric transmissivityof heat from a fire is also reduced by high
relative humidity [Considine, 1984], which is characteristic of the marine environment. In short, the
factorslisted above would all act to reducethe effects of a cargo-hold fire regardless of the source of the
fuel, but no attemptwas made in this analysis to account for such reduction of accident severity. In
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practice, mitigating measures such as flooding a hold with water could be used to preventcasks from
experiencing excessive thermal loads, but again no credit was taken for these measures in this analysis.

DOT regulationsgoverningthe transportof radioactivematerialswould preclude thestorageof more than
eight cylindersof LEU (or two SEAPAKs) in one hold or defined deck area [49 C.F.R. § 176.704].
Therefore, it is reasonableto assume that in a single accidentwith the possible mechanismsdiscussed
above by which a UF6 cylinder might be exposed to fire no more than two SEAPAKs on a ship could
experiencea thermalload sufficiently great to result in a releaseof contents. However, for purposesof
conservatism it was assumed thatin the event of a severe collision and fire that there would be a total
release of contents from half of the cylinderson board. For a cylinder to release some fraction of its
contentsas a resultof thermalloads experiencedduringan accident, the overpack and the cylinder must
have failed and the packagingmust be subjected to a fire that greatly exceeds those encounteredin the
regulatorycertification tests.

In the Sea Witch-Esso Brussels accident, severe fire conditions occurred only above-deckand only in
highly localized areas (i.e., in areas smaller than thatoccupied by an ISO container),and not at all in
below-deck areas. None of the areas where severe fire occurredwere also subjectedto severe impact.
Nevertheless, this was probablythe worst maritime accident in U.S. history involving a cargo ship. It
illustrates the fact that a cargo ship occupies a largevolume and that even where all necessary factors
appearto be present in an accident,unless they all occur in the same relatively small volume and unless
that small volume is where a UF6 cylinder would be located (i.e., below deck in a cargo hold), there
would be no consequences.

Finally, it can be concludedthatthe simultaneous occurrencewithinanother areaon the sameship during
the same accident of either fire exceeding 1475°F for 4 hours or some other combinationof fire and
impact exceeding that requiredfor cylinder and overpack destruction is highly improbable.

B.6 Probability of a Severe Accident

probabilityof a Severe Accident from U.S. Coast GuardData [OperationsRe..s.earch,1979]

Approximately73 percentof themarineaccidentsreportedto theU.S. CoastGuard(USCG) are in inland
waters. The remaining27 percent occurredon the open seas. Only the collision accidentfrequencies
in inland waters are used in this analysis, and it is furtherassumed that these collisions occur in the
regionof a port. Sincethe dataare for a 2-year timespan, the basic accidentrateis basedon the number
of porttransitsor port calls thatoccurredin the 2-year interval. There were approximately39,000 port
calls in each year; thus, the totalnumberof port calls was 78,000. Therewere 196 collisions duringthe
2-yearperiod. Therefore, the basic collision accidentprobability(C_) is

Cu = 196/78,000 = 2.5 x 10.3collisions per port call.

In the reference [Abkowitz and Galarraga, 1985] it is noted that only 5 in 72 port collisions, about 7
percent,were severe. In addition, if a radioactivematerialtransportvessel were involvedin a collision,
the most damaging situationfor the cargo would be when the radioactivematerialtransportvessel was
the struckvessel. Considering the dimensions of a typicalcargo vessel (a displacementof about 13,000
gross tons, fitted with seven cargo holds, but with no bulkhead between holds 6 and 7, therefore,
essentiallysix holds)only one cargoholdwouldbe struck, and it is assumedfor purposes of conservatism
that one hold is loaded with 50 percent of the cylinders of UF6. Therefore, assuming thatthere is a
uniform probabilityof striking each hold, then the probabilitywould be one in six or 0.167 that the
radioactivematerialhold was struck. The probabilityof a severe collision is the basiccollision ratetimes
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the numberof severe collisions times the probability of striking one hold. Thus, a severe collision
probability is C,_, where:

C,_ = (2.5 x 10"3)(0.07)(0.167)= 2.9 x 10s severe collisions per port call.

Reference [Warwickand Anderson, 1976] examined 5 years of collision recordsfor seven selectedports.
There were 296 collisions during the 5-year period involving 602 vessels. Of these collisions, 72
involved two vessels greater than 1,000 gross tons each. Each of these 72 cases was examined for the
amount of monetary damage to each vessel, because it was assumed that for there to have been any
significant damage, at least one vessel would have had to sustain significant monetary loss. Of the 72
cases there were only 16 in which the reportedmonetary loss was greater than $100,000 for each vessel.
There were only five cases in which the monetaryloss was greaterthan $200,000, and only one of the
72 cases involved a fire that contributed to the monetary loss. Thus, the possibility of a fire following
a severe collision would be 1 in 72 or about 1.4 percent. If a fire does occur on a ship, the probability
that it is a severe fire is approximately 2.8 percent. Therefore, the basic accident rate given above can
be modified to account for the conditional occurrenceof a fire; that is,

Probabilityof a severe fire following a collision = (2.9 x 10s)(0.014)(0.028)
= 1.1 x 10s per port call.

Probabilityof a Severe Collision Followed by a Severe Fire Based on,thePen.etrationof the Cargo H0!d
During the Collision

Reference [Operations Research, 1979] performed a detailed study of the probability that a cargo hold
would be penetratedduring a collision, thereby presenting the environments of crush, immersion, or fire
to the cargo hold. For a scenario in which one cargo hold contains spent fuel or other radioactive
material, the probability of crush or fire as an insult to a radioactivematerial package is on the orderof
2.0 x 10.s per port call. This value can be modified, as above, to estimate the occurrence of a severe
collision followed by a severe fire. That is, since 1.4 percent of the collisions are severe and followed
by fire, and about 2.8 percent of the fires that occur are severe, it can be concluded that the probability
of a severe collision followed by a severe fire -- (2.0 x 10s) times (0.014) times (0.028) = 7.8 x 10.9
per port call.

By two relatively independent methods, the probability of occurrenceof a severe collision followed by
a severe fir_.in a port has been estimated. These estimates range from 7.8 x 10.9to 1.1 x 10s per port
call.
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APPENDIX C

DETERMINATION OF ANNUAL PORT WORKER EXPOSURE
FROM COI_RCIAL RADIOACTIVE Sl-][IPI_S

To estimate the annualexposure rateof portworkers resultingfrom handlingof commercialradioactive
shipments, the following must be determined:

Numberof radioactivepackageshandled peryear
Length of exposuretime per package
Dose rateper package

Records of shipmentsthough the Ports of New York and New Jersey, HamptonRoads, Philadelphia,
Houston, Charleston, Savannah, and Baltimore for recent years were used to estimate the annual
throughputof packageswith radioactivecontents. Radioactivematerialswere identifiedby the product
code listed for each shipment. To obtainan estimateof annualradioactiveshipments (both imports and
exports), a list of all shipmentsfrom July I, 1992 throughJune 30, 1993 was compiled from the Piers
Imports and Exports, Journal of Commerce. The radioactiveshipmentswere groupedinto five categories
and exposure rates at one meter from the outersurface of the package were assigned for each group as

follows: i

enricheduraniumhexafluoride 0.5 mrem / hour
normaluraniumhexafluoride 0.2 mrem / hour
depleteduranium 0.2 mrem / hour
uranium oxide 0.2 mrem/ hour
other radioactivematerials 0.2 nu'em / hour

Each shipment record in Piers listed the weight and number of packages included in the shipment.
Package descriptions were not uniform and includedunits, containers, cases, boxes, drums, barrels,
packages, cartons, units, cylinders, tanks, skids, or a mix of packages. The assumptionwas made that
radioactiveshipmentswouldbe stacked on skids and the total numberof skids per shipment, ratherthan
the numberof packagesper shipment, was needed to estimatethedose receivedby workers, The weight
and numberof individualshipments was examinedfor each shipmentto estimate the number of skids.
In most cases, boxes, canons, barrels, and drums were assumed to be handled four to a skid. When a
largenumberof light packageswas includedin one shipment,these were assumedto be handledas either
8 or 32 packagesper skid.

The annualdose to portworkersresultingfromhandlingcommercialradioactiveshipmentswas estimated
based on thenumberof shipmentspassingthrough theport and an estimatedhandlingtime of tenminutes
per skid or cylinder. Each port uses three shifts per day and thereforeworkers were assumed to be
exposed to one-thirdof the packagespassing throughthe port. This is a conservative assumption given
that there aretypically manyberths andterminalswithin one port, thus making itunlikely one individual
would be presentfor even one-thirdof the shipmentsof radioactivematerials.
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